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ABSTRACT 
 
DISCIPLE-MAKING BOARDS:  
THE IMPACT OF TRAINING A CHURCH’S GOVERNING BOARD  
IN SMALL-GROUP SPIRITUAL FORMATION LEADERSHIP 
by 
 
Gary L. Olsen 
 
 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of training church governing 
board members at Rolling Hills Community Church, Lago Vista, Texas, to implement 
small-group spiritual formation leadership in their ministry areas. Components of biblical 
decision making were explored in the book of Acts, and relevant implementation was 
found in the Christian small-group movement of the late twentieth century. The research 
literature on training both church and nonprofit governing boards was reviewed for 
precedents. The ChristCare Series, a small-group system developed by Stephen 
Ministries, was selected to train board members to practice the spiritual disciplines of 
prayer, worship, inductive Bible study, and sharing of personal and spiritual life 
experiences in each of their ministry area committees. Researcher-designed 
questionnaires and the standardized Board Self-Assessment Questionnaire were 
administered both before and after the intervention. Documents authored by project 
participants provided material for a qualitative design. Results revealed positive impacts 
upon group size, meeting frequency, spiritual discipline content, and community 
building. Improved board effectiveness was most consistently reported by subjects who 
had additional, previous small-group leader training and follow-up supervision. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLEM 
The Context of the Study 
In the beginning were the golf courses. Everything else sprang up around them.  
The lots, the condominiums, the houses, the businesses, and eventually the churches, all 
came after the tee boxes and the greens were playable. The major settlement of the north 
Lake Travis shoreline began as a resort and retirement development, marketed both 
nationally and internationally. In fact, the founding pastor of Rolling Hills Community 
Church was not sent to the community by any denomination to plant a church; rather, he 
had himself retired to the town of Lago Vista, Texas, from service in the Presbyterian 
Church USA, in order to chase the white, dimpled orb. Nevertheless, through golf cart 
confessionals and clubhouse conversations, the Rev. Bud Engstrom heard a need and 
heeded a call to begin offering worship services to a somewhat isolated start-up 
community. In 1984, Rolling Hills Church was chartered as a unique union congregation 
of four mainline denominations: United Methodist, Presbyterian Church USA, Christian 
Church (Disciples of Christ), and United Church of Christ.  
As church governing boards go, Rolling Hills Community Church has had a 
predominantly stellar record of accomplishment. The community and the church 
originally attracted retirees from national and international corporations, from military 
careers, and from public education. Putting their extensive backgrounds to good use, 
early church board members created and maintained a traditional, corporate model of 
church governance, composing a very well-written set of bylaws outlining the job 
descriptions of each officer and standing committee. Of the twelve elected members of 
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the administrative board, nine were designated as chairs of standing committees such as 
worship, Christian education, and stewardship and finance. The remaining three were to 
be elected from among the board itself to fill the offices of moderator, vice moderator, 
and secretary.  
Over twenty years later, this basic governance structure was still intact. During 
thirteen years of service as pastor of Rolling Hills, though, I witnessed a slow and steady 
erosion of ministry area standing committee participation and effectiveness. In 1992, for 
instance, eight standing committees held meetings, seven of them on average of at least 
once a month. At the end of 2005, only five ministry areas made claim to having a team 
of people, and only one of them met as frequently as once per month. 
This decline, though, was not matched by overall church participation trends. 
Membership doubled and average Sunday worship attendance steadily rose from 140 to 
340, matching the approximate scale of growth of the surrounding community. The 
caliber of board members remained high, still including corporate careers, retired military 
officers, and small business owners. The waning of committee effectiveness was likewise 
not traceable to contentiousness or conflict. Friendliness, openness, candor, and 
cooperation have been the hallmark of Rolling Hills’ board life, even in the toughest of 
times. The drop-off of ministry area group participation could not be attributed to a lack 
of enthusiasm; subsequent oncoming board members were as faithful and dedicated as 
ever. A healthy move to eliminate meetings for meetings’ sake was not afoot either. 
Board members increasingly voiced concerns about being one-person committees and 
being unable to keep up with the growing demands of their ministry areas. 
The biggest change that had occurred was the size of the congregation. According 
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to Arlin J. Routhage’s concise but classic analysis of church size and ministry needs, 
Rolling Hills had moved from a medium-sized congregation well into the category of 
extra-large (5, 31). One notable consequence of this growth pattern was the inability to 
know everyone in the church family (30). Because of increased anonymity, board 
members found recruiting people for their ministry teams more difficult. 
In these same years, the demographic of the surrounding community transformed 
as well. Young families with children began moving into the neighborhoods as the 
nearest metropolitan presence, the state capital of Austin, extended its suburban reach 
northward. Catching and slightly surpassing the retirement culture in numbers, this 
mostly white-collar, working-family culture had altered the make up of the city, the 
congregation, and the church governing board. This new pool of board members brought 
with it a noteworthy difference in previous church experience. Whereas most of the 
retirees had been lifelong members of churches and had usually served on church 
governing boards in previous congregations, the younger generation of leaders was very 
often becoming involved with church, let alone church governance, for the very first time 
in their adult lives.  
Previous Research 
Addressing the press of increased ministry needs, and a simultaneous 
decomposition of the effectiveness of the structure built to meet those needs has led to the 
consideration of several options. The board could revise its bylaws, eliminating some 
standing committees while adding others. The congregation could restructure its 
governance by creating two boards, one a ministry council and one a board of trustees 
(Schey and Kallestad 30). Standing committees could be eliminated altogether in favor of 
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task forces, ad hoc committees, and/or ministry teams.  
Seminal research on governing boards, though, has demonstrated that structure is 
not a key factor in board effectiveness or improvement (Brudney and Murray 346; Chait, 
Holland, and Taylor 4; Gill, Flynn, and Reissing 285; Sonnenfeld 109). Board training 
and development have been shown to make a difference (Holland and Jackson 128). In a 
benchmark study of the governing boards of selected hospitals, small private colleges, 
and social service agencies, using a quasi-experimental, comparison group design, 
nonprofit authority Thomas P. Holland, of the University of Georgia School of Social 
Work,  and Douglas K. Jackson conclude that long-term, “sustained efforts to improve 
board performance can realize measurable gains,” as long as they are “integrated into the 
board’s regular business and become a part of members’ ongoing work” (133, 129).  
Other studies on this subject are not plentiful but have confirmed that governing 
board development provides positive impact for the effectiveness of the trained board. 
Notable for the breadth of nonprofit organizations that responded, two Canadian research 
surveys bolstered this premise while approaching the data from two different 
perspectives. The first project interviewed a sample of board members and found that 
training correlated with lengthened terms of office and reduced board turnover (Manning 
120-21). The second study established that chief executive officers of nonprofit boards 
perceived that training for change made a noteworthy and lasting difference in their 
board’s performance (Brudney and Murray 345).  
Research on development and training of church governing boards corroborates 
the findings of nonprofit inquiries, though the body of literature in this specialized field is 
vastly different in scope. Only one evaluative project could be found that treats a sample 
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of several churches, and at that, the study limited itself to one district in one state in one 
denomination (Osborne 73). The remainder of the evaluative research that is reasonably 
available focuses upon specific church governing boards of congregations served by the 
pastor authoring the study (Eason, “Team Ministry”; Eckelmann; Goens; Harvard; Hurt; 
Richard Johnson; Koppitch; Maitland; Mamanua; Morgan; Parke; Ramsey; Taylor).  
Taken together, though, this body of literature does portray its own wide scope. 
The thirteen dissertations cover sixteen boards in fifteen congregations from seven 
denominations representing twelve states. Training interventions last anywhere from 
three weeks (Taylor) to three years (Koppitch), utilizing vastly differing curricula, yet all 
reporters describe overall positive impacts as a result of the research projects. Whether 
measuring such results as knowledge obtained, leadership skill levels developed, spiritual 
growth and unity attained, attendance and participation gained, governance models 
implemented, or board effectiveness heightened, the development interventions with the 
various church boards proved fruitful. In many cases, the researcher experienced an 
energized governing board that initiated action to continue training activities beyond the 
term of the study (Maitland 112; Mamanua 113; Morgan 79-80; Ramsey 181).  
The fact that such diverse curricula and such varied foci result in such similar 
outcomes raises an issue broached by Larry William Osborne in his survey of church 
board members in a southern California district of the Evangelical Free Church of 
America. In his analysis Osborne adroitly points out that the “Hawthorne Effect could 
possibly explain the results of his study” (49). The Hawthorne Effect was named after 
industrial psychology experiments conducted at the Chicago Hawthorne Works plant of 
the Western Electric Company from 1927 to 1932. Because conspicuous positive changes 
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in attitude and behavior could be measured despite divergent content of experiments, 
researchers concluded that “the simple attention given to a previously neglected situation 
or worker” was the primary motivator for the change (49). Osborne surmises from both 
the previous research, as well as his own, that in church board development, “the content 
and method of training are secondary to the actual implementation of a homogenous 
training experience” and that “any training program … should succeed to some 
measurable extent” (50). Osborne’s observations can be applied with equal pertinence to 
the nonprofit literature already mentioned. An important part of the effectiveness of 
training nonprofit governing boards is the perception that somebody seems to care 
enough to do something to improve them.  
 Though content and method may not be primary, they are not irrelevant. Each 
previously mentioned study trained in certain, specific subject matter and, in turn, 
measured for improvement in the same. In all studies, the content was selected because of 
its perceived significance to the task at hand. Furthermore, the subjects involved with 
most of the Hawthorne experiments were not trained to do anything differently. Rather, 
they were observed to behave differently at the same tasks under external conditions 
perceived to be different as manipulated by the researchers. Adding contextually relevant 
content with intentional plans to improve both conditions and behavior would seem to 
contribute more to the effectiveness of board training interventions than Osborne is 
willing to concede. Research theorists Robert Bogdan and Sari Knopp Biklen do point 
out that the very act of “asking someone to sit down and fill out a questionnaire changes 
their behavior” (43). They articulate that researchers observing or interacting with other 
people “can never eliminate one’s own effect on subjects”; however, the researcher must 
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“understand one’s effect on the subjects … and use this understanding to generate 
additional insights” (43). 
Biblical and Ecclesiological Foundations 
 The importance of the content of governing board training is also intensely 
germane to the integrity of the organization. Each organization’s mission, history, and 
context will weigh in heavily upon the selection of board development content. When 
training church governing board members, the mission, history, and context of both the 
universal Church and the local church should impact the selection of content, as New 
Testament scholar Luke Timothy Johnson so eloquently argues in his monograph 
Scripture and Discernment: Decision Making in the Church: 
I have a bias. I think there ought to be some connection between what a 
group claims to be, and the way it does things. The church claims to be a 
community of faith; is there a connection between this claim and its actual 
communal life? This could be tested by looking at several places where 
churches express their life, but a particularly important and revealing place 
is the process of reaching a decision. (10) 
 
When training the church board, distinctively Christian theory and practice is in order. 
Fundamental purposes for the church and primary resources of the church should become 
the foundation for the development of the decision-making body of the church.  
 The New Testament book of the Acts of the Apostles proves an intriguing 
resource for discovering foundational descriptions of decision-making bodies of the first-
century church (Eason, Making Disciples 20; L. Johnson, Scripture 82-108; Lovett 83-87; 
Morris and Olsen 24-25). The author of Acts recounts thirteen occasions in which 
disciples meet and make decisions concerning various aspects of ministry. Seven of these 
narratives explicitly describe themselves as meetings (1:12-26; 4:23-31; 6:1-7; 13:1-4; 
15:4-29, 30-35; 21:17-25) and six meetings are implicit (8:14-17; 9:26-28; 11:1-18, 19-
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22, 27-30; 15:1-3). In describing these events, Acts reveals components of the decision-
making process evidently important to the leaders of the early Church. In some 
circumstances, the principals are reported to engage in prayer (1:14, 24; 4:24-31a; 6:6; 
13:2-3). In other cases, those gathered consider the Scriptures (1:16, 20; 4:24-26; 15:15-
17). In still others, the main characters tell stories about their own faith-life experiences 
(11:4-17; 15:7-12; 21:19). The protagonists are said to discuss and debate the issues in a 
couple of instances (15:2, 7). In many pericopes, various combinations of these 
components are utilized (1:12-26; 4:23-31; 6:1-7; 15:4-29; 21:17-25). Though their 
length and detail may vary, proposals are put forward and decisions are made in all these 
accounts; and thus, a body of narratives is put forward that can be read as “a vehicle for 
theological reflection,” acting “as a witness to the church in every age” that provides a 
standard by which to ask “whether and in what manner its own processes of decision 
making are articulations of faith in God” (L. Johnson, Scripture 108).  
 Comparison with that biblical standard seems humbling for governing-body 
gatherings of most contemporary congregations. Church board consultants Danny E. 
Morris and Charles M. Olsen characterize the great bulk of what they witness at church 
board meetings as “litanies of committee reports held together by bookend prayers” (15). 
Lutheran pastor Michael W. Foss grates at the irony of asking “the wonderful people who 
come and serve the church for spiritual reasons to set those needs aside during meetings 
for business sake” (33). Presbyterian professor Roberta Hestenes is convinced that this 
absence of specifically Christian spiritual practice is the main reason that the most 
common response of hundreds of church governing board interviewees is, “I’ll be so glad 
when this term of office is over” (31). Olsen summarizes the typical board member’s 
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experience aptly: 
Many new board members expect board participation will be an 
opportunity for personal faith development only to find a long, 
parliamentary-ordered, business-as-usual meeting. While asking for bread, 
they felt they had been given a stone. (43) 
 
Administrative board meetings at Rolling Hills Church have traditionally been no better. 
Rare are the opportunities during such a meeting to explore the Scriptures, spend quality 
time in prayer, or share what God is doing in the participants’ lives or ministries. 
At the same time, a comparison of the contemporary American church scene with 
the composite biblical picture of church groups making decisions in Acts generates a 
measure of hope. The same practices found in the Acts church meetings (the study of the 
Scriptures for appropriation, earnest petitional prayer, and intentional conversation 
concerning faith and life experiences) also formed the basic components of several small-
group movements emergent in the congregational life of U. S. Christianity in the last 
quarter of the twentieth century (Wuthnow 387). These classic spiritual disciplines all 
proved key ingredients for Christian gatherings of up to fifteen: for group spiritual 
direction, as found, for instance, in the work of Susan Muto (Muto and van Kaam 19-24); 
for discipleship growth through small-group spiritual formation, as evidenced in 
contributions like that of Willow Creek Community Church’s Bill Donahue (24, 82); for 
group spiritual discernment, as described by the likes of Garrie Stevens, Pamela Lardear, 
and Sharon Duger (19-26); for ministry teams, as demonstrated by pastor-author-
practitioners such as E. Stanley Ott (172-73); and, for “worshipful-work,” as developed 
for Christian community to be experienced particularly in boards and committees by 
consultants like Olsen (16-19).  
 Rolling Hills Community Church has already been involved in developing a 
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spiritually formative, distinctively Christian small-group ministry in its congregational 
life through enrolling in the ChristCare Series. Stephen Ministries St. Louis, famous for 
its Stephen Series® program of lay chaplaincy in local church contexts, developed 
ChristCare as another ministry system for congregational implementation, this time 
addressing the training, launching, and ongoing support needs of small-group leaders. 
The creators of the program piloted ChristCare for three years in over two hundred 
congregations before going public. At the time of this project, over nine hundred 
congregations representing more than fifty different denominations had participated in 
the ChristCare Series (“ChristCare Small Group Ministry” 1). Each participating church 
sends selected members on an intensive, weeklong Equippers Training Course. The 
Equippers return to their congregation with a file-drawer full of resources and initial 
familiarity with recruiting, preparing, and sustaining small-group leaders. Equippers train 
small-group leaders in a sixteen-week, forty-hour curriculum, then facilitate regular 
follow-up gatherings called SEA groups (an acronym for “Support, Encouragement, and 
Accountability”), which include reports, continuing education units, and structured peer 
support (“Stephen Ministry”). Prior to this project, Rolling Hills Church sent six 
members to train as certified Equippers, including myself, and had trained four classes of 
graduates, totaling thirty-nine potential small-group leaders.  
 The heart of a ChristCare small group lies in the four spiritual disciplines each 
group is called to practice. Though groups possess varying purposes and missions, each 
spends time involved in what are called the “Four ChristCare Group Activities”: Biblical 
Equipping, an eight-step inductive Bible study process; prayer and worship; community 
building and care, activities creating “a safe place where group members can share … in 
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their Christian walk” (“What Happens in a ChristCare Group”); and missional service, in 
which group members plan “specific ways to reach out with God’s love to those outside 
the group” (“What Happens in a ChristCare Group”). Like many other small-group 
ministries, the framework for ChristCare small-groups matches the template of the 
composite of the constituent parts of the Acts meetings. 
 While the ChristCare system was the best match for the congregation and the 
most comprehensive for the small-group ministry team, the curriculum was not taught 
without modification. After using the group-based training material for two full cycles, 
decisions to change the order of training modules were implemented in the Rolling Hills 
Church ChristCare program, and the intervention with the board included these 
modifications. The best way to see this revision of the order of sessions quickly is to 
consult the “Modified ChristCare Small-Group Leadership Training Schedule” (see 
Appendix A). A comparison of the numbers in the Week column with the numbers in the 
Session column immediately reveals the difference between the way the ChristCare 
group-based curriculum presents the sessions (Session column) and the way it was 
modified for this study (Week column). Out of a total of twenty-two sessions, only three 
subjects were exact sequential matches.  
 The sequential changes were made for a variety of reasons. The “Nuts and Bolts” 
module, for instance, was moved from the curriculum’s thirteenth session to week two in 
this study’s training in order to provide a detailed overview of the entire program at the 
outset, as well as to make the reference work used as the session’s text, William J. 
McKay’s Nuts and Bolts Issues for Small Group Leaders, familiar to the participants 
early in their training.  
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Another major move involved taking sessions eighteen and nineteen, 
“Assertiveness Skills for Group Leaders, Parts One and Two,” from continuing education 
material and placing them amid the initial training modules in weeks ten and eleven. 
These sessions cover material so vital to leading groups that they are best given to 
trainees before they are given permission to begin groups. In addition, trainees report that 
these sessions are some of the most relevant, practical, and memorable modules of the 
curriculum.  
 Session Seven, “Prayer and Worship in ChristCare Groups,” was not only moved 
up earlier in the lineup to allow more skill practice in all subsequent training modules but 
was also expanded into two sessions, “7a” and “7b.” In past ChristCare courses at Rolling 
Hills Church, this core ChristCare spiritual discipline was the one trainees had the least 
previous experience leading. Group leader trainees needed more information, more 
exposure to resources, and more practice in planning and facilitating public prayer and 
worship, and such modifications in the curriculum helped provide needed experiences. 
 Two additions to the ChristCare training strategy were worked into the schedule. 
First, just as sessions subsequent to those covering prayer and worship included 
opportunities for trainees to lead worship, the same was done for leading inductive Bible 
studies in sessions following the Biblical Equipping training. Trainees signed up to lead 
the respective modules in each session. The second addition involved a way to make up 
sessions missed due to absence. An additional “session of sessions” was placed at week 
sixteen to allow for group skill practice of the key subjects missed.  
 A further issue was addressed when changing the architecture of the curriculum’s 
session sequencing, namely the balancing of results-oriented and process-oriented 
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sessions. The ChristCare curriculum session structure starts out with six process-oriented 
modules, including Building Community, Listening Skills, and Confidentiality (Group-
Based Manual 1: Table of Contents). The order of modules was shuffled in order to 
interlace the process-oriented with the results-oriented sessions. In training studies with a 
broad range of nonprofit boards, University of Georgia researchers found that most board 
members seemed to be more comfortable addressing instrumental or task-oriented issues 
than they were affective issues, such as group process, personal assumptions, or 
interpersonal relationships. Educational sessions, coaching, and feedback that related to 
the competencies of context and mission, setting goals and objectives, or formulating 
strategies were often received much more readily than were efforts having to do with 
interpersonal relationships or group processes (Holland and Jackson 125). By 
interweaving the task-oriented and the process-oriented sessions, a better reception to the 
initial weeks of ChristCare training was anticipated and a better learning curve for the 
process-oriented sessions was expected. 
 Because of the time limitations of this study, certain of the sessions included in 
the full ChristCare curriculum had to be excluded. The complete curriculum provides 
twenty-four discrete training modules. By expanding a single unit to a two-part format 
(Prayer and Worship) and by adding a Make-Up Session of Sessions, the Rolling Hills 
Church modifications to the training produced twenty-six potential units. This research 
intervention, though, allowed only twenty-two units to be covered through its seventeen-
week training program and five-month implementation strategy. Decisions had to be 
made about relevance and suitability of all sessions. Four units were excluded: Session 
Four: Listening Skills for ChristCare Leaders; Session Six: When and How to Make 
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Referrals for Additional Care; Session 21: How to Bring Closure to ChristCare Groups; 
and Session 22: Evangelism in and through ChristCare Groups. After review, these units 
were deemed to cover items either already covered in other sessions or least likely to be 
needed by the board members during the intervention period. Those chosen for inclusion 
were deemed to have the most usefulness for the trainees in the nine months of the study.  
Purpose 
 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of training church governing 
board members at Rolling Hills Community Church to implement small-group spiritual 
formation leadership in their ministry areas. Board members at Rolling Hills had asked 
for help with their ministry committees. Ongoing training of governing boards has been 
shown to be an effective method for providing substantial improvement. The New 
Testament book of Acts provides a sound biblical model for church decision making. 
Small-group ministries made available a relevant, modern-day equivalent to the Acts 
model. Rolling Hills Community Church already had a depth of experience and resources 
for training small-group leaders with an Acts template through the implementation of the 
ChristCare Series. This project combined these factors and trained board members of 
Rolling Hills Community Church as small-group spiritual formation leaders and then 
provided them with a five-month period of supervised implementation. Data and 
materials were collected to answer three research questions. 
Research Question #1 
 What impact did intensive and ongoing leader training have on building multiple-
member ministry area committees? 
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Research Question #2 
 What changes in ministry area meeting content took place when the chairs of 
board committees learned a biblical model utilizing the Christian spiritual disciplines of 
prayer and worship, inductive Bible study, and personal faith sharing as practices of 
mission discernment? 
Research Question #3 
 How did a small-group spiritual formation model impact the perception of board 
members in relationship to their overall job performance? 
Definitions 
Small groups are gatherings of two to fifteen people, meeting for a variety of 
primary purposes, that regularly practice Christian spiritual disciplines together as a 
central part of their agenda. 
Spiritual disciplines are activities such as prayer, journaling, Bible study, 
meditation, and voluntary displacement, in which participants invite “an encounter with 
the living Word, a means of God’s shaping of our lives” (Mulholland 146), making an 
“offering [of] ourselves to God … to be transformed by God” (160). Also known as 
means of grace, these acts allow two-way communication in a love relationship with God 
as participants “express their faith and receive God’s grace” (Harper 44). 
Spiritual formation leadership comprises trained facilitating of the practice of 
spiritual disciplines in small group settings.  
Inductive Bible study is a precisely outlined process of studying the Christian 
Scriptures in order to hear and appropriate in the reader’s everyday life God’s love for 
them. Though the steps of the inductive process are labeled in various ways depending 
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upon the source, they usually include a meditative reading of a portion of a biblical text, 
an analytical exploration of the text, a brainstorming of transferable principles drawn 
from the text, and a prayerful application of the message discerned as most relevant to the 
reader(s). As a spiritual discipline, “scripture is viewed as a place of encounter with God 
that is approached by … opening one’s self [sic] unconditionally to God, and by a hunger 
to respond in love to whatever God desires” (Mulholland 95). 
ChristCare Series is a complete system for training, supervising, and nurturing 
small-group spiritual formation leaders, as well as developing, building, and sustaining 
diverse small groups in a Christian congregation. A church’s governing board must 
choose to enroll with the host ministry, Stephen Ministries St. Louis, and Stephen 
Ministries pledges ongoing training and technical support to participating congregations. 
Description of the Project 
The training stage of the intervention (see Table 1.1, p. 20 for all phases) 
consisted of sixteen sessions contained in the Group-Based Manual for ChristCare 
Group Leaders, one of the official training manuals published by Stephen Ministries for 
small-group leaders in their ChristCare Series. At the time of this study, the ChristCare 
Series offered training materials in two formats--a lecture-style format and a group-based 
format. Rolling Hills Community Church participated in pilot testing for the group-based 
format in 2003, and thereafter selected it as the format of choice.  
Six ChristCare Equippers, including myself, taught the course using as their text 
the respective ChristCare Series Equipper’s Manual: Group-Based Training 
Presentations. The course included goal-oriented sessions, such as how to lead group 
Bible study and public prayer, and covered process-oriented subjects such as 
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confidentiality, facilitation, and assertiveness (see Appendix A). Each session lasted three 
hours and included a potluck supper, required homework (whether reading or 
presentation preparation), offered worship, Bible study, and prayer, and incorporated skill 
practice covering the subjects at hand (see Appendix F). A seventeenth session was 
required for make up coverage of any missed sessions. 
The team of Equippers, made up of five laypeople plus myself, taught the course 
on a rotating basis. Four of the six Equippers, including myself, took part in virtually 
every session, and, week to week, that segment of the session changed so that every 
Equipper led each type of segment several times over the duration of the curriculum (see 
Appendix F). One Equipper was able to participate in just about every other session, 
leading within the same rotation. The sixth Equipper supervised logistics for the planning 
and serving of each session’s supper, as well as audited each training module. 
 The second stage of the curriculum used in the project consisted of five monthly 
follow-up sessions using the ChristCare format known as Support, Encouragement, and 
Accountability Groups, or SEA Groups. Along with times for prayer, worship, and Bible 
study, each session required a brief written report on small-group progress by each 
participating board member, offered a session of continuing education from topics 
provided by the ChristCare curriculum manual, and included more extended oral and 
written reports by selected board members on a rotating basis (see Appendix G). These 
sessions encouraged the formation of small groups in the board members’ ministry areas, 
implementing the training they had initially received. The same six ChristCare Equippers 
who provided the first stage’s training also supplied SEA Group leadership under the 
same assignment regimen.  
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Methodology 
The evaluative method of this study included a pretest-posttest, nonequivalent 
control group design, a posttest-only nonequivalent control group design, and a grounded 
theory analysis design using documentary materials. The independent variable of this 
project was the ten-month ChristCare program of training and follow-up supervision. The 
dependent variable of this research project was the small-group spiritual formation 
leadership exhibited by ministry area committee chairs. Four avenues of observation were 
chosen to operationalize this dependent variable: the existence and size of ministry area 
committees, the spiritual discipline content of the ministry area meetings, the perceptions 
of board members about their own participation on the board, and the perceptions of the 
effectiveness of the board as a whole as viewed by its members. Intervening variables 
identified as possibly affecting outcomes included age, personality type or temperament 
preference, time-management skills, previous experience with small-group leadership 
outside of the ChristCare model, and previous experience as a church governing board 
member. 
Subjects 
 Two groups of subjects were the focus of the study. The main group consisted of 
the potential recipients of the intervention, namely the twelve elected members of the 
administrative board of Rolling Hills Community Church serving from January through 
October 2006. Holding to the ethical standards of human research, participation in the 
intervention was voluntary (see Appendix D). Board members who did not choose to join 
in the ChristCare training and implementation were still invited to participate in both the 
pretest and posttest, as their data could serve as that of a control group. A further 
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consideration for analysis took into consideration that some of the board members had 
already completed ChristCare training at Rolling Hills in previously offered semesters. 
Because they had not previously completed the training with a focus on applying the 
model specifically to ministry area committees, they were again invited to participate, 
though their data was analyzed separately when appropriate. 
 The second group of subjects consisted of individuals serving on ministry area 
committees chaired by the board members of Rolling Hills Church in 2006. Each served 
on these committees voluntarily and at the behest of the chair of that committee. Some 
ministry area committee members participating in this study were part of an intact group 
of subjects, and some joined that group during the study. Holding to the ethical standards 
of human research, participation in the pretest and/or posttest was voluntary (see 
Appendix E). The ministry area committees headed by board members who did not 
choose to join in the intervention were still invited to participate in both the pretest and/or 
posttest, as their data could serve as that of a control group. A further consideration for 
analysis was that some of the committee chairs had already completed ChristCare 
training at Rolling Hills in previously offered semesters. The data collected from their 
ministry area committees would be analyzed separately, when appropriate. 
Data Collection and Instrumentation 
 In order to assess any difference this intervention might make for the ministry 
area committees of the Rolling Hills board, three distinct resources for data collection and 
four sources of experimental group documents were utilized. Table 1.1 summarizes the 
phases of the project, showing respective subjects, dates, and events involved. 
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Table 1.1. Phases of the Project 
                                                       
Phase Subjects Timeline Event 
    
Pretest Board members Month 1 MACQα & BSAQ 
    
Pretest Committee members Month 1 MACQβ 
    
ChristCare training Board members Months  1-4 Weekly sessions 
    
ChristCare training Board members Month 4 Documentary source—
training evaluation 
    
ChristCare SEA group Board members Months 5-9 Monthly meetings 
Documentary sources—
two report sets 
    
Posttest Board members Month 9 MACQα & BSAQ 
Documentary source—
church publication 
    
Posttest Committee members Month 10 MACQβ 
    
Posttest only Committee members, 
subsequent to pretest 
Month 10 MACQβ 
    
 
 
 
Each of the three data collection tools was administered both pre-intervention and 
post-intervention in order to facilitate comparison, as well as posttest-only to new groups 
resultant from the intervention. The first resource required each board member to 
complete a researcher-designed questionnaire, the Ministry Area Chair Questionnaire 
(MACQα; see Appendix B). This questionnaire gathered quantifiable data regarding 
behaviors of each ministry area committee, as well as allowed board members to rate 
certain aspects about their job description. The second tool, the Ministry Area Committee 
Questionnaire (MACQβ; see Appendix C), also researcher designed, used five questions 
from MACQα about behaviors of each ministry area committee and was administered to 
committee members only. The third instrument, well-known in the nonprofit board field, 
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was a standardized questionnaire known as the Board Self-Assessment Questionnaire, or 
BSAQ (Holland and Blackmon), and was completed by board members only. The BSAQ 
expressed their judgments about the effectiveness of the Rolling Hills administrative 
board in six competency dimensions. 
Three of the documentary sources originated with the ChristCare curriculum and 
one documentary source derived from a project of the dissertation Research and 
Reflection Team of Rolling Hills Community Church. All documents were completed by 
subjects of the experimental group only. The first documentary source was an evaluation 
administered at the last session of weekly training entitled “Final Feedback Form and 
Questionnaire—Group Leaders” (see Appendix N). The second and third documentary 
sources were report forms created by Stephen Ministry St. Louis for use in the ChristCare 
system during SEA Group sessions (see Appendixes L and M). The fourth and final 
documentary source (see Appendix Q) stemmed from the production of a publication of 
the dissertation Research and Reflection Team of Rolling Hills Community Church, a 
team of members of the congregation required by the seminary for guidance and support 
of the Doctor of Ministry candidate during the dissertation process. 
Delimitations and Generalizability 
 Because this study is limited to the experience of intact groups at one church, the 
results do not represent a wide variety of congregational contexts. Any generalizability 
may be limited to churches of a similar size, socioeconomic background, and governing 
board structure. The use of ChristCare, though, a standardized curriculum and ministry 
system that reports successful implementation in a wide spectrum of church contexts, 
lends a replicability to the project and its outcomes. The most likely scenarios to find this 
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research useful would include congregations that have board members who double as 
ministry area chairs, churches whose board members are not ministry chairs but who 
might desire spiritual discernment small-groups for assistance with board responsibilities, 
and other vested, decision-making bodies in a church setting that want to expand 
biblically and formatively. The observation of grounded theory developers Anselm 
Strauss and Juliet Corbin provides the most cogent last word on the usefulness of studies 
of this scale: 
So, if one asks a researcher, “Is this one case representative of all cases?” 
then his answer probably is “no” and further study will show how and 
why. But if one asks, “Is there something we can learn from this case that 
will give us insight and understanding about a phenomenon,… then the 
answer is “yes….” What we learn from the study of one of these places 
will increase our understanding of the concepts and provide a starting 
point for further research. (285) 
 
Despite the severe limitations of focusing on a very small group of subjects, this study 
contributed to an existent body of research on church governing boards, as well as shed at 
least a splinter of light upon the relationship of the phenomena of small-group decision 
making and disciple making. 
Overview of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 considers episodes of church decision making in Acts, reviews the 
contemporary field of Christian small-group ministry, and summarizes past studies on 
training board members, whether from the general nonprofit board realm, or from the 
church governing board sphere. Chapter 3 discusses in more detail issues such as 
instrumentation, data and material collection, and methodologies of analysis of the data 
and materials. Chapter 4 reports the results of the data and materials in a manner 
consistent with answering the research questions. Chapter 5 evaluates the findings, 
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assesses their implications for the present state of the literature, and suggests future 
avenues of related research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
 
 A clergy colleague shares a story of a discussion held at a recent church 
governing board meeting. While lamenting the shrinking numbers of attendees and 
members of this ninety-five year old, mainline congregation situated in a town of twenty-
two thousand people, one board member asked what was being done differently at the 
fast-growing, evangelical, nondenominational church a few blocks away. The pastor, 
having duly investigated the community’s church options, explained that one aspect of 
the nondenominational church’s leadership decision making involved that board opening 
the Bible and searching the Scriptures when needing to make big decisions. Another 
board member shot a quick, discussion-stopping reply: “Thank God we don’t do that 
here!” 
 The role of this chapter is to scan pertinent areas of inquiry that suggest what a 
church governing board and its committees should and could be doing when they gather 
to make ministry decisions. A most relevant corpus of Christian Scripture is explored, a 
sample of the vast offerings of contemporary small-group spiritual formation and 
discipleship are treated, studies of church boards and nonprofit boards are reviewed, and 
literature on the methodology of the research project is surveyed. 
Scripture 
 The book of Acts provides a unique canonical witness to group decision making 
by God’s people. Both the quantity of narratives offered regarding corporate discernment 
and the quality of attention given to the decision-making process prove matchless 
throughout the rest of the Scriptures (L. Johnson, Scripture 68-69, 78, 81). At least 
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thirteen episodes of the twenty-seven chapter book portray gatherings of disciples who 
make decisions. The number could rise to fifteen based on scholarly interpretation as to 
whether a pair of consecutive meetings are described in a few particular cases (for 13:1-4, 
see Dunn 173; Haenchen 395-96; Marshall 216; for 15:4-29, see Marshall 249). Because 
the consecutive meetings are sparsely described, they do not add to the data or analysis in 
any substantial way, and, for the purposes of this study, each possible pair of meetings 
will be conservatively counted as one gathering. Whether choosing to envision thirteen, 
fourteen, or fifteen occurrences, the repetition of the theme of decision-making meetings 
signals their importance in Luke’s second volume.  
 “Repetition is a means of emphasis,” points out Robert C. Tannehill in The 
Gospel According to Luke (75). Some narrative connections are created to highlight main 
themes, while some redundancies are offered to underscore less pressing subject matter 
(3). Tannehill believes the storyteller reveals the intensity of a theme by expanding its 
meaning and enlarging its significance as the narrative advances (77). C. K. Barrett 
believes the repetition of decision-making meetings developed in Acts is for no less of an 
aim than representing “the way in which Luke conceived the progress of Christianity,” 
moving forward as “a difficulty is encountered; steps are taken to deal with it;… the 
problem solved [and] a notable advance takes place as a result” (2: 709). 
 Further, Ben Witherington, III proposes that Luke uses repeated patterns in order 
to present norms for Christian belief and behavior (99). In an effort to “ask how the 
church can best use the material found in Acts” (97), Witherington dedicates an entire 
section of the introduction of his Acts commentary to exploring “Acts and Hermeneutics” 
and arrives at a sane yet arresting conclusion: 
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Luke does not encourage us simply to play first-century “Bible land” and 
assume that all the early church did and said should be replicated today…. 
It is both sounder and safer to look for repeated patterns in the text of 
beliefs, behaviors, and experiences that are endorsed and replicated in the 
lives of various of the persons who seem to be examples in Acts. In this 
way the reader will find a surer and safer guide for preaching and teaching 
the book of Acts. (102) 
 
When identifying “what Luke uses as norms,” Witherington specifically suggests 
locating either “positive repeated patterns in the text” or “clear divine approval or 
disapproval in the text for some belief or behavior” (100). Closer scrutiny of the group 
decision-making passages in Acts reveals the elements of both positive repeated patterns 
and divine approval associated with these meetings.  
Seven of the thirteen stories under scrutiny portray explicit gatherings; that is, a 
word or words in the Greek text specifies that a gathering was held or a meeting was 
called (1:15; 4:31; 6:2; 13:2-3; 15:6, 30; 21:18). No one word or phrase is used to identify 
the meetings. Rather, Luke uses various terms to acknowledge that the gatherings 
happen. The most common word used is the verb συναγω (4:31; 15:6, 30), translated by 
the New Revised Standard Version at 4:31 and 15:30 as “gathered together,” and at 15:6 
as “met together.” The term λειτουργεω denotes a group of named individuals 
“worshiping” together at 13:2. The “whole community,” or piληθος, is “called together” 
(piροσκαλεο) at 6:2. In 1:15, Peter stands up to speak “among” (µεσος) an estimated 
“crowd” (οχλος) of 120. When Paul visits James at 21:18, every elder is said to be 
“present” (piαραγινοµαι).  
 Within this group of explicit meetings are found the fullest descriptions of the 
components of decision-making gatherings. At issue in Acts 1:15-26, for instance, is a 
successor to the deceased Judas Iscariot. Peter leads the initiative by quoting the Psalms. 
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If the words about Judas are not an author’s sidebar, then Peter reiterates the story of 
Judas’ demise for the ten dozen gathered. After Peter proposes criteria for possible 
candidates, and after the group submits nominations, those present pray for God’s will to 
be known. Finally, lots are cast and a successor emerges to fill the vacancy. The next 
verse describes the very same group gathered and receiving the Holy Spirit in a Pentecost 
observance that provides a seminal display of both Witherington’s “divine approval” 
(2:1-21; Witherington 100) and Barrett’s “notable advance” (2:37-42; Barrett 2: 709). 
The fourth chapter of Acts (vv. 23-31) portrays Peter and John “gathered 
together” with an undetermined number of followers of Messiah Jesus. The duo first 
reports on their arrest and hearing before the “chief priests and elders” and no doubt 
relates the Sanhedrin’s stern warning “not to speak or teach at all in the name of Jesus.” 
The assembly then “raised their voices” in a prayer in which the Scriptures were quoted 
pertinent to the entire situation in which the disciples now found themselves. The prayers 
conclude with a request for boldness to continue despite the threat. All in attendance 
experience the Holy Spirit in a palpable way that grants boldness and portrays divine 
approval. 
As the Jerusalem church grows, Acts 6:1-7 reports that certain aspects of ministry 
are perceived to be threatened by neglect due to leadership overload. “The twelve called 
together the whole community of disciples,” stated their view of the situation, and made a 
proposal to expand the leadership circle. The assembly decides upon seven new leaders, 
and the apostles offer prayer while laying hands upon the candidates. No Scripture is 
cited, though the entire episode is reminiscent of a set of passages that either choose or 
commission new leadership, including Exodus 18:13-27 (Barrett 1: 311; Krodel 132; 
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Talbert 29), Numbers 8:10 (Dunn 84; Neil 103), Numbers 11:1-24 (Dunn 83; Williams 
95-96), Numbers 27:15-23 (Marshall 127; Witherington 251), and Deuteronomy 1:10, 
13-15 (Tannehill, Acts 84). The Jerusalem church is reported to grow even larger, a 
typical portrayal by Luke of a notable advance. 
In what is widely regarded as the central narrative of the book of Acts (both 
literally and figuratively), the so-called Apostolic Council of Acts 15 provides the 
lengthiest description of the process of a church and its leadership making a decision. 
Paul, Barnabas, and “some of the others” from the church in Antioch are allowed to 
report to the whole assembly on the response of Gentiles to the gospel. A dissenting 
response is allowed from Jerusalem believers of the Pharisee party. A leadership caucus 
is then held before the whole assembly that allows “much debate,” though Luke relates 
only one quoted argument, that by Peter, which relies on the shared experience of those 
Jerusalem leaders present. After a final chance for Barnabas and Paul to offer their 
testimonies, James offers a decision in the case. Based upon Peter’s line of reasoning, 
James cites congruence with the prophets of Scripture, quoting the book of Amos in 
particular. After stating a proposal, the church gives unanimous consent to the decree, 
and the leadership chooses two of their own to travel back to Antioch to deliver the 
verdict in writing personally. Though prayers are not reported, the written version of the 
assembly’s judgment does relate that the decision “seemed good to the Holy Spirit and 
to” those responsible for it (15:28). The resultant rejoicing and peace described between 
Antioch and Jerusalem (15:31-33) lends an imprimatur of divine approval to the council 
decision. The book of Acts then immediately proceeds to turn the attention of its second 
half of narratives solely to Paul, who eventually takes the message from the Jewish 
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capital to the Roman capital. This development is arguably the most notable of all 
advances in Acts, displayed by Luke through constructing the whole of the literary 
architecture of the book to portray this theme (Barrett 2: 1235; Dunn 344; L. Johnson, 
Gospel 14-15).  
Despite the fact that these passages possess “no set literary ‘form’” in common, 
and though “one or another element may be missing,” a pattern emerges that portrays 
“the church as church reaching decision” (L. Johnson, Scripture 88). The pattern’s 
components include the consideration of action to be taken in missional issues, the 
appropriation of the Scriptures in light of contemporary events, the recounting of 
personal and corporate spiritual experience, the ability of those gathered to respond in 
debate, consent, and/or nomination, and the intentional inclusion of God through prayer. 
Most of these components are reiterated by the remaining three explicit meeting passages 
(13:1-4; 15:30-35; 21:17-25). These three remaining passages also offer no novel 
components save one mention of what appears to be preaching that “said much to 
encourage and strengthen” (15:32). Likewise, a closer look at the six implicit decision-
making meeting narratives (8:14-17; 9:26-28; 11:1-18, 19-26, 27-30; 15:1-3) repeats 
components covered in the fuller passages, and introduces no new information. 
Additionally, all the above categories contain indications of notable advances or divine 
approval. Whether through subsequent experiences of the Spirit’s power, church growth, 
or mission effectiveness, Luke clearly means to convey an “authoritative witness to the 
essential qualities necessary for the church to remain church as it decides hard questions” 
(L. Johnson, Scripture 79). 
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Witherington suggests that the author of Acts not only uses patterns to emphasize 
positive examples that serve as a “model for the church in later generations” (98) but 
utilizes negative examples as well, most often to offer opposing paradigms of behavior 
from the ones prescribed (98-99). The decision-making meeting theme also portrays 
undesirable, negative patterns. For instance, Luke composes six narratives describing 
meetings of the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem (4:5-21; 5:21b-40; 6:12-8:1a; 9:1-3, 14, 21; 
22:30-23:10; 23:12-22). Although scholarly opinion varies about which one or another of 
these meetings may be a formal or informal, an official or unofficial gathering of the 
Jewish Council at Jerusalem (Barrett 2: 1054; Dunn 52), the contrast Luke has drawn 
between the decision-making meetings of the disciples and the Jewish authorities is duly 
noted (L. Johnson, Acts 80-81, 272; Dunn 67; Witherington 450). This contrast is 
nowhere more evident than when considering the specific components of decision-
making meetings. For example, no Sanhedrin member is depicted praying during the 
proceedings. Neither are the Scriptures quoted nor alluded to by a council constituent. 
Four of the six Sanhedrin meetings portray council members sharing their own thoughts 
(4:16-17; 5:39-40; 6:13-14; 23:14), none of which are said to be God-inspired 
experiences.  
Further, within this very set of narratives, Luke includes a contrast between Jesus’ 
disciples and Sanhedrin members. Testifying before the council, for instance, Peter 
quotes Psalm 118:22 (Acts 4:11) and proclaims God’s involvement in a healing under 
investigation (4:10-12). In a follow-up hearing, Peter once again talks about being a 
witness to God’s participation through Jesus and the Spirit (5:29-32). The fullest account 
depicts Stephen before the council (6:12-8:1), his testimony comprised mainly of a 
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lengthy recitation of biblical history covering Abraham, Joseph and Jacob, Moses, 
Joshua, David, and Solomon (7:2-50). Two direct quotes come from the prophets: Amos 
5:25-27 (Acts 7:42-42) and Isaiah 66:1-2 (Acts 7:49-50). Stephen even reports having a 
heavenly vision take place during the proceedings, consisting of “the Son of Man 
standing at the right hand of God” (7:56). Then, as the hearings move outside for an 
execution, Stephen prays twice (7:59, 60). Not relying on merely contrasting the two sets 
of meetings, Luke makes sure the difference is noticeable within the negative set: “the 
careful reader cannot but notice the contrast between [the] ‘assembly’ of the disciples 
with that of the Sanhedrin” (L. Johnson, Acts 272). 
A second example of negative paradigmatic patterning concludes the book of 
Acts. Though under house arrest, Paul initiates a set of back-to-back meetings with “the 
local leaders of the Jews” in Rome (28:16-17a). Luke continues to use an array of words 
to describe the explicit gathering of religious leaders, using both συγκαλεω, “called 
together,” and συνερχοµαι, “assembled,” to describe the first meeting (28:17). Even 
though the NRSV uses the word “meeting” in 28:23, no single Greek equivalent exists 
(Whitaker and Kohlenberger 406). Rather, the author takes an entire phrase to portray the 
second gathering: “After they had set a day,… they came to him in great numbers” 
(28:23).  
Like the Sanhedrin set, neither story depicts any Jewish leaders practicing prayer 
or referencing the Scriptures. Only the first meeting’s narrative relates brief sharing about 
personal experience (28:21-22), and nothing is included about spiritual experience. Only 
the second gathering’s account discloses that debate took place (28:25, 29). Also, like the 
Sanhedrin set, the Roman setting describes the Christian disciple, in this case Paul, 
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engaging in preferred behavior, thus drawing an internal contrast. Paul is subtle but 
spiritually attuned in the initial gathering when describing his specific purpose for 
inviting them in order to speak with them “for the sake of the hope of Israel” (28:20). 
More vivid is the subsequent meeting’s “morning until evening” Jesus seminar, with host 
Paul personally “testifying to the kingdom of God” and extensively exploring the 
Scriptures “both from the law of Moses and from the prophets” (28:23). Paul closes this 
meeting, the final narrative episode of Acts, with a quotation and application of Isaiah 
6:9-10 (25b-28). “The final scene of a narrative is an opportunity to clarify central 
aspects of plot and characterization” (Tannehill, Acts 344), and Luke uses this gathering 
of Roman synagogue leaders to depict dually the best and worst of decision making in 
faith-based bodies. 
By ending Acts with a set of two decision-making meetings, Luke closes the piece 
as he opened it. After transitional material that overlaps with the ending of volume one 
(the Gospel of Luke), the first post-resurrection and ascension narratives of volume two 
describe a set of two meetings of Jesus’ disciples. They are precisely some of  the fullest 
depictions of what could and should happen at a church meeting: Peter leading “the 
crowd” of 120 through a decision about replacing one of the twelve (1:15-26) and the 
subsequent wind, fire, and linguistic experience of the Holy Spirit (2:1-12) that would 
produce international proclamation “about God’s deeds of power” (2:11). Thus, in the 
very architecture of the book of Acts, the understated motif of faithful decision-making 
meetings and their components is subtly presented from beginning to end and coexistent 
with other major themes, such as the transition from Peter to Paul (Barrett 2: 715; Bruce 
291; L. Johnson, Acts 286) and the movement of the gospel from Jerusalem, through 
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Antioch, to Rome (L. Johnson, Gospel 14-15). The book of Acts “invites us to consider 
the dynamics of decision-making themselves, and to use this consideration when 
reflecting upon the practice of the church wherever it exists” (Scripture 79). For Luke, 
decision making and disciple making go hand-in-hand. 
Ecclesiological Praxis 
 In attempting to appropriate the Acts group decision-making model for its 
governing board, Rolling Hills Community Church does not have to create something 
without precedent. The small-group ministry movement, emergent on the American 
church scene in the last quarter of the twentieth century, has developed this very same set 
of spiritual practices in a variety of group settings, including congregational councils and 
committees.  
Though research into the small-group movement has been sparse, one study is 
widely noted for both its depth and incisive conclusions. In the 1990s, Princeton 
sociologist Robert Wuthnow joined forces with the Lilly Endowment and the George 
Gallup Institute to engage in a landmark study of spiritual formation and small groups in 
the United States. Wuthnow recognized that, though the phenomenon of small groups 
was being widely touted, “virtually no systematic research has been conducted…. Thus, 
it has been impossible to say with any assurance whether or not these gatherings are 
nurturing spirituality” (2). After carefully selecting “nationally representative samples” of 
those both involved and not involved in spiritual formation small-groups (4), the Gallup 
organization surveyed close to two thousand adults (367). Their results were “consistent 
with the assertions of writers and religious leaders who suggest that small groups can be 
enormously important in nurturing the spirituality of individuals and revitalizing the work 
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of religious organizations” (384). Even more fascinating for the purposes of this study 
were the top three factors reported to stimulate spiritual growth: 
Statistical analysis of the survey also permits some conclusions to be 
drawn about the activities that are particularly conducive to spiritual 
development. For example, Bible study itself is particularly important, but 
prayer that involves collective sharing and participation is even more 
important. The telling of stories makes another substantial contribution. 
(387) 
 
The exemplary components of the Acts meetings proved to be as effective for disciples 
on the cusp of the twenty-first century as they were in Luke’s reports of the first century. 
Small-Group Ministry Diversity and Development 
Whereas Wuthnow’s work provides a general analysis of the phenomenon of 
small-group spiritual formation as a whole, several authors have chronicled their specific 
experiences of implementing small-group spiritual formation in congregations and 
ministries they have served and with which they have consulted. Efforts can be found in 
several denominational venues and in widespread areas of the country. A representative 
sampling displays both the diversity of origins yet the unanimity of practice. For instance, 
Father Arthur R. Baranowski adapted a Latin American-bred movement, known as base 
communities, to a North American context at St. Elizabeth Seton parish in Detroit, 
Michigan. Each small group practiced corporate worship in a time called “Shared 
Prayer,” then prayed for specifically requested needs in “Closing Prayer” (75-76). Study 
of the Scriptures was the focus of “Faith Sharing,” and as the name implies, an important 
aspect of this section encouraged the recounting of personal, spiritual life experiences 
(72-75). Further, each group was charged with getting involved in causes outside 
themselves through “Study and Action” (76-78). At Christ Church in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, United Methodist pastor Dick Wills expanded the Class Meeting concept of John 
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Wesley and initiated Wesley Fellowship Groups, getting members involved in 
discipleship growth through “Worship and Prayer,” faith-life sharing through 
“Accountability,” Bible study, and projects instigated for mission and outreach (42-43). 
Church planter Dale E. Galloway modified the cell group system of Korean Pentecostal 
pastor Paul Yongii Cho for use at New Hope Community Church in Portland, Oregon. 
Each “Tender Loving Care Group” gave “testimonies” of God’s actions in their lives, 
engaged in a “Bible lesson with practical application,” and practiced “Conversational” 
and “Intercessory Prayer” (151). Bible Church pastor Gene A. Getz developed “growth 
groups” for Fellowship Bible Church in Plano, Texas. Growth groups used inductive 
Bible study, a “formal sharing time” to express everything from blessings to crisis, and a 
prayer pattern of “Adoration, Confession, Thanksgiving, and Supplication” (Meier, Getz, 
Meier, and Doran 105-23). These groups are but a few of many specific examples of 
individual congregations that emphasized the renewal of the New Testament value of 
κοινωνια (fellowship, partnership, community) as central to the practice of the spiritual 
disciplines all Christians are called to practice.  
A next generation of practitioners developed spiritual growth small-group systems 
that could be implemented in other congregations. Taking lessons learned at Willow 
Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois, Donahue laid out an entire 
program in detail. Alternately described as a “handbook,” a “manual,” and a “reference 
guide,” the work includes the “four components of group life,” “Love, Learn, Reach, 
Serve,” to be covered in some fashion in every gathering. “Love” includes the worship of 
God and the sharing of spiritual lives and prayer concerns among participants. A focus on 
Bible study accomplishes “Learn.” “Reach” and “Serve” provide a missional emphasis to 
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the deliberations and actions of the group (82). The author takes small-group spiritual 
growth one step further as he advocates the use of this meeting template for different 
types of groups, including “disciple-making groups, community groups, serving groups, 
seeker groups, and support groups,” each requiring different portions of attention to each 
component (82-83). 
Under the direction of two Lutheran pastors, Stephen Ministries of Saint Louis 
developed a small-group ministry system to be offered to churches regardless of 
denomination. William J. McKay and David A. Paap created the ChristCare Series, a 
finely detailed program offering congregational leaders a weeklong training seminar, 
voluminous literature, and ongoing, lifetime organizational support, all in order to 
implement and adapt the series to their local needs. This infrastructure sustains efforts for 
providing “gatherings of three to twelve persons who meet on a regular basis,… in order 
to grow in their relationship with Jesus Christ” (ChristCare Series 16). Each group’s 
meeting includes “four activities,” or classic Christian spiritual disciplines. “Community 
Building” invites participants “to share their stories,” at set times as well as any time 
during the gathering as appropriate (McKay 3-6). An inductive Bible study method 
known as “Biblical Equipping” is “the central group activity out of which every other 
group activity grows” (12). “Prayer and Worship” lift the praises and needs of the group 
to God (15-23). “Missional Service” leads the group to reach out with Christ’s love to 
people outside the group (24-31). Flexibility to differing types of groups is built in to the 
ChristCare Series, allowing “greater emphasis to one or more of the four activities” in 
order to customize the format to the purpose of the gathering (McKay 34-35; ChristCare 
Series 16; “What Happens in a ChristCare Group”). 
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Specialization of the Small-Group Format 
A third wave of practitioners of small-group spiritual formation tended to 
specialize in areas for which they appropriated the spiritual disciplines. This 
specialization fostered two divergent paths, a contemplative path seeking individual 
spiritual formation and a deliberative path fostering group spiritual discernment. The 
contemplative path, represented in the writings of Gerald G. May, Rose Mary Dougherty, 
Corrine Ware, and the tandem team of Susan Muto and Adrian van Kaam, chose to 
utilize group spiritual direction as an avenue for individual spiritual formation. Included 
in Muto and van Kaam’s “formation-in-common” sessions, developed at their Epiphany 
Association, are the familiar “components” of prayer (called “Contemplation”), study of 
the Bible and other Christian classics (dubbed “Conferencing”), and sharing (entitled 
“Conversation”; 22). A goal-oriented, missional dimension is absent, though, as the time 
together is specifically built for each member “to personalize the common directives that 
emerge in the light of their own unique-communal call” (Kaam and Muto 267). While 
members communicate insight and reflect upon the spiritual life with each other, the 
guidance is individualistic rather than corporate, as “the aim at all times is to help people 
to find and unfold over a lifetime God’s plan for their existence” (Muto and van Kaam 
43).  
To this same model Ware adds the “creation of a personal daily pattern (a rule)” 
(Connecting to God 26). The rule is usually carried out away from the group, in the daily 
life of the participant, yet discussion of it with the group is encouraged (76). The entire 
group may decide to share a common rule, and “as one part of their rule, the group may 
also choose to work together on some service project” (84). Ware observes about 
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missional projects that “groups of this sort seldom sustain themselves without some 
‘outflow’ to make way for the further inflow of spirit” (84). 
Dougherty’s work with “group spiritual direction” at the Shalem Institute omits 
any reading, reflection, or study of a text, and rather concentrates upon intervals of silent 
prayer and personal sharing (Dougherty, Lived Experience 11-14) that should be “filtered 
through the lens of their ongoing relationship with God” (Group Spiritual Direction 50). 
Dougherty is explicit in her concept that the meetings are not “designed to meet a variety 
of needs within or outside the group” (41). Rather, the purpose of the 2 1/2 hour meetings 
of between three and six people is much more existential, the “common task—being 
present to God for one another and offering the fruit of that presence” (Lived Experience 
8). Decision making disappears as “discussion of issues” and “problem solving” are 
avoided (Group Spiritual Direction 96) in lieu of offering participants “ongoing support 
for their spiritual journeys” (94). Shalem predecessor May, writing of the early 
development of the model used by Dougherty, even disparages of “a tendency for the 
members to want to get to know each other” (110) as a “waste of considerable time and 
energy” (111) for sessions; any interpersonal or social activities “can be pursued on their 
own before or after meetings” (111). The Shalem model of group spiritual formation thus 
offers an unusual, if not incongruous blend of process orientation toward God and goal 
orientation for the participants. 
Small Groups in Church Decision Making 
Specialization for practitioners of small-group discipleship also took a 
deliberative path, recognizing a need for spiritual formation to accompany corporate 
decision making in the church. Fuller Theological Seminary professor Hestenes was one 
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of the first to advocate the inclusion of spiritual formation practices in task-oriented 
church meetings. In her classic, Hestenes laments the fact that “somehow, in North 
American churches we have come to believe that it is more important to follow Robert’s 
Rule of Order in our boards and committees than it is to reflect and demonstrate God’s 
love” (14). To remedy this epidemic, that “may actually be dangerous for the spiritual 
health” of church committee members (14), the author prescribes a wide range of 
practices that build Christian community, including “discussion of Scripture,… sharing 
personal interests, needs, and concerns,… conversation and planning related to areas of 
service,… and time for prayer and worship” (3). Most of the booklet offers suggestions of 
how to make solid and smooth, slow but sure transitions to experiencing Christian 
community in church committees. 
United Methodist deacon and spiritual director Barb Nardi Kurtz offers a brief but 
highly useful book “taken up with ways we can make all the small groups of a 
congregation places where members can engage in spiritual formation” (11). Utilizing the 
Wesleyan concept of “means of grace,” Kurtz includes prayer, fasting, and worship, as 
primary ways to connect with God together (16-20). “Searching the Scriptures” 
encourages groups to “hear what God is saying to our lives today” (18). Christian 
conferencing was Wesley’s terminology for “reflecting on our life of faith” with fellow 
Christians (21-22). Additionally, “service to others” is presented as an effective group 
practice for Christian formation (20-21). After introducing these classic spiritual 
disciplines in the historical language of the Wesleyan tradition, Kurtz uses the remaining 
two-thirds of the book to address how various types of groups can offer “meetings in 
which participants are helped to be open to God and to the process of Christian spiritual 
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formation” (70). Whether oriented toward learning, accountability, service, support, or 
administration, Kurtz urges all church meetings to implement these components and thus 
employ “a scriptural vision of the church at work” (75). 
   Presbyterian pastor Ott reflects on his experiences of implementing this same 
disciple-making format at all levels of congregational group life as well as provides 
instructions and tools for others to do the same. Ott selects the title “ministry teams” to 
describe the triple function of a group to “facilitate personal friendships among their 
members and intentionally develop their discipleship as well as accomplish their 
mission” (x). To accomplish this “ triple extension movement: discipleship, fellowship, 
and ministry” (64), the author prescribes a “Word—Share—Prayer” format for each 
meeting, done before the task-oriented section. Ott’s conviction is that, when using the 
means of grace of “engaging in substantive conversation about a brief passage of 
scripture,… sharing blessings and concerns of our lives with each other, and … praying 
for one another by name” (100), more meaningful program and task work is completed, 
as the “ministry … flows out of the team’s experience of fellowship and discipleship” 
(101). For Ott, function follows form. 
 M. Anne Burnette Hook and Shirley F. Clement collaborated with a handful of 
other practitioners in order to suggest ways to implement the small-group spiritual 
formation model in the specific ministry areas of United Methodist congregational polity. 
Based upon the tenet that “every segment and activity in the congregation should be 
about enabling people to experience God and to become disciples of Jesus Christ” (11), 
these United Methodist deacons set out to provide ways for church ministry area 
committees to accomplish both task completion and disciple making. Most chapters lay 
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out specific practices adapted to particular ministry areas, promising future practitioners 
that “making sure that your agenda includes intentional time for prayer, Scripture study, 
and faith sharing will help establish a climate that reflects that importance of being 
formed into Christian disciples” (93). Hook and Clement convincingly and thoroughly 
advocate the vital connection of contemplation and deliberation in a number of 
congregational contexts. 
 The title tells all in Transforming Church Boards into Communities of Spiritual 
Leaders, as Presbyterian pastor and consultant Olsen develops a “preferred vision for the 
spirit or culture of a [church] board” entitled “worshipful work” (xv). Olsen prescribes 
and describes ways to infuse church governing-board meetings with worshipful work, “or 
prayerful gathering” (19), by utilizing “four practices—(1) history giving and 
storytelling, (2) biblical-theological reflection, (3) prayerful discernment, and (4) 
‘visioning’ the future” (xi). When integrating inspiration and administration, Olsen 
believes board members will be rejuvenated by a sense of spiritual leadership much like 
that experienced and expressed by the Jerusalem church in Acts: “It has seemed good to 
the Holy Spirit and to us” (Acts 15:28; Olsen and Morseth 12-13).  
One other specialized area applying these same biblical decision-making 
ingredients to contemporary deliberative church life is known as spiritual discernment. 
Olsen extends the worshipful work concept to other areas of church life in two 
coauthored volumes on discernment. Olsen and Ellen Morseth adapt the model to what is 
usually known as the nominations process (35). Morris and Olsen  prescribe the 
worshipful work discernment process at all levels of church decision making, including at 
congregational and denominational meetings (54, 115-25). 
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A distinctly United Methodist approach to discernment utilizes the Wesleyan 
quadrilateral (the Scriptures, tradition, reason, and experience) as spiritual discernment 
practice. Stevens, Lardear, and Duger use the elements of the quadrilateral as the core of 
a consensus decision-making process. Before the core quadrilateral is begun, as well as 
after it is completed, the group engages in liturgical worship (19-20). The tradition 
element then invites “storytelling to experience in fresh ways how God is involved in 
their individual lives, in their life together as a group, and in the life of the congregation” 
(52). Next, the Bible is explored, so as to “help the group, through their encounter with 
Scripture, experience God’s presence as the power to guide them in discerning God’s 
will” (59). In the experience segment, “much of the time together will be spent in silent 
meditation and prayer” (64) as “prayerful listening to God” takes precedent (62). The 
reason movement “is a constructive [original emphasis] process that builds upon the ideas 
of all the participants” (23) in a consensus format that continues “until a truly unique 
proposal has formed” (66). Stevens, Lardear, and Duger summarize their process of 
church decision making:  
The model of discernment in this book seeks to keep business and worship 
together. It is based upon the premise that it is precisely the business of the 
church to be the faithful people of God seeking to know and do Christ’s 
will in every aspect of the church’s life…. The goal of discernment is to 
join work and worship. (48) 
 
Through their summary, the authors managed to describe the mission of the entire 
movement of contemporary deliberative spiritual formation. 
Research on the Training of Church Boards 
 In order to learn from others who have ventured to train church governing boards, 
a wide-ranging search revealed nineteen projects published in the last twenty-five years 
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that are reasonably available through interlibrary loan or dissertation publishing sources. 
While academic and professional journals were not found to contain any contributions, 
doctoral dissertations contributed all but one study, the latter published in book form 
reporting on a project funded by the Lilly Endowment (Olsen). Three studies covered 
research concerning multiple congregations served by pastors other than the authors: 
Osborne selected eight congregations in his denomination; Dirk Theodore van Proyen 
drafted a proposal for churches in his denomination; and, Olsen worked with parishes and 
congregations of several denominations. The remaining sixteen studies were conducted 
by pastors involving the congregations they served. 
 Of the sixteen dissertations describing the training of specific church governing 
boards, less than one-quarter were theoretical, creating and proposing strategies but not 
implementing them (B. Johnson; Lovett; Vertefeuille). Thirteen projects designed the 
training, carried it out, and evaluated it. Three of these thirteen worked with church 
members before they became board members. Stephen P. Eason conducted a training 
course for fifteen newly elected Presbyterian elders before they took office (“Team 
Ministry”). Nondenominational pastor Mark A. Goens held a “pre-elder orientation” that 
prepared a pool of trained leaders from which elders might eventually be nominated. Roy 
E. Hurt actually created an elders board in a church that had previously disbanded the 
governing structure. Hurt not only trained the new leaders, he simultaneously included 
the entire congregation by inviting them to the Wednesday night study sessions (45). The 
ten remaining dissertations were authored by pastors who trained and evaluated existing 
governing boards of churches they were serving at the time (Eckelmann; Harvard; 
Richard Johnson; Koppitch; Maitland; Mamanua; Morgan; Parke; Ramsey; Taylor).  
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Duration of Training 
 The length of the training modules of the thirteen studies that implemented their 
curriculums varied from one weekend (Eckelmann) to three years (Koppitch), and from 
four total hours (Harvard; Richard Johnson) to forty-eight hours (Goens; Hurt; Koppitch). 
Six studies had less than ten total hours spent by the board in training (Eckelmann 44; 
Harvard 73; Richard Johnson 44; Parke 26-27; Ramsey 4; Taylor 84). After their 
projects, half of these researchers reflected on training length and all believed they had 
not allowed enough time for adequate training and, thus, recommended longer courses 
with additional sessions (Harvard 79, 83; Richard Johnson 100; Ramsey 174). Two 
dissertations reported between ten and twenty hours of governing board training (Eason, 
“Team Ministry” 79; Morgan 38), and both also concluded that more time would prove 
optimal. In fact, one proposed twice as much time (Eason, “Team Ministry” 145), and the 
remaining study suggested three to four times more training (Morgan 69). Four studies 
held more than forty but less than fifty hours of study (Goens 92-92; Hurt 45; Koppitch 
137; Mamanua 76, 88). Three made no comments on time factors in the post-project 
remarks of their dissertation (Goens). The remaining study recommended fewer months 
(six) than the eleven the board training took yet did not mention a reduction of hours of 
course time (Mamanua 114). This recommendation could be interpreted at least one of 
two ways. First, the course hours would naturally reduce along with the number of 
months, yet because this board met for training twice a month for eleven months, the 
researcher could have been suggesting an alternative of meeting four times a month in six 
months, reducing the calendar length while retaining the same approximate course hours. 
Either way, when comparing the four-month, forty-hour format of ChristCare small-
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group leader training to the whole of the recommendations of pertinent research, the 
ChristCare curriculum promised to deliver a well-conceived time frame. 
Module for Implementation 
 Out of the ten church board projects that actually carried out their training, five 
provided a post-training implementation period that was included in the research 
evaluation. James M. Morgan gave a survey to members of the administrative councils of 
both congregations of his two-point charge sixty days after the training’s end in order “to 
assess the value of what they had learned after each had had an opportunity to put into 
practice any new knowledge and skills” (38). Richard E. Johnson gave a three-month 
post-training interval to both the board of trustees and the board of deacons, but the 
motive for the waiting period was much less intentional. Because the boards did not meet 
during the summer months, Johnson waited for the next regular meetings to conduct the 
questionnaire (74). While recognizing the possibility that such an interval could “weaken 
the members’ memories” (75) concerning the training, he also recognized that the 
intervening time period could provide a window into what “lasting effects” the project 
might have had (75).  
 After a weekend retreat for the church governing board that focused on personal 
spiritual disciplines, Bryan D. Eckelmann provided a three-month period for the elders to 
practice the disciplines of their choosing before conducting a final interview and 
questionnaire (48). Twenty to thirty minutes of three regularly scheduled governing board 
meetings were used to reflect upon the members’ experiences (59-60). The candor and 
sincerity of these discussions surprised Eckelmann, and he asserted that the notes he took 
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of these responses did “surpass all other data gathered” (60) in their ability to portray the 
effect of the training on the lives of the participants.  
Presbyterian USA pastor John Robert Koppitch administered a researcher-
designed pretest questionnaire to the church Session a full two years after commencing a 
program to implement a particular governance style (137). Koppitch chose a key stage of 
the process’ development to set as the first measure, then proctored the posttest nine 
months later to gauge any potential progress (191, 194).  
Additionally, one of the pre-office training studies included an implementation 
component. After Hurt had sworn in the first governing board Princeton Church of God 
had seen in almost a decade, he waited a full year to offer an evaluation through the 
Sunday school classes to assess the process (62). 
Studies that did not contain implementation support stressed in their 
recommendations that future training programs should contain follow-up components 
such as continuing education, team building, and accountability (Eason, “Team Ministry” 
145; Harvard 83; Mamanua 113; Ramsey 160). The stated value of Eckelmann’s 
experience, plus the recommendations of the other studies, placed the monthly follow-up 
meetings built into the ChristCare format in a great light. The fact that the monthly 
Support, Encouragement, and Accountability (SEA) meetings included reports on 
participant experiences, continuing education units, and structured peer support proved 
promising for this present project to add vital elements missing in the research literature. 
Curriculum Content 
 Content differed considerably between the researchers who conducted their 
training. A majority of curricula included ministry goal setting (Harvard 28; Hurt 59, 
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101-10; Richard Johnson 53; Koppitch 107-08, 115-18; Maitland 147-57; Mamanua 99-
102; Ramsey 71). Richard E. Taylor crafted case studies of dysfunctional board decision 
making (90, 96, 101). Denominational resources on polity and theology played a large 
role for Presbyterian Eason (Making Disciples 122-37), Church of God’s Ron Wilson 
Harvard (93), Seventh Day Adventist Jim E. Mamanua (80-81, 92), and United Methodist 
Morgan (45, 40). Three courses relied heavily on the use of books already available in the 
popular press (Goens 52-52; Morgan 40, 45, 48; Ramsey 122). A pair of studies covered 
units on group dynamics (Richard Johnson 49-50, 59; Morgan 48), and one incorporated 
a team-building handbook from the secular business world (Ramsey 71). Two projects 
applied specific models from secular sources: Presbyterian Gordon E. Parke utilized 
decision-making information and tools from two particular secular sources (3, 11, 28-32), 
while Presbyterian Koppitch adapted John Carver’s governance approach of specific 
nonprofit design (88). 
Attention to practicing the classic spiritual disciplines, particularly those found in 
the Acts decision-making meetings, varied widely among studies of the ten trained 
church boards. All but one of the projects (Morgan) contained noteworthy participation in 
one or another of the components of Bible study, prayer, and sharing of personal spiritual 
lives. Two researchers included Bible study only (Harvard 88-93; Mamanua 87-88). 
Another two studies included Scripture and open deliberation (Taylor 67; Parke 39-42). 
Three courses utilized both prayer and sharing (Richard Johnson 59; Maitland 146; 
Ramsey 144). Four studies included all three spiritual practices (Eason, Making Disciples 
19; Eckelmann 56; Goens 50-51, 101; Koppitch 87-88). Some researchers who left 
various elements out lamented that fact in their post-project reflections. Richard Johnson 
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confessed that “the greatest weakness of the whole training program was the lack of 
biblical and theological content in most of the sessions” (100). Based upon the feedback 
of both the leaders trained and his own observations, Morgan proposed that future efforts 
should include “spiritual disciplines such as prayer, meditation, Bible reading, and so 
forth in order that group members may grow in grace as well as in knowledge” (76). The 
ChristCare curriculum provides balanced content in line with research findings. When 
using ChristCare’s small-group curriculum format, as opposed to their lecture-style 
format, information in the texts and sessions is complemented by Christian formation 
encouraged in the practice of group spiritual disciplines.  
Out of the ten studies that accomplished training courses, only Bradley James 
Ramsey’s project focused solely upon training church governing board members 
concerning leadership over ministry area committees. Ramsey’s project aimed to “help 
committees in a traditional United Methodist Church to begin to transition toward team 
ministry” (107). The team ministry concept used by Ramsey was different from the 
spiritual formation format of practitioners such as Ott, though, and was based rather upon 
team concepts found in the popular secular business leadership genre (54-71). Evaluation 
of the effectiveness of the project was based upon the measure of whether participants 
(both team leaders and team members) increased, decreased, or remained the same in 
their “level of knowledge” of the “theory and practice” of the business team concept 
(167-69).  
Through use of the ChristCare curriculum, the present research project appeared 
to break new ground then, by proposing for the first time to measure the impact of a 
specifically Christian, spiritually formative training course upon the ministry team 
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meetings presided over by the respective church governing board members. In 
conclusions reached after their projects, two of the three researchers who used a spiritual 
formation model in their board training opined that future efforts should include the 
leaders, in turn, using these practices with others, including the ministry areas under their 
guidance (Eason, Making Disciples 72; Eckelmann 72). Thus, this research also 
attempted to further the research through fulfilling some of the recommendations of the 
literature.  
Pedagogical Matters 
The summary reflections of two projects included pertinent prescriptions about 
who should teach and how such a course ought to be taught. After his pre-elder training, 
one suggestion Goens offered for improvement was that the course should be taught by a 
team. Team teaching prevented a potential perception that “the pastor [was] developing a 
group of followers: ‘yes men’ who will do whatever he says” (105). Additionally, team 
teaching modeled the team concept better than one individual’s leading. Goens also urged 
the added value of involving trainees in leading segments of the course. Recognizing few 
better ways than to learn by doing, especially under supervision, Goens advised that 
trainees should lead parts of the course on a rotating basis (106).  
The ChristCare format as utilized in this study met both these recommendations. 
Taught by a group of six experienced Equippers, including five congregational members 
and myself, the team concept was integral to the project. To cover the involvement of 
trainees in leadership of the course, the ChristCare small-group format already 
incorporates a rotation for leading weekly group prayer and worship following the theme 
of the pertinent instructional unit (ChristCare Series Equipper’s Manual 209-10). 
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Additionally, in years past, the Rolling Hills ChristCare Equippers team added the 
leading of weekly group inductive Bible study to the rotation. Again, the training format 
for this research had built-in features that exploited the recommendations of previous 
studies. 
Osborne’s survey of eight pastors and sixty-six of their governing board members 
turned up an interesting point concerning the relationship of the context of training and 
the perception of board members about whether training had taken place. Osborne found 
that while pastors may have reported conducting board training, church governing board 
members sometimes did not perceive that training had taken place. After looking at the 
data, Osborne posited that training performed as a part of a regular board meeting was 
less likely to be perceived as training (114-15). In his conclusions, Osborne endorsed 
future practice that “separated [training] from the business part of meetings,” thus making 
it “more likely be perceived as training and offer its full benefit” (120). Because the 
training model of the ChristCare format requires a little over two hours of training per 
weekly session, adding the training onto a two-hour monthly business meeting was not 
practical. Osborne’s research confirms the optimal need for discrete training sessions, and 
this project adhered to this guidance, both in the training module and in the follow-up 
stage. 
Results 
 Though they measured extremely diverse variables, researcher evaluations 
produced positive results, in most cases, and mixed results at minimum. Ten of the 
thirteen studies done by the pastor/author of the boards trained reported a fully positive 
impact made by the church governing board intervention as measured by their 
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predetermined research criteria. Eason detected “student growth” in the three areas for 
which he tested: faith development, polity, and biblical and theological understanding 
(“Team Ministry” 123). Eckelmann discovered that the practice of personal spiritual 
disciplines enhanced contentment for serving on the governing board, as well as 
contributed to the spiritual well-being of the board members (69, 72). Goens asked 
trainees and their spouses to take a Likert-type questionnaire on the “biblical 
qualifications of an elder” and found that both groups reported progress, improvement, 
and growth (101). In Hurt’s project, worship attendance and financial income figures 
complemented a Likert-style questionnaire administered to members (60, 62). Using 
admittedly subjective evaluations, Richard Johnson had a “sense that the boards were 
functioning better” (70) and used rising meeting attendance and task responsibility to 
support the notion (74, 76-77, 88, 92). Koppitch concluded, after questionnaires of 
trainees and a focus group, that “while Carver’s model has not done everything for us, it 
has enabled us to accomplish significant improvements in our leadership” (131). Paul H.  
Maitland, Jr. measured success by the statistical increase of congregational participation 
in ministry, as well as by the unanimous decision by two boards to continue the program 
past the project (12, 112). Mamanua utilized rising membership and attendance figures 
plus the board’s stated desire to continue (108, 113). The elders’ official decision to 
continue served as Morgan’s “ultimate” test, in addition to feedback that the governing 
board wanted and needed more, not less, of the course content (62, 79-80). A seven-
question evaluation of the seminar series elicited positive comments from participants in 
Taylor’s study (112-14).  
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 On the other hand, Harvard found mixed results as he measured positive 
attitudinal change but negligible behavioral change (76-77). Parke found that though the 
congregation he served appeared to benefit by the training, a neighboring congregation 
obtained “opposite results” (65). Ramsey detected a fifty-fifty split between participants 
who tested for increased knowledge levels about team theory and practice and those who 
exhibited neither an increase nor decrease (168-69). After surveying several churches in 
his denominational district, Osborne found that perceived training of diverse curricula 
improved group cohesiveness but had no effect on the job satisfaction felt by church 
board members (109-10). None of the studies in this literature failed to achieve at least 
some success in their results. Overall, church governing boards proved to be open and 
responsive to structured training events looking to improve their service to the Lord. 
Nonprofit Board Training 
 The academic literature covering the more general category of nonprofit 
governing board training is surprisingly scarcer than the church corpus, yet the studies 
that do exist cover broader territory, as all include multiple boards in their research. 
Further, unlike the church board literature, almost all works emanate from professional 
journals; only one dissertation is represented. In this latter project, James Vilda Russell 
Manning interviewed a sample of forty-two nonprofit board members representing 
twenty-four organizations located in two rural regions of Southern Ontario, Canada (74). 
Using a descriptive research methodology based upon case studies and interviews (12), 
Manning set out to establish whether board training or prior board experience served as 
factors in duration of board service (11). The responses collected from governing board 
members of volunteer boards of cooperatives, community action organizations, farm-
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related groups, and housing associations (113) concluded that new member training 
correlated significantly with a longer duration of service (116) and a reduction of board 
member turnover (121). 
 The overwhelming bulk of the literature, as found in the professional journals, 
deals with the concept of “board effectiveness.” The multiple research projects of 
Holland and associates have been the first and the most dominant in establishing 
observable behaviors as criteria for board effectiveness (Holland, Chait, and Taylor) and 
in developing an instrument to measure board effectiveness called the Board Self-
Assessment Questionnaire, or BSAQ (Holland, “Self-Assessment”; Jackson and 
Holland). Holland subsequently used the BSAQ as a pretest-posttest measure in a quasi-
experimental, comparison group design between ten boards that commenced training 
interventions and fourteen carefully matched boards that had no interventions (Holland 
and Jackson 123). The resultant data from these governing boards of “colleges, hospitals, 
and social service agencies” (124) made a “persuasive case that notable improvements 
occurred in board performance in the experimental group that cannot reasonably be 
attributed to chance and that little or no change occurred in the comparison group” (127). 
Another project extracted data from four other separate studies and compared specific, 
standardized financial patterns of participant organizations with their pretest-posttest 
BSAQ measures (Jackson and Holland 162). Upon establishing correlations between 
BSAQ scores and financial benchmarks such as operating revenues and reserve funds, the 
researchers concluded that “although correlations do not prove causation, gains in board 
effectiveness do appear to be related to improvements in the organizations they govern” 
(176).  
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 Researchers Jeffrey L. Brudney and Vic Murray broadened the number of 
nonprofits surveyed but narrowed the respondents to chief executive officers (CEOs) of 
Canadian nonprofits. Out of 3,310 questionnaires sent by mail, Brudney and Murray 
received 851 usable returns (335) from CEOs of social welfare, health, cultural, and 
educational organizations (336). Results revealed that the CEOs of boards who had 
experienced interventions for planned change were more likely than those who undertook 
no interventions “to feel that their boards had improved in effectiveness over the past 
three years” (338).  
 Brudney and Murray also looked at the use of “board models” and the “success of 
the change effort” (343). The data indicated that, while “model-users were significantly 
more likely to report that their changes were successful than were nonusers,” no 
particular model or mixture of models was perceived as more effective (343). Subsequent 
studies by others have confirmed that “the particular approach to governance” used in the 
intervention “mattered less than the fact that the board was paying attention to its 
governance practices trying to improve its effectiveness” (Gill, Flynn, and Reissing 285; 
see also Nobbie and Brudney 592). At first glance, Osborne’s application of the 
Hawthorne Effect might seem in compliance with these findings. Brudney and Murray’s 
finding about nonusers of models could contradict Osborne’s proposal, though, as the 
nonuser interventions were less likely to be seen as successful, yet Brudney and Murray’s 
data was based on the perceptions of the CEOs, and Osborne did point out that the 
perception of the people who presented the interventions sometimes differed with the 
board members’ perceptions that training had even taken place. More analysis of 
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Brudney and Murray’s raw data would need to be done to come to any more conclusive 
findings. 
 The literature covering the training of nonprofit boards, such as that of church 
governing boards, testifies to the efficacy of training interventions. Nevertheless, the 
dimensions of board competency measured by the BSAQ would argue that effective 
boards would not perform just any intervention without regard to how appropriate it was. 
Because an effective board “understands and takes into account the culture, values, 
mission, and norms of the organization it governs” and “takes the necessary steps to 
ensure that members are well informed about … the board’s own roles, responsibilities, 
and performance” (Holland and Jackson 122), interventions implemented by a board 
would no doubt be crafted to fit the context, culture, and needs of that specific 
organization. Brudney and Murray conclude their study by emphasizing that “each 
nonprofit should seek the kind of help that best fits its unique configuration” (346). The 
model does matter when the intervention is customized to its group; a distinctively 
Christian model does matter to the integrity of the intervention, the board, and the church. 
None of the nonprofit projects specifically mentioned the training of board 
members for leading or serving on committees, although, on average, nonprofits have 
been found to have four or five committees (BoardSource; Brudney and Murray 336). 
Individual nonprofits might very well have trained their members partially or entirely on 
committee work, but because of the broad nature of the existent nonprofit studies, this 
detail of content was not discussed. This present study’s aim to train ministry area chairs 
to lead their standing committees again proves unique against this research literature 
backdrop.  
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Methodology 
The study of intact groups such as an existing church board inherently impacts the 
empirical essence of a project by eliminating randomness in the selection of subjects. 
Self-selection and administrative selection of participants become issues for the validity 
of the quasi-experimental study (Rossi and Wright 92). Generalizability and 
representativeness can be asserted, though, through logical argumentation (Wiersma 
129). Bogdan and Biklen remind that some qualitative researchers do not concern 
themselves “with the question of whether their findings are generalizable, but rather with 
the question of to which other settings and subjects are generalizable” (41). 
 Pretest-posttest questionnaire design with an intact, nonequivalent group can 
suffer the same problems that face other longitudinal surveys, such as the panel design. 
The difficulty of mortality, or the loss of panel members for various reasons, can prohibit 
the collection of needed subsequent respondent data (Miller 169; Wiersma 163). Another 
issue is raised by the potential bias the first questionnaire can potentially create upon the 
results of the second questionnaire wave. The pretest subject matter can raise awareness 
of the subject matter, possibly spurring further thought and even catalyzing resultant 
action in response to the initial exposure of the questionnaire (Miller 171; Wiersma 163). 
  All instruments utilized in this project, the researcher-designed instruments and 
the BSAQ, were comprised of self-assessment questions. Susan J. Ashford’s landmark 
study on self-assessment in organizations synthesized the literature to date and proposed 
a “social-psychological model” that offered three major impediments to the accuracy of 
self-assessments. The first challenge, “the information problem,” focused on the paltry 
and ambiguous natures of the feedback information most organizational environments 
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provide and discussed the part of subjective, individual interpretation in further clouding 
the accuracy of judgments by respondents (153). The second obstacle to accurate self-
assessment, labeled “the ego defense problem,” covered the “anxiety and threats to self-
esteem” that assessment can raise (155). Admission of embarrassing performance or 
discussion of sensitive issues can elicit dishonesty in respondents not willing to take the 
risk of exposure through the assessment process (Fowler 89; Wiersma 180). The third 
barrier to unbiased self-assessment, “the self-presentation problem,” weighs the risks of 
seeking better information or needed assistance versus losing the public impression by 
peers that the individual is “self-sufficient and secure” (Ashford 156). At the cost of 
keeping up appearances, the quality of information a respondent gives can be severely 
compromised.  
 Ashford concludes that studies must either examine or control for “the effects of 
individual-level variables on accuracy” (166) found in each unique research context. The 
research setting with the Administrative Board at Rolling Hills Community Church 
provided for a higher degree of candidness regarding at least some of the questions on the 
researcher-designed instrument. In the execution of my roles as both pastor and chief 
administrative officer of the congregation, I know what is going on in the lives and 
ministries of the board members in a supportive way. The depth of knowledge I possess 
about what is and is not going on in ministry area committees would be assumed by the 
questionnaire respondents, and dishonesty regarding these answers would presumably be 
more embarrassing than honesty. By keeping the questionnaire data confidential but not 
anonymous to me, a control for much dishonesty about factual assessments was in place. 
Questions regarding assessments of effectiveness were by nature much more subjective, 
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yet the relatively high trust levels in our pastoral and personal relationships provided a 
more open and nonthreatening environment that encouraged “reducing the effects of 
social … embarrassment on any answers” (Fowler 91) board members would have given.  
When moving to the contexts of the members of ministry area committees, my 
personal knowledge and pastoral ties admittedly weakened, and the forces described by 
Ashford were more likely to be at work. These respondents might have believed that 
something mentioned on a questionnaire must have taken place, though they had no 
recollection of it, and gave answers that covered their lack of memory. Likewise, to give 
a better impression for their ministry area committee chair, questionnaire respondents 
could have felt compelled to brighten their reports of group leadership. The focus on 
behavior in the MACQβ instrumentation attempted to overcome purely perceptual 
judgments. However, even the questions of the MACQβ could be seen as perceptions of 
the past meetings and still were liable to the distortions Ashford reports. 
When creating the BSAQ, Holland and his research colleagues gave ample 
treatment to Ashford’s theoretical model (Holland, “Self-Assessment” 28-29; Holland, 
Chait, and Taylor 450; Jackson and Holland 161-62) and provided an array of responses 
to it. For example, preventative measures to implement systematic feedback to board 
members were prescribed to decrease “the information problem” (Holland, “Self-
Assessment”  29; Holland, Chait, and Taylor 450). Additionally, Holland and his research 
group offered “an alternative and more optimistic explanation for the limited success of 
board self-assessments” (Holland, “Self-Assessment” 29) used up to that point. Positing 
flawed instruments, based upon little or no empirical evidence (Jackson and Holland 159-
60) and relying on attitudinal scales rather than behavioral observations (Holland, Chait, 
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and Taylor 450), Holland and his research team built the BSAQ in an attempt “to deal 
with these [Ashford’s] difficulties by formulating items designed to elicit valid and 
reliable responses regarding specific, observable behaviors” (Jackson and Holland 162). 
By focusing assessment upon behaviors of the board as a whole, for instance, the BSAQ 
took the onus off of individual needs to protect ego and preserve self-presentation that 
hinder honest self-assessment. 
In order to add to the value and deepen the interpretation of the quantitative data 
gathered by the questionnaires, a qualitative research design utilized documentary 
materials. Placing qualitative and quantitative findings together in research projects has 
traditionally been called “triangulation.” More recent qualitative theorists have avoided 
this label and have rather asserted that “a true interplay of methods is necessary” for any 
researcher “to build a dense, well-developed, integrated, and comprehensive theory” 
(Strauss and Corbin 33). 
The documentary materials utilized for the qualitative design of this study were 
solicited compositions. The benefit of solicited documents “is that the researcher can 
have some hand in directing the author’s focus” (Bogdan and Biklen 98) and thus get 
information about the specific items under study. The downside of using solicited 
compositions drawn from an organization’s official records, and from comments solicited 
particularly for public communication, is the possibility of “presenting an unrealistically 
glowing picture” (100). Bogdan and Biklen assert, though, that “it is precisely for these 
properties (and others) that qualitative researchers look upon them favorably” (100). The 
researcher may now have insight, for instance, into the ideals of the subjects or the 
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“official perspective” of the organization and thus gather valuable information about 
those perspectives. 
Summary 
 Literary and socio-rhetorical analysis of church decision making in Acts has 
provided a biblical set of components, including prayer and worship, Bible study, faith 
sharing, and deliberation, worthy of consideration and implementation in any 
distinctively Christian discernment venue. The renewal of Christian small groups, this 
time in American Christianity in the last quarter of the twentieth century, has offered a 
contemporary appropriation of the Acts model for use at any level of congregational life. 
Research literature concerning the training of church boards in particular, and nonprofit 
governing boards in general, has pointed to the benefits of training board members with 
pertinent, relevant interventions. Rolling Hills Community Church has already shown 
success, familiarity, and dexterity with the multidenominational ChristCare small-group 
system, and a plan has been developed to appropriate it for ministry area teams headed by 
administrative board members. Appropriate instruments have been developed or 
discovered and proposed to measure any impact ChristCare’s spiritual formation model 
might have on ministry area committees and the board as a whole. The study of 
documentary sources has been chosen for the purposes of combining multiple 
methodological practices in “a strategy that adds rigor, breadth, complexity, richness, and 
depth to any inquiry “ (Denzin and Lincoln 5). 
The ease of access to the ChristCare system would appear to provide an easily 
replicated model for other churches to be able to include the Acts components in the 
discernment processes of their boards and committees. Foss poignantly observes that 
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church governing boards and committees that “do not pray and read the Bible together 
are like Firestone employees who meet and do not mention tires” (34). This present 
project proposes to play at least a small part in motivating church leadership to engage in 
God’s business while deciding church business.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Problem and Purpose 
 The corporate board committee model has faded as an effective tool to 
accomplish the mission and ministry of Rolling Hills Community Church. The goal of 
this project was to provide a format for church board members to revitalize the ministry 
areas they lead through spiritual formation and discipleship growth. The search for a 
distinctively Christian basis for making decisions and carrying out mission led to a model 
comprising components of classic practices of spiritual formation and discernment. A 
system for training the board members and assisting them in implementing this biblically 
based model was selected. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of 
training church governing board members at Rolling Hills Community Church to 
implement small-group spiritual formation leadership in their ministry areas.  
Research Questions 
 Three basic research questions guided the development of the study. 
Research Question #1 
 What impact did intensive and ongoing leader training have on building multiple-
member ministry area committees? Answers to the first eleven of twelve queries 
collected from the researcher-designed questionnaire, plus the materials analyzed in the 
qualitative design, were focused on this most general of the three research questions. The 
first two questions on the MACQα specifically established whether ministry area 
committees were populated, how many people participated, and whether or not they met. 
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By comparing questionnaire answers before and after the intervention, any difference 
could reasonably be judged as an impact of the training and follow-up. 
Research Question #2 
 What changes in ministry area meeting content took place when the chairs of 
board committees learned a biblical model utilizing the Christian spiritual disciplines of 
prayer and worship, inductive Bible study, and personal faith sharing as practices of 
mission discernment? Questions three through six of the MACQα instrument measured 
amounts of time committee chairs remembered being utilized for the spiritual disciplines 
under question. All queries of the researcher-designed MACQβ measured amounts of 
time committee members recalled being utilized for the spiritual disciplines under 
question. By comparing both questionnaires’ answers before and after the intervention, 
any difference could reasonably be judged as a change resulting from the training and 
follow-up. Documentary evidence could provide verification or denial of this quantitative 
measure. 
Research Question #3 
 How did a small-group spiritual formation model impact the perception of board 
members in relationship to their overall job performance? Questions nine through twelve 
of the MACQα as well as the entire BSAQ addressed perceptions of board members as to 
their potential effectiveness. By comparing questionnaire answers before and after the 
intervention, any difference could reasonably be judged as an impact of the training and 
follow-up. Documentary evidence could provide verification or denial of this quantitative 
measure. 
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Subjects 
 Two groups of subjects were the focus of this research project while serving on 
the ministry area committees designated by the church’s foundational documents. 
The Administrative Board 
 The first group of subjects participating in this study consisted of individuals 
elected as board members of Rolling Hills Church serving in January 2006. The church 
governing board members participating in this study were part of an intact group of 
subjects. The processes of random selection or assignment were not possible in this part 
of the project. Any results deemed generalizable would need to be established through 
logical argument rather than through the scientific rigors of the random sampling of a 
larger population. 
Ministry Area Committee Members 
 The second group of subjects consisted of individuals serving on ministry area 
committees chaired by the board members of Rolling Hills Church in 2006. Each served 
on these committees voluntarily and at the behest of the chair of that committee. Some 
ministry area committee members participating in this study were part of an intact group 
of subjects, and some joined that group during the study; thus, the processes of random 
selection or assignment were not possible in this part of the project. Any results deemed 
generalizable would need to be established through logical argumentation rather than 
through the scientific rigors of the random sampling of a larger population. 
Design 
 In order to assess any difference this intervention might make for the ministry 
area committees of the Rolling Hills board, three distinct resources for quantitative data 
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collection and four sets of qualitative documentary materials were utilized. Each of the 
three quantitative tools was administered both pre-intervention and post-intervention in 
order to facilitate comparison, as well as was administered posttest only to new groups 
and new group members resultant from the intervention. The four documentary sources 
originated from various evaluative opportunities in a time span ranging from mid-
intervention to post-intervention. Table 1.1 (see p. 20) summarizes the phases of the 
project, showing respective subjects, dates, and events involved. 
This project was evaluative research relying upon quasi-experimental methods 
and qualitative methods. The quasi-experimental methods utilized two distinct designs. 
For board members and members of ministry area committees that existed at the time of 
the pretest, a pretest-posttest, nonequivalent control group design was utilized with two 
experimental groups and two control groups. The experimental groups of board members 
underwent the intervention of ChristCare training and follow-up sessions. One group of 
board members had never taken ChristCare training before, and one group had taken 
previous editions of ChristCare training, though not as board members. The experimental 
groups of pretest-posttest ministry area committee members were members of ministry 
area committees whose chairs were board members participating in the intervention, 
though one group of ministry area committees had committee chairs who had never taken 
ChristCare training, and one group had ministry chairs who had taken ChristCare training 
previously not as board members.  
The control groups of board members did not undergo the intervention. One 
group of these board members had never taken ChristCare training before, and one group 
had taken previous editions of ChristCare training, though not as board members. The 
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control groups of pretest-posttest ministry area committee members were members of 
ministry area committees whose chairs were board members not participating in the 
intervention, though one group of ministry area committees had committee chairs who 
had never taken ChristCare training, and one group had ministry chairs who had taken 
ChristCare training previously, though not as board members.  
 The second quasi-experimental research design was necessary for members of 
ministry area committees that did not exist at the time of the pretest but did exist at the 
time of the posttest. For these subjects, a posttest-only, nonequivalent control group 
design was utilized with two experimental groups and two control groups. The 
experimental groups of posttest-only ministry area committee members were members of 
ministry area committees whose chairs were board members participating in the 
intervention, though one group of ministry area committees had committee chairs who 
had never taken ChristCare training, and one group had ministry chairs who had taken 
ChristCare training previously, though not as board members. The control groups of 
posttest-only ministry area committee members were members of ministry area 
committees whose chairs were board members not participating in the intervention, 
though one group of ministry area committees had committee chairs who had never taken 
ChristCare training, and one group had ministry chairs who had taken ChristCare training 
previously, though not as board members. 
 The qualitative research design was conducted with the two experimental groups 
of board members only. Four distinct opportunities were offered board member 
participants mid-test, posttest, and on five monthly intervals in between.  
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Variables 
 The independent variable of this project was the ChristCare Series small-group 
system, including the components of group-based training and SEA Group follow-up. As 
an experimental variable, the ChristCare intervention had two levels. The first level 
recognized the leadership training and follow-up conducted in this project. The second 
level recognized ChristCare leadership training and follow-up conducted before this 
project. The dependent variable of this research project was the small-group spiritual 
formation leadership to be exhibited by ministry area committee chairs. The ways this 
dependent variable was measured in this project were both behavioral and cognitive. The 
two behavioral components were the number and size of ministry area committees and 
the amount of time spent in spiritual discipline content during a ministry area committee 
meeting. The cognitive components of the dependent variable were the perception of 
board members about their participation on the board and the perception of board 
members about the effectiveness of the board overall. Both behavioral dependent variable 
components and the first cognitive dependent variable component were measured by the 
researcher-designed questionnaire. The second cognitive dependent variable component 
was measured by the BSAQ. Measurement of the components of the dependent variable 
was accomplished pretest-posttest when respondents from ministry area committees 
existed both at the beginning and at the end of the study. Measurement of the dependent 
variables was accomplished posttest only when respondents from ministry area 
committees emerged subsequent to the intervention. Evaluations of both cognitive 
dependent variable components were provided by open and axial coding of the four 
documentary sources. 
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 Intervening variables that may have influenced the outcomes of this study 
included personality or temperament type, the busy schedules of board members, and the 
demands of the trustee aspect of board responsibility. Though the ChristCare curriculum 
was devised with an appeal to different learning styles (ChristCare Series Equipper’s 
Manual 4-5), and while the spiritual disciplines practiced appeal to a wide variety of 
personality types (Reginald Johnson; Michael and Norrisey; Ware, Discovering Your 
Spiritual Type), the implementation behaviors of gathering and leading people in a small 
group may have favored extroverted types. Attempts to allay time management concerns 
were provided through various communications to board members leading up to the 
research project, encouraging shifts of commitments during the project duration. 
Nonetheless, due to an infinite possibility of intervening personal, professional, and 
pastoral factors in the lives of board participants, project ingredients such as homework 
participation, ministry area committee recruitment, and ministry area committee meeting 
frequency could all have been adversely affected. 
Research Hypothesis 
The research hypothesis of this study proposed that the more training in the 
ChristCare small-group leader system board members had received, the more likely they 
were to (1) lead a populated ministry area committee, (2) practice the Acts decision-
making spiritual disciplines in their ministry area committee meetings, (3) rate the 
effectiveness of their own ministry higher, and (4) assess the board’s overall performance 
as more competent. The project results were expected to show that the various groups of 
participants would be impacted by the intervention to the degree they had been exposed 
to ChristCare training and implementation. The group participating in the training who 
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had already been trained previously was expected to exhibit the most positive impact. 
The group who had no previous exposure and was now taking the training was expected 
to exhibit a healthy impact. The group declining the intervention who had previous 
training was expected to exhibit some positive impact. The group with no ChristCare 
training either from the project or previous experience was expected to exhibit the least 
impact measured by the data. 
Instrumentation 
 Three quantitative instruments were utilized in this study. The first two 
instruments, the Ministry Area Chair Questionnaire (MACQα) and the Ministry Area 
Committee Questionnaire (MACQβ) were researcher-designed questionnaires. The 
MACQα was used with board members to measure both certain aspects of ministry area 
committee behavior and the perceptions of ministry area committee chairs (see Appendix 
B). The section on ministry area committee meetings, questions one through eight, 
focused upon meeting frequency, committee membership, and time spent on spiritual 
discipline practice content. Answers of a numerical value were sought. The section 
pertaining to perceptions, questions nine through twelve, sought data through Likert-scale 
questions about perceptions of individual performance. The MACQβ was designed for 
members of ministry area committees (see Appendix C) and was composed of questions 
three through eight from the MACQα. 
 The researcher-designed questionnaires were pilot tested twice before the project. 
Six board members of Rolling Hills Community Church took the first pilot test. None of 
these board members were involved in the intervention, either because they had recently 
gone off the board or because they would cycle off by the time of the intervention. Five 
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board members took the questionnaire in a classroom setting in which I was present to 
gather feedback. One pilot respondent filled out the questionnaire in private via the 
Internet and subsequently shared feedback. This group was invited to fill out the pilot 
instrument a second time in order to test stability. All six respondents repeated the 
questionnaire. The lowest test/retest correlation for the MACQα was .42 while the highest 
correlation was .83, achieved twice. The overall test/retest correlation for the MACQα 
was .71, providing an acceptable test/retest reliability as compared with a recommended 
minimum of .70 (Fink and Kosecoff 49). The lowest test/retest correlation for the 
MACQβ was .50, while the highest correlation was 1.0. The overall test/retest correlation 
for the MACQβ was .75, providing an acceptable test/retest reliability as compared with a 
recommended minimum of .70. 
The second pilot test took place with eight existing ChristCare small-group 
leaders who were not going to be board members. The questionnaire was administered in 
a classroom setting in which I was present to gather feedback. Their pilot questionnaire 
was altered by replacing “ministry area committee” with “small group.” The expert 
conversational feedback from both these pilot tests and the retest provided helpful 
information that led to improvements in format, more sensitivity in the graphic scales, 
heightened specificity of ratio scale ratings for forced choice questions, and consequent 
face validity for the researcher-designed instrument. 
 The second instrument administered was a standardized tool, the Board Self-
Assessment Questionnaire (Holland and Blackmon). Holland and various research 
associates identified six sets of observable behaviors performed by highly effective 
boards (Holland, Chait, and Taylor), created and tested the BSAQ to assess board 
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effectiveness (Holland), used the BSAQ as a pretest-posttest measure of board training 
interventions (Holland and Jackson), and further field tested and refined the BSAQ to 
ensure validity, reliability, and sensitivity (Jackson and Holland).  
 The MACQα and the BSAQ were administered pretest and posttest in classroom 
settings to board members. The MACQβ was administered in a classroom setting, pretest 
and posttest to ministry area committee members, and posttest only to ministry area 
committee members emergent since the pretest. Pretest administration for board members 
took place one week before training commenced. Pretest administration for ministry area 
committee members took place within the first month of board training, subsequent to the 
gathering of their names from answers provided in the board pretest MACQα. Posttest 
administration for board members took place one week after the five-month 
implementation period ended. Posttest administration for ministry area committee 
members took place within one month after the board’s five-month implementation 
period ended, using the names provided by the board posttest MACQα (see Table 1.1, p. 
20).  
Data Analysis 
 In the case of both the MACQs and the BSAQ, descriptive statistics provided the 
most basic analyses. Tallies of individual questions on the MACQs, for instance, 
established how many ministry area committees gained members, lost members, or 
stayed the same over time. The building of two cross-sectional pictures of the composite 
life of ministry area committees in order to compare them longitudinally required tallies, 
averages, and measures of variation. Statistical methods of comparison were used with 
the two experimental groups and two control groups.  
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Documentary Sources 
 Three of the documentary sources originated with the ChristCare curriculum and 
one documentary source derived from a project of the dissertation research and reflection 
team of Rolling Hills Community Church. The first documentary source was an 
evaluation administered at the last session of weekly training entitled “Final Feedback 
Form and Questionnaire—Group Leaders.” Originally intended for use in evaluating a 
pilot program of Stephen Ministry St. Louis that revised the ChristCare curriculum 
pedagogy from lecture based to small group based, the training team at Rolling Hills 
adopted the form to evaluate all subsequent training. Questions fourteen through nineteen 
posed open-ended questions regarding experiences, growth, and benefits to participants 
(see Appendix N). 
 The second and third documentary sources were report forms created by Stephen 
Ministry St. Louis for use in the ChristCare system during SEA Group sessions. As part 
of the project’s implementation and follow-up phase, each participant leading a ministry 
area committee small group or planning to lead a group was asked to turn in a completed 
“ChristCare Group Leader Check-In Report” at each monthly meeting. Page two of the 
2003 Equipper’s Training Course edition of the Check-In Report poses five open-ended 
questions concerning experiences, challenges, and needs of groups and their leaders (see 
Appendix O). Each participant who led a ministry area committee small group was also 
asked to do one In-Depth Report sometime during the five-month implementation phase. 
Each In-Depth reporter chose the use of one of two differing forms, depending on their 
perceived need:  “How Is It Going for Your Group?” or “How Is It Going for You as a 
Group Leader?” Questions four through eleven of the “Group” report and questions one 
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through eleven on the “Leader” report offered open-ended questions concerning group 
life and leadership (see Appendix P). 
 The fourth and final documentary source stemmed from a project of the 
dissertation research and reflection team, a group of members of the congregation 
required by the seminary for guidance and support of the Doctor of Ministry candidate 
during the dissertation process. The research and reflection team of Rolling Hills 
Community Church initiated a four-page publication entitled “Reaching the Finish Line: 
Completing the Doctor of Ministry Program for Rolling Hills and Pastor Gary” to inform 
the congregation about the pastor’s sabbatical to finish the dissertation. During the last 
month of the SEA Group phase, each intervention participant was invited via e-mail to 
submit open-ended input to two questions: What has your board ChristCare training 
meant to you, and what do you think it will mean to the congregation? Written responses 
appear in Appendix Q. 
Materials Analysis 
 Documents written by intervention participants were assembled and put through 
what Strauss and Corbin call open coding (101), a process of scanning units such as 
words, phrases, or paragraphs “looking for potentially interesting or relevant analytic 
materials” (70). Benjamin F. Crabtree and William L. Miller identify this organizing style 
as “editing” because “the interpreter enters the text and begins to segment the data by 
identifying the information most pertinent to the research question and then categorizing, 
cutting, pasting, splitting and splicing, much as an editor does” (135). William Wiersma’s 
simile of the process of sorting in preparation for a rummage sale (203) must be furthered 
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with the notion that the contents awaiting sorting are previously unknown to the sorter; in 
open coding, the organizing concepts emerge as the materials are sorted.  
Other conceptualizations were possible. An alternative, the template organizing 
style (Crabtree and Miller 134), for instance, could have chosen the study’s research 
questions as a preexisting categorization by which to perform coding. The value of letting 
the answers speak for themselves, before comparing them to the research questions, 
became more attractive to me as I contemplated the process to choose for this qualitative 
component of the study. 
Ethical Concerns in the Research Design 
This research project was developed intending to uphold principles of the utmost 
academic integrity, including no deception, misrepresentation, or falsification concerning 
data, materials, or authorship, and no sensationalizing of data, materials, or conclusions 
(Rynkiewich and West 2.3).  
Ethical Vision  
The research design was crafted to verify appropriateness to the values, culture, 
and circumstances of the participants, as has been attested by the previous chapters’ 
testimonies of a careful project fit for each component part. Above all, care was taken to 
ensure respect for the personhood of participants throughout the entire process, including 
invitations to participate, the intervention itself, and the collection and presentation of 
data, materials, and conclusions. A seminary mandated research and reflection team 
provided a regular forum for accountability concerning the project’s integrity. 
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Research Participants 
Two groups of subjects were the focus of the study. The main group consisted of 
the potential recipients of the intervention, namely the members of the administrative 
board of Rolling Hills Community Church serving from January through October 2006. 
Holding to the ethical standards of human research, participation in the intervention was 
wholly voluntary and without coercion. A document of informed consent, entitled 
“Research Consent Form: Board Members” was provided to all potential participants (see 
Appendix D). The consent document covered the purpose and process of the project and 
made clear the freedom each person had to decline participation or curtail consent 
without repercussions. The consent form also pledged anonymity in published reports and 
destruction of data and materials that would reveal participant identity. Board members 
who did not choose to join in the ChristCare training and implementation were still 
invited to participate in both the pretest and posttest, as their data could serve as that of a 
control group. 
 The second group of subjects consisted of individuals serving on ministry area 
committees chaired by the board members of Rolling Hills Church in 2006. Each served 
on these committees voluntarily and at the behest of the chair of that committee. Holding 
to the ethical standards of human research, participation in the pretest and/or posttest was 
wholly voluntary and without coercion. A document of informed consent, entitled 
“Research Consent Form: Ministry Area Committee Members” was provided to all 
potential participants (see Appendix E). The consent document covered the purpose and 
process of the project and made clear the freedom each person had to decline 
participation or curtail consent without repercussions. The consent form also pledged 
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anonymity in published reports and destruction of data and materials that would reveal 
participant identity. The ministry area committees headed by board members who did not 
choose to join in the intervention were still invited to participate in both the pretest and/or 
posttest, as their data could serve as that of a control group. 
Research Assistants  
Prior to this project, Rolling Hills Church sent six members to train in the 
ChristCare Series as certified Equippers, including my spouse and me. The Stephen 
Ministries’ ChristCare Series hosts an annual, weeklong training event in their 
headquarters city, St. Louis, Missouri. Participating churches send selected members to 
train and become certified as ChristCare Equippers. The intense training provides a mass 
of resources describing the full small-group system, including the recruitment, 
preparation, and continued nurture of small-group leaders the participant will return to 
equip. Once back in the home church, Equippers train small-group leaders using a 
sixteen-week, forty-hour curriculum. After group leader training, Equippers conduct 
regular follow-up sessions called SEA Groups. An acronym for “Support, 
Encouragement, and Accountability,” the SEA Group format monitors and nurtures 
small-group leaders through continuing education, formal reporting, and structured peer 
support (“Stephen Ministry”). Before this project, the Rolling Hills ChristCare Equippers 
team had trained four classes of graduates, totaling thirty-nine potential small-group 
leaders. With this solid experience behind them, the same six ChristCare Equippers were 
selected as research assistants, conducting the training phase and supplying SEA Group 
leadership for the implementation phase.  
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The team was well informed of their responsibilities pertaining to this particular 
project through the use of a preplanned schedule of duties (see Appendix F), occasional 
team meetings, and regular e-mail reminders. The research assistants were already 
familiar with ethical considerations in research through parallel considerations raised 
both in the Equipper’s training they had received and the small-group leader training they 
had provided. For instance, the Equipper team was already fully “committed to maintain 
confidentiality of personal information” (Rynkiewich and West 4.6) because 
confidentiality is covenanted by both trainers and trainees (Group-Based Manual 9) and 
is a major unit of instruction in the training of small-group leaders (83-101). 
Institutional Context  
The governing board of Rolling Hills Community Church was informed of the 
project intentions in January 2005. Discussions were held during board meetings 
throughout the remainder of 2005, allowing feedback and input from potential 
participants as well as from board members who would no longer be in office. The 2005 
administrative board of Rolling Hills Community Church also ratified the reimbursement 
of all expenses related to the research project, as well as my salary and benefits as the 
pastor conducting the research. At no time, though, were these funds connected explicitly 
or implicitly to instructions about or outcomes derived from the project. 
 The use of the ChristCare curriculum of Stephen Ministry St. Louis was solely at 
my discretion and with the assent of the board of Rolling Hills. No solicitation by 
Stephen Ministry ever took place to develop any part of the project. No incentives or 
rewards were offered or received by me or by Rolling Hills for use of the ChristCare 
Series. Written permission was obtained from Stephen Ministries St. Louis to use the 
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ChristCare Series in the research and publication of the project. Trademark usage 
guidelines were provided by Stephen Ministries and adhered to in the reporting. 
 The use of the BSAQ was solely at my discretion and with the assent of the board 
of Rolling Hills. No solicitation by BoardSource, the publisher of the BSAQ, ever took 
place to develop any part of the project. No incentives or rewards were offered or 
received by me or by Rolling Hills for use of the BSAQ.   
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
 From the upper room to Paul’s abode for house arrest, through synagogue and 
Sanhedrin, from Ephesian theater to Herodian coastal palace, through Syrian Antioch and 
Psidian Antioch, Luke’s saga of the emergent messianic movement utilizes crucial 
decision-making meetings as one of the consistent scenic contexts for his narrative 
drama. In fact, the book of Acts could be said to have been built of two basic settings: 
what happened at meetings and what happened between meetings. This study has made 
an effort to identify elements of church meetings that Luke portrayed as best practice and 
blest practice and implement them into the decision-making life of one twenty-first 
century congregation. This chapter displays quantitative measures and qualitative 
evaluations of the impact of the intervention, while the next chapter provides analysis of 
the data and material. 
Quasi-Experimental Design 
 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of training church governing 
board members at Rolling Hills Community Church to implement small-group spiritual 
formation leadership in their ministry areas.  Three basic research questions guided the 
development and execution of the study. Four participant subject categories were 
delineated in this project. Two experimental groups of board members underwent the 
intervention of ChristCare training and follow-up. One experimental group of board 
members had taken previous editions of ChristCare training and follow-up, though not as 
board members, and the other experimental group had never taken ChristCare training 
and follow-up before. Two control groups of board members did not undergo the 
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intervention. One control group of board members did not participate in the intervention; 
however, they had taken previous editions of ChristCare training and follow-up, though 
not as board members. The other control group of board members did not participate in 
the intervention and had never taken ChristCare training or follow-up before.  
 All twelve board members at the outset of the project took the pretest 
questionnaires, and all eleven board members at project’s end took the posttest 
questionnaires. Two of the twelve board members who took the pretest left the board 
before the posttest. Three of the remaining ten board members changed their committee 
chair assignments before the posttest was administered. One new board member was 
appointed after the pretest but before the posttest, bringing the posttest total of board 
members to eleven. However, only the questionnaires of those ten board members who 
completed both pretest and posttest were deemed usable for any data comparisons.  
 Of those ten board members, one who took both the pretest and posttest provided 
an ambiguous set of answers on the MACQα posttest. Attempts were made to rectify the 
situation; however, the participant chose not to resolve the circumstances before the 
deadline of the composition of the data section of the dissertation. The results of both the 
pretest and posttest MACQα questionnaires of this participant were deemed unusable, 
although the raw data would have appeared favorable to the project’s purposes and 
research hypothesis. Thus, the final number of usable responses was nine. The same 
participant’s BSAQ pretest and posttest questionnaires were deemed usable. No 
documentary materials were volunteered by this participant; consequently, no decisions 
regarding usability were necessary. 
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Research Question #1 and Questionnaire Results 
 What impact did intensive and ongoing leader training have on building multiple-
member ministry area committees? The first two questions on the researcher-designed 
MACQα specifically established whether ministry area committees were populated, how 
many people participated, and whether or not they met. Table 4.1 summarizes the number 
of respondents reporting in each participant subject category.  
 
 
Table 4.1. MACQα Respondents by Subject Category (n=9) 
 
Subjects Experimental     Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare leader 
training 
Yes Now and 
Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not Before 
MACQα 
respondents 
 
n = 2 
 
n = 5 
 
n = 1 
 
n = 1 
 
 
 Experimental Group #1: ChristCare training in the project and before the 
project. Two board members comprised the first experimental group. Board member #9 
reported a pretest status of no ministry area committee members, and recorded seven 
committee members in the posttest. This change was a result, however, of a ministry area 
assignment shift in which this board member took over the only ministry area committee 
with a constitutionally designated membership. Inclusion of this data in the comparison 
statistics was not justified.  
Although the data showed the second board member in this category, #11, 
advancing from one member pretest to six members posttest, this board member also had 
changed ministry assignments and inherited six members from the previous chair. 
Because at least two of the six names given posttest were different from pretest names 
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provided, and because the chair had a period of seven months of new committee 
leadership in which to experience voluntary membership fluctuation or abandonment, 
credit for inclusion of this increase in the questionnaire results was justified. Table 4.2 
provides a look at the usable data for committee member increase for Experimental 
Group #1. 
 
 
Table 4.2. Comparison of Amount of Members for Experimental Group #1 
Ministry Chair Pretest Posttest Difference 
#9 n/a n/a n/a 
#11 1 6 +5 
 
 
 When reporting on the number of meetings held in the previous six months, the 
first respondent increased from a pretest amount of zero to a posttest sum of five. 
Because the frequency and number of meetings was not driven by any constitutional 
requirements, nor by any other regulatory standards, these results reflected the discretion 
of the chair. The remaining board member in this experimental group reported no change 
in pretest and posttest behavior; this chair recorded holding no meetings of the ministry 
area committee in both cases. Table 4.3 illustrates the data on number of meetings. 
 
 
Table 4.3. Comparison of Amount of Meetings for Experimental Group #1 
Ministry chair Pretest Posttest Difference 
#9 0 5 +5 
#11 0 0 0 
Mean 0 2.5 +2.5 
 
 
 Board member #11 did turn in a second completed MACQα questionnaire, 
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identified as #11B, covering a ministry area subgroup initiated after the pretest and before 
the posttest, and included in the ChristCare SEA Group implementation phase. This 
ministry area small group was reported to involve ten members and hold three meetings 
during the reporting period. This data was not included in any pooled results for ministry 
area committees unless otherwise stated.  
Experimental Group #2: ChristCare training in the project with no 
ChristCare training before the project. Five Rolling Hills board members composed 
Experimental Group #2. Size of the pretest committees ranged from zero to fifteen 
people, with a mean of 6.8. The same posttest committees reported ranging from two to 
seventeen, with a mean of 7.6. Two of the board members (#10 and #13) reported no 
change in committee size. One respondent (#3) had gained five ministry area committee 
members, while another board member (#4) recorded a loss of three committee members. 
Board member #8 began the project by reporting no ministry area committee members in 
the pretest. Posttest answers recorded two committee members. The net difference of 
ministry area committee members for these five committee chairs comprising 
Experimental Group #2 was four additional people. Table 4.4 presents these results. 
 
Table 4.4. Comparison of Member Figures for Experimental Group #2 
Ministry Chair Pretest Posttest Difference 
#3 12 17 + 5 
#4 15 12 - 3 
#8  0  2 + 2 
#10  2  2    0 
#13  5  5    0 
Sums 34 38 + 4 
Mean     6.8     7.6    + 0.8 
 
 
When recounting the quantity of meetings for the pretest reporting period, three of 
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the five board members admitted to having held no meetings. Committee Chair #4 
reported one meeting pretest, and #13 recorded two pretest ministry area committee 
meetings. Only one committee chair (#3) recorded no meetings in the posttest reporting 
period. Board member #4 showed no change, having held one meeting posttest. Number 
13 attested to doubling meeting occurrence from two to four in the five-month reporting 
periods. Two committee chairs who had recorded no meetings pretest reported meeting in 
posttest: #8 showed two, and #10 recorded seven. Table 4.5 illustrates Experimental 
Group #2’s net of eleven more meetings, an average increase of about two per ministry 
area committee. 
 
Table 4.5. Comparison of Meeting Figures for Experimental Group #2 
Ministry Chair Pretest Posttest Difference 
#3 0  0     0 
#4 1  1      0 
#8 0  2   + 2 
#10 0  7   + 7 
#13 2  4   + 2 
Sums 3 14 + 11 
Mean    0.6      2.8      + 2.2 
 
 
 In posttest results, Board Member #3 turned in a second completed MACQα 
questionnaire, identified as #3B, covering a ministry area subgroup initiated after the 
pretest and before the posttest and included in the ChristCare SEA Group implementation 
phase. Three committee members and six meetings were reported. The data from this 
posttest-only group was not included in any pooled results for ministry area committees 
unless otherwise stated.  
 In posttest results, Board Member #10 turned in a second completed MACQα 
questionnaire, identified as #10B. Board Member #10 reported using the ChristCare 
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small-group meeting format after the pretest for a ministry area subgroup that had existed 
before the pretest. Eleven subcommittee members and seven meetings were recorded. 
The data from this posttest-only implementation was not included in any pooled results 
for ministry area committees unless otherwise stated. 
 Control Group #1: No ChristCare training in the project; ChristCare 
training before the project. One board member in the project (identified as #2) did not 
participate in the ChristCare training or SEA Group follow-up provided for the project 
but had completed ChristCare training previously and had attended past SEA Group 
follow-up sessions before the project. This committee chair reported three ministry area 
committee members both pretest and posttest. Admitting to no meetings in the pretest 
reporting period, board member #2 reported six ministry area committee meetings for the 
equivalent five-month reporting period posttest. Although ministry chair #2 reported the 
start of two ministry area subgroup small groups initiated between pretest and posttest, 
neither group used the ChristCare small-group spiritual formation approach, and neither 
group was counted for purposes of this study. 
 Control Group #2: No ChristCare training in the project with no ChristCare 
training before the project. One Rolling Hills administrative board member did not 
participate in the project’s ChristCare components and had never been exposed to the 
ChristCare small-group leadership training or follow-up. Board member #1 agreed to 
participate in the study’s questionnaires and reported pretest to having led a ministry area 
committee of six people, conducting one meeting in the reporting period. Two months 
later, this board member changed ministry assignments, inheriting a ministry area with no 
committee members. Although seven more months elapsed before the posttest, board 
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member #1 reported no ministry area committee members and no meetings at the 
conclusion of the study. 
 Subject category comparisons. Table 4.6 provides the pretest and posttest 
comparison to MACQα question #1’s query about ministry area committee population, as 
viewed by the study’s four subject categories. 
 
Table 4.6. Usable Responses for MACQα Question #1 by Subject Categories 
Subjects Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
Usable MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 5 n = 1 n = 1 
Net people per 
MAC + 5 + 0.8 0 - 6 
SD n/a 8 n/a n/a 
 
 
Addressing the pretest-posttest differences for question #2 of the MACQα, Table 
4.7 summarizes ministry area committee meeting quantity as viewed from the perspective 
of the study’s four participant categories.  
 
Table 4.7. Usable Responses for MACQα Question #2 by Subject Categories 
Subjects Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
Usable MACQα 
respondents n = 2 n = 5 n = 1 n = 1 
Net people per 
MAC + 2.5 + 2.2 + 6 - 1 
SD 5 7 n/a n/a 
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Research Question #2 and Questionnaire Results 
 What changes in ministry area meeting content took place when the chairs of 
board committees learned a biblical model utilizing the Christian spiritual disciplines of 
prayer and worship, inductive Bible study, and personal faith sharing as practices of 
mission discernment? Questions three through six of the MACQα instrument measured 
amounts of time committee chairs remembered utilizing for the spiritual disciplines 
taught in ChristCare small-group leadership training. Results of raw data from the pretest 
MACQα are found in Appendix H and the posttest MACQα in Appendix I. Queries one 
through four of the researcher-designed MACQβ measured amounts of time committee 
members recalled being utilized for the same four spiritual disciplines featured in the 
ChristCare curriculum. Results of raw data from the pretest MACQβ are found in 
Appendix J and from the posttest MACQβ in Appendix K.  
Potential meeting content changes were gauged through viewing the data in two 
different ways. The first perspective compared the data from respondents and committees 
that reported on meeting content in both pretest and posttest administrations. The second 
perspective revealed data about meeting content available only from either pretest or 
from posttest administrations.  
 Data from respondents available both pretest and posttest. The first 
perspective used to search for potential changes in meeting content compared the data 
from respondents and committees who reported in both pretest and posttest 
administrations. Questions three through six of the MACQα instrument measured 
amounts of time committee chairs remembered utilizing for the spiritual disciplines 
taught in ChristCare small-group leadership training. 
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Both board members in Experimental Group #1 recorded having no meetings in 
the pretest; no usable data existed for pretest-posttest comparison of meeting content.  
Of the five participants in Experimental Group #2, two board chairs, #3 and #8, admitted 
to holding no meetings in the pretest reporting period; thus, no meeting content 
comparisons with posttest reports could be created from these sources. The three 
remaining board members reported holding ministry area committee meetings in the 
reporting periods of both the pre- and posttests. Time used in the four spiritual disciplines 
as recorded in the pretest is shown in Table 4.8. 
 
 Table 4.8. MACQα Pretest Spiritual Discipline Usage: Experimental Group #2 
Discipline Chair #4 Chair #10 Chair #13 Group Mean 
Prayer 30 2 4 12 
Worship   0 0 0   0 
Bible study   0 0 0   0 
Sharing   0 5 0      1.7 
Total time 30 7 4    13.7 
 
 
Only one spiritual discipline was reportedly engaged in unanimously, that of 
prayer. Two spiritual disciplines were reportedly not practiced across the board, namely 
worship and Bible study. Sharing of faith-life stories was recorded by only one of the 
three. 
Posttest results for the three chairs of Experimental Group #2 who recorded both 
pre- and posttest meetings are shown in Table 4.9. 
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Table 4.9. MACQα Posttest Spiritual Discipline Usage: Experimental Group #2 
Discipline Chair #4 Chair #10 Chair #13 Group Mean 
Prayer   2   3   4  3 
Worship 10   3   0    4.3 
Bible study   3   5 15    7.7 
Sharing 30 10   0  13.3 
Total time 45 21 19  28.3 
 
 
Two of the three committee chairs reported practicing all four spiritual disciplines 
with their groups, while the third chair recorded practicing two of the four. Both prayer 
and Bible study were attested to be practiced by all, while worship and sharing were 
shown to be given time by two of the three board members. Sharing/community building 
was recorded as the spiritual discipline with the longest duration. 
A comparison of the pretest and posttest results for the three enduring ministry 
area committees in Experimental Group #2 is illustrated by Table 4.10. 
 
Table 4.10. MACQα Pretest-Posttest Spiritual Disciplines: Experimental Group #2 
Spiritual Disciplines Mean Pretest in Minutes 
Mean Posttest in 
Minutes Difference in Minutes 
Prayer 12 3  - 9 
Worship   0    4.3   + 4.3 
Bible study   0    7.7   + 7.7 
Sharing      1.7  13.3 + 11.6 
Total    13.7  28.3 + 14.6 
 
 
All three ministry area committee chairs reportedly added one previously 
unpracticed discipline to their meeting content (see Tables 4.8 and 4.10), namely 
inductive Bible study, accounting for just under eight minutes of additional spiritual 
formation time. Two out of three of the board members reportedly added a time of 
worship and one reportedly added sharing/community building. The net difference for the 
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average spiritual discipline content of ministry area committee meetings for these 
enduring committees was an increase of almost fifteen minutes. The spiritual discipline 
revealing the largest increase was community building/sharing. 
Control Group #1’s committee chair #2 admitted to holding no meetings in the 
pretest reporting period; no usable data existed for pretest-posttest comparison of meeting 
content in this subject category. Control Group #2’s board member #1 reported pretest to 
having led a ministry area committee of six people, conducting one meeting in the 
reporting period. All answers on Number One’s MACQα pretest to questions regarding 
spiritual disciplines and meeting content were left blank. In the posttest, the same board 
member reported having no committee members and, thus, no meetings. With no posttest 
data for comparison purposes, no usable data was available for this subject area. 
Pooling the data to show the four subject categories in side-by-side comparisons 
when considering behavioral changes in the practice of spiritual disciplines in ministry 
area committees is the purpose of Table 4.11. 
 
Table 4.11. MACQα Questions 3-6 Pretest-Posttest Differences by Subject Category 
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 0 n = 3 n = 0 n = 0 
Prayer n/a - 9 n/a n/a 
Worship n/a   + 4.3 n/a n/a 
Bible study n/a   + 7.7 n/a n/a 
Sharing n/a + 11.6 n/a n/a 
Total practices n/a + 14.6 n/a n/a 
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 Experimental Group #2’s ministry area committees experienced a rise in three of 
the four spiritual practices. The remaining spiritual discipline, prayer, displayed a loss of 
time usage. Experimental Group #1, along with Control Groups #1 and #2 had no 
committees practicing spiritual disciplines in both the pretest and posttest reporting; 
therefore, no comparisons could be made. 
 Queries one through four of the researcher-designed MACQβ measured amounts 
of time committee members recalled being utilized for the same four respective spiritual 
disciplines featured in the ChristCare curriculum. Both board members in Experimental 
Group #1 recorded having no meetings in the pretest; consequently, no respective 
committee members were invited to take the MACQβ pretest, and no usable data existed 
for pretest-posttest comparison of meeting content. 
Of the five participants in Experimental Group #2, two board chairs, #3 and #8, 
admitted to holding no meetings in the pretest reporting period; thus, no committee 
members were invited to the administration of the MACQβ pretest and no meeting 
content comparisons with posttest reports could be made. The three remaining board 
members reported holding ministry area committee meetings in the reporting periods of 
both the pre- and posttests. However, the four members of chair #4’s committee 
unanimously could not remember any meetings during the pretest reporting period, and 
so gave no data for questions three through six, rendering their questionnaires unusable 
for the purposes of comparing meeting content pretest-posttest. Further, no members of 
the committee chaired by board member #10 participated in the administration of the 
pretest MACQβ. Therefore, committee members’ recollections from the pretest MACQβ 
were available from only one of the ministry area committees in this subject category, 
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those of board member #13.  
Reporting members of chair #13’s ministry area committee provided the spiritual 
discipline time usage information summarized in Table 4.12.  
 
Table 4.12. Pretest-Posttest MACQβ for Chair 13’s Committee 
Spiritual Disciplines Pretest Mean Posttest Mean Difference 
Prayer   5   5    0 
Worship   2   9 + 7 
Bible   0   3 + 3 
Sharing   8   7  - 1 
Total time 15 24 + 9 
 
 
Committee members attested to the addition of Bible study to meeting content in 
the posttest, chronicling a rise of from three to four spiritual disciplines experienced at 
ministry area committee meetings. This addition, plus the increase of time spent in 
worship, accounted for a nine-minute increase in the average time spiritual disciplines 
were practiced.  
Committee chair #2 of Control Group #1 admitted to holding no meetings in the 
pretest reporting period; no usable data existed for pretest-posttest comparison of meeting 
content in this subject category. Control Group #2’s board member #1 reported pretest to 
having led a ministry area committee of six people, conducting one meeting in the 
reporting period. In the posttest, the same board member reported having no committee 
members and no meetings. With no posttest data for comparison purposes, no usable data 
was available for comparison in this subject area.  
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 The results of the questionnaire must address the research questions through the 
perspective of the research hypothesis. Only one ministry area committee had members 
report meeting content in both the MACQβ pretest and posttest, illustrated by Table 4.13. 
 
Table 4.13. MACQβ Disciplines Both Pre- and Posttest: Net by Subject Category  
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 0 n = 1 n = 0 n = 0 
Prayer n/a    0 n/a n/a 
Worship n/a + 7 n/a n/a 
Bible study n/a + 3 n/a n/a 
Sharing n/a  - 1 n/a n/a 
Total practices n/a + 9 n/a n/a 
 
  
Committee members with comparable data in Experimental Group #2 reported an 
increase of nine total minutes of engagement in spiritual disciplines, including a rise of 
seven minutes of worship and three minutes of Bible study.  
Experimental Group #1, along with Control Groups #1 and #2 had no committees 
practicing spiritual disciplines in both the pretest and posttest reporting; no comparisons 
could be made. 
Data about meeting content from either pretest only or from posttest only. 
The second perspective used to search for potential meeting content changes revealed 
data available only from either pretest or from posttest administrations. Questions three 
through six of the MACQα instrument measured amounts of time committee chairs 
remembered spending on the spiritual disciplines taught in ChristCare small-group 
leadership training. 
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Although board member #9 from Experimental Group #1 recorded having no 
meetings in the pretest, five meetings were reported in the posttest. Spiritual discipline 
usage reported posttest only for this subject is shown in Table 4.14. 
 
Table 4.14. MACQα Posttest-Only Meeting Content Report: Experimental Group #1 
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer   5 
Worship   0 
Bible study 12 
Sharing   8 
Total spiritual disciplines 25 
 
 
In the posttest MACQα, the chair recalled an average of five minutes spent in 
prayer, twelve minutes for Bible study, and eight minutes for sharing, with no time 
designated as worship. A total of twenty-five minutes were recounted by the committee 
chair as being spent on average on the practice of the ChristCare spiritual disciplines. 
Of the five board participants in Experimental Group #2, one committee chair 
(#8) attested to no meetings pretest and two meetings posttest, the latter incorporating 
recorded averages of two minutes of prayer and two minutes of sharing per meeting for 
the practice of spiritual disciplines, as shown in Table 4.15. 
 
Table 4.15. MACQα Posttest-Only Meeting Content Report: Experimental Group #2 
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer 2 
Worship 0 
Bible study 0 
Sharing 2 
Total spiritual disciplines 4 
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 Control Group #1’s committee chair #2, while admitting to no meetings in the 
pretest reporting period, reported six ministry area committee meetings for the equivalent 
five-month reporting period posttest. Spiritual discipline usage is given in Table 4.16. 
 
Table 4.16. MACQα Posttest-Only Meeting Content Report: Control Group #1 
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer 2 
Worship 0 
Bible study 0 
Sharing 2 
Total spiritual disciplines 4 
 
 
A total of four minutes was recollected as the average amount of time spiritual 
disciplines were practiced per meeting: two minutes were allotted to prayer, and two 
minutes to sharing/community building.  
Board member #1, representing Control Group #2, reported pretest to having led a 
ministry area committee of six people for which one meeting was conducted in the 
reporting period. All answers on #1’s MACQα pretest to questions regarding spiritual 
disciplines were left blank; this lack of answers was interpreted as a report of no usage of 
the stated spiritual disciplines. Two months later, this board member changed ministry 
assignments, inheriting a ministry area with no committee members. Although seven 
more months elapsed before the posttest, board member #1 reported at the conclusion of 
the study to have no ministry area committee members and to have held no meetings, 
thus leaving the spiritual discipline questions blank once again, this time for a different 
reason. Though pretest data existed, the lack of comparable posttest data rendered these 
results unusable. 
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Pooling the data to show the four subject categories in side-by-side comparisons 
is the purpose of Table 4.17 
 
Table 4.17. MACQα Questions 3-6 Posttest-Only Practices by Subject Groups  
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 1 n = 1 n = 0 
Prayer   5 2 2 n/a 
Worship   0 0 0 n/a 
Bible study 12 0 0 n/a 
Sharing   8 2 2 n/a 
Total practices 25 4 4 n/a 
 
 
Experimental Group #1 experienced the longest spiritual discipline time usage of 
any of the subject categories, logging the addition of one group spending an average 
twenty-five minutes practicing spiritual disciplines in each meeting. 
 Both Experimental Group #2 and Control Group #1 revealed a modest use of two 
minutes in each of the same two practices (prayer and sharing), as well as no activity in 
the same remaining two disciplines (worship and Bible study.) The four minutes of total 
time spent in spiritual disciplines proved to the second largest and only other addition in 
the subject category comparison of ministry area committees.  
 Another posttest-only phenomenon bears mentioning, that of the ministry area 
subgroup. As a result of the intervention, three board members either implemented the 
ChristCare format in existing subgroups of their ministry area or created and led small 
groups in their ministry area, as depicted in Table 4.18. 
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Table 4.18. MACQα Questions 3-6 Posttest-Only Subgroup Practices  
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 2 n = 0 n = 0 
Prayer   5       2.5 n/a n/a 
Worship   3    0 n/a n/a 
Bible study   0    2 n/a n/a 
Sharing 15  20 n/a n/a 
Total practices 23    24.5 n/a n/a 
 
 
In Experimental Group #1, although board member #11 reported having no 
ministry area committee meetings in both the pre- and posttest questionnaires, #11 did 
report posttest on a subgroup in the ministry area begun between pre- and posttest, and 
treated as a ChristCare Group in the project’s SEA Group follow-up phase. Number 11B 
was reported to average five minutes in prayer, three minutes in worship, and fifteen 
minutes in community building/sharing, with no time recorded for Bible study. The 
average total time for engaging in spiritual disciplines during this subgroup’s meetings 
was twenty-three minutes. 
Two board members in Experimental Group #2 reported implementing the 
ChristCare format between pretest and posttest in existing ministry area subgroups. The 
results of their posttest-only reports are shown in Table 4.19. 
 
Table 4.19. MACQα Posttest Disciplines: Experimental Group #2 Subgroups 
Spiritual Discipline 3B 10B Mean 
Prayer  3”  2”     2.5” 
Worship  0”  0”  0” 
Bible study  0”  4”  2” 
Sharing 30” 10” 20” 
Total time 33” 16”   24.5” 
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Each ministry area subgroup was reported to practice at least two of the four 
ChristCare spiritual disciplines, and community building/sharing was recollected as the 
longest of the practices for both sets of meetings. 
Only the two experimental groups experienced the emergence of ministry area 
subgroups, and both revealed similar results. Both experimental groups saw minutes 
measured for spiritual discipline practice in the mid-twenties. Both practiced three of the 
four ChristCare spiritual disciplines, one omitting Bible study and the other worship. 
Additionally, both practiced the discipline of community building/sharing the most 
extensively. 
Queries one through four of the researcher-designed MACQβ measured amounts 
of time committee members recalled being utilized for the same four respective spiritual 
disciplines featured in the ChristCare curriculum. Experimental Group #1 found one 
ministry area committee that provided data. In the MACQβ posttest, five members of 
board member #9’s committee recalled averages of six minutes spent in prayer, nine 
minutes in worship, eight minutes in Bible study, and five minutes sharing, for a total of 
twenty-eight minutes being recalled on average to be spent practicing the ChristCare 
spiritual disciplines. Table 4.20 relays these results. 
 
Table 4.20. MACQβ Posttest-Only Meeting Content Report: Experimental Group #1 
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer   6 
Worship   9 
Bible study   8 
Sharing   5 
Total spiritual disciplines 28 
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Participation for Experimental Group #2 included seven ministry area committee 
members completing MACQβ questionnaires for the posttest only, representing three 
chairs’ small groups. A summary of their data is given in Table 4.21. 
 
Table 4.21. MACQβ Posttest-Only Meeting Content Report: Experimental Group #2 
Spiritual 
Disciplines Chair #4’s MAC Chair #8’s MAC Chair #10’s MAC Group Mean 
Questionnaires n = 3 n = 2 n = 1 n = 3 
Prayer   8  2   3  4 
Worship 17               18   3 13 
Bible study 12  0   5  5 
Sharing 12  5 10  9 
Total time 48 25 21 31 
 
 
Committee members recalled all four spiritual disciplines being practiced in two 
committees, while three of four disciplines were remembered in the third group. The 
average time for spiritual discipline participation was clocked at a little more than a half 
hour per meeting. 
 Three ministry area committee members representing Control Group #1 reported 
posttest-only for chair #2’s small group, as illustrated in Table 4.22. 
 
Table 4.22. MACQβ Posttest-Only Meeting Content Report: Control Group #1 
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer   3 
Worship   2 
Bible   2 
Sharing   5 
Total time 12 
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All four spiritual disciplines are reported to be practiced with a fairly even spread 
of time usage for each. 
Although Control Group #2 had no posttest only respondents, it did provide 
pretest only data. Three members of chair #1’s ministry area committee took the MACQβ 
pretest only. Table 4.23 displays their averaged data.  
 
Table 4.23. MACQβ Pretest-Only Meeting Content Report: Control Group #2 
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer    2.7 
Worship 0 
Bible study 0 
Sharing    3.3 
Total time 6 
 
 
Two months after the pretest, board member #1 changed ministry assignments, 
inheriting a ministry area with no committee members. Although seven more months 
elapsed before the posttest, board member #1 reported at the conclusion of the study to 
have no ministry area committee members and to have held no meetings, thus creating a 
decrease of spiritual discipline meeting content for Control Group #2.  
The results of the questionnaire must address the research questions through the 
perspective of the research hypothesis. Five ministry area committees had members who 
reported in the MACQβ posttest who had not reported in the pretest. The reasons for no 
pretest reporting varied. Board member #2 recorded no meetings in the MACQα pretest, 
so no committee members were invited to the MACQβ pretest administration. Board 
members #8 and #9 reported having no committee members in the MACQα pretest. 
Although board member #10 reported committee members in the MACQα pretest, none 
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responded to the MACQβ pretest administration. Board member #4 reported members 
and meetings in the MACQα pretest; however, all four ministry area committee members 
who took the MACQβ pretest reported not meeting. A summary of the posttest-only 
results regarding spiritual discipline practice, as viewed by subject category, is 
enumerated in Table 4.24. 
 
Table 4.24. MACQβ Ministry Area Committees, Posttest Net by Subject Category  
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 3 n = 1 n = 1 
Prayer  6   4   3   - 2.7 
Worship  9 13   2   0 
Bible study  8   5   2   0 
Sharing  5   9   5   - 3.3 
Total practices 28  31 12 - 6 
 
 
The two experimental groups recollected similar total times spent engaged in 
spiritual disciplines in their ministry area committee meetings, though individual 
discipline practice times varied. While Experimental Group #1 experienced a fairly even 
time distribution for each of the four spiritual practices, sharing and worship 
overshadowed prayer and Bible study for Experimental Group #2. 
 Control Group #1 reported an even time distribution for individual spiritual 
practices and recorded less than half the total time spent by the experimental groups. 
Control Group #2 realized the only elimination of spiritual discipline practice in a subject 
category. 
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 Another posttest-only phenomenon bears mentioning, that of the ministry area 
subgroup. Three board members began ministry area subgroups between pretest and 
posttest, and all three groups had members who participated in the MACQβ posttest 
administration. In Experimental Group #1, board member #11 reported having no 
ministry area committee meetings in both the pre- and posttest questionnaires. However, 
Number 11 did report posttest–only on a subgroup in the ministry area begun between 
pre- and posttest that was treated as a ChristCare Group in the project’s SEA Group 
follow-up phase. Table 4.25 records their averages. 
 
Table 4.25. MACQβ Posttest-Only Subgroups: Experimental Group #1 Content 
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer   8 
Worship 10 
Bible study   2 
Sharing 30 
Total spiritual disciplines 50 
 
 
Committee subgroup members of #11B reported to average eight minutes in 
prayer, ten minutes in worship, two minutes in Bible study, and thirty minutes in 
community building/sharing. The average total time for engaging in spiritual disciplines 
during this subgroup’s meetings was fifty minutes. 
 For Experimental Group #2, eight ministry subgroup members from #10B 
completed the MACQβ in the posttest. Their results appear in Table 4.26. 
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Table 4.26. MACQβ Posttest-Only Subgroups: Experimental Group #2 Content  
Spiritual Disciplines Minutes Reported 
Prayer   4 
Worship   3 
Bible study   3 
Sharing   5 
Total spiritual disciplines 15 
 
 
Subgroup committee members recalled all four spiritual disciplines practiced, one 
more than the chair reported. Although individual discipline times may vary, the total 
time is close enough for agreement. 
One group’s data was deemed ineligible for comparison in Experimental Group 
#2. Board Member #3 turned in a second completed MACQα questionnaire, identified as 
#3B, reporting three committee members and six meetings. Although all the recorded 
members participated in the MACQβ posttest administration, none of those members 
recollected what they understood as meetings; rather, they expressed attending work 
parties held to carry out their subgroup’s job description, at which no spiritual discipline 
practice could be recalled.  
The practice of spiritual disciplines at the remaining two new subgroups is 
illustrated by Table 4.27. 
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Table 4.27. MACQβ Posttest-Only Subgroup Practices  
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 1 n = 0 n = 0 
Prayer   8   4 n/a n/a 
Worship 10   3 n/a n/a 
Bible study   2   3 n/a n/a 
Sharing 30   5 n/a n/a 
Total practices 50 15 n/a n/a 
 
 
Both new subgroups with reportable data were experimental groups; no control 
group board members reported beginning new subgroups with the ChristCare format. 
Both new subgroups’ members recollected all four spiritual disciplines being practiced. 
The subgroup representing Experimental Group #1 reported fifty minutes of engagement 
in the ChristCare practices, noting over half the participation in community 
building/sharing. The subgroup representing Experimental Group #2 reported an even 
time distribution for individual spiritual discipline usage and recalled a total of fifteen 
minutes engaged in the sum of the ChristCare practices each meeting. 
Research Question #3 and Questionnaire Results 
How did a small-group spiritual formation model impact the perception of board 
members in relationship to their overall job performance? First, questions nine through 
twelve of the MACQα gave board members the opportunity to rate four aspects of 
administrative board leadership. The MACQα used a six-point Likert-type scale, with an 
answer of one equaling “highly ineffective” and an answer of six signifying “highly 
effective.” Results of the raw data for the pretest MACQα are found in Appendix H and 
for the posttest MACQα in Appendix I.  
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Next, the standardized questionnaire known as the BSAQ offered board members 
a chance to express their judgments about the performance of the Rolling Hills 
administrative board in six competency dimensions. The BSAQ used a four-point Likert-
type scale with each question, providing a range from zero, indicating “Strongly 
Disagree,” to an answer of three, signifying “Strongly Agree.” Results of the raw data for 
the pretest BSAQ are found in Appendix L and for the posttest BSAQ in Appendix M. 
Questions in the BSAQ covering the contextual dimension asked about behaviors 
related to the intentional cultivation of the core values, mission, traditions, and history of 
the organization, as well as their regular integration into discussions and decision making 
(Holland and Blackmon 6, 12). Queries concerning the educational competency probed 
ways used to keep board members well informed and knowledgeable about the 
organization, the field in general, board roles, and evaluative feedback through conscious 
efforts of education and development at regular meetings and special events (6, 14). The 
BSAQ covered the interpersonal dimension by asking about specific actions intended to 
develop board members into a strong, cohesive team (6-7, 16-17). When posing questions 
about the analytical dimension, the BSAQ investigated the extensiveness of problem-
analysis methods used to explore all sides of issues and probed the behaviors evident in 
discussions generated to brainstorm and develop creative solutions (7, 18-19). The fifth 
key competency explored, the political dimension, offered information about ways the 
board encouraged the input and understanding of all stakeholders in order to enrich 
decision-making, develop healthy relationships, and prevent polarizing situations (7, 20). 
Finally, questions regarding the strategic dimension assessed behaviors that engaged the 
board in shaping vision and strategy for a preferred future, as well as monitored time and 
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attention spent to focus the group on the accomplishment of priorities and goals (8, 22-
23).  
 Experimental Group #1. Of the two respondents with usable MACQα 
questionnaires in this subject category, only chair #11 answered all four questions pre- 
and posttest. When rating the overall effectiveness of the ministry area committee for the 
respective reporting periods, #11 said, “four: mildly effective,” on the pretest and raised it 
to the next level, “five: effective,” on the posttest. The same responses were given when 
rating the morale of the respondent’s ministry area committee. The most dramatic 
difference of any respondent’s pretest-posttest answers came when #11 evaluated their 
own “effectiveness as a ministry area leader.” From a pretest answer of “two: 
ineffective,” #11 answered the posttest with “five: effective.” The only decrease for #11 
came when rating participation as a member of the board as a whole; a pretest rating of 
“six: highly effective” was reduced to “five: effective.” 
 Board member #9 answered both pre- and posttest on only the last question on the 
MACQα, rating participation as a member of the board as a whole. Number 9 marked an 
increase, from a pretest “four: mildly effective” to a posttest “five: effective.” Pretest 
questions nine and ten were left blank as instructed, as chair #9 did not have a populated 
ministry area committee at the time. Question eleven had “n/a” written pretest. Posttest, 
#9 used the ratings to answer questions nine through eleven, and all were judged a “five: 
effective.” 
 A total of five MACQα pretest-posttest answers were offered by the two subjects 
in Experimental Group #1, and both the mean and the mode of the difference of these 
pooled answers was plus one. The pretest mean and mode answers were “four: effective,” 
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and the posttest mean and mode answers were “five: effective.” 
 The pre- and posttest administrations of the BSAQ produced a usable set of 
questionnaires from board member #7, bringing the total for participants in Experimental 
Group #1 to three. A summary of the pretest-posttest comparison is illustrated by Table 
4.28. 
 
Table 4.28. BSAQ Scores, Pre- and Posttest for Experimental Group #1 
BSAQ Dimensions Pretest % Posttest % Net Difference % 
Contextual 54 61 + 7 
Educational 44 48 + 4 
Interpersonal 58 65 + 7 
Analytical 66 62  - 3 
Political 61 65 + 4 
Strategic 50 57 + 7 
Mean (n = 3) 55 60 + 5 
 
 
Assessments in five out of six dimensions increased. The assessments of three 
dimensions, the contextual, the interpersonal, and the strategic, increased by 7 percent 
each. The assessments of two dimensions, the educational and the political, each rose by 
4 percent. One decrease emerged, a 3 percent drop in the analytical dimension. The 
average pretest-posttest difference for each dimension as assessed by Experimental 
Group #1 was an increase of 5 percent. 
Experimental Group #2. Four board members answered MACQα question nine, 
regarding ministry area committee overall effectiveness, in both the pretest and posttest 
administrations. Table 4.29 offers a view comparing the results. 
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Table 4.29. MACQα Pretest-Posttest: Question #9, Committee Effectiveness 
Results Chair #3 Chair #4 Chair #10 Chair #13 Mean Mode 
Pretest 5 5 5    4     4.75 5 
Posttest 5 5 5    6      5.25 5 
Difference 0 0 0 + 2 + 0.5 0 
 
 
Three committee chairs gave no change posttest in their pretest evaluation of 
“five: effective.” The remaining participant ranked the posttest evaluation two levels 
higher than the pretest, from “four: mildly effective” to “six: highly effective.” Pooling 
this group’s pretest-posttest changes produced a mean change of plus 0.5, with a mode of 
zero. 
 A fifth respondent in this category had left the pretest MACQα answer for 
question nine blank as per instructions for those without populated committees. Reporting 
a populated ministry area committee in the posttest, the chair judged the committee’s 
efficacy as “four: mildly effective.”  
The same four board members answered MACQα question ten, regarding ministry 
area committee morale, in both the pretest and posttest administrations. Table 4.30 
displays perspectives comparing the results. 
 
Table 4.30. MACQα Pretest-Posttest: Question #10, Committee Morale 
Results Chair #3 Chair #4 Chair #10 Chair #13 Mean Mode 
Pretest 5 5   6   4 5 5 
Posttest 5 5   4   6 5 5 
Difference 0 0 - 2 + 2 0 0 
 
 
Two committee chairs judged no change posttest in their pretest evaluation of 
committee morale as “five: effective.” The remaining two chairs reported evaluative 
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changes of two levels each, one in the negative and one in the positive. Chair #10’s 
evaluation declined from a pretest “six: highly effective” to a posttest “four: mildly 
effective.” Chair #13’s evaluation rose from a pretest “four mildly effective” to a posttest 
“six: highly effective.” Pooling this group’s pretest-posttest changes produced a mean, 
median, and mode of zero difference when evaluating ministry area committee morale. 
The same remaining respondent in this category had left the pretest MACQα 
answer for question ten blank as per instructions for those without populated committees. 
Reporting a populated ministry area committee in the posttest, the chair judged the 
committee’s morale at “five: effective.” 
All five respondents in Experimental Group #2 provided both pretest and posttest 
answers to MACQα question eleven, rating their own effectiveness as a ministry area 
leader. Results can be seen in Table 4.31. 
 
Table 4.31. MACQα Pretest-Posttest: Question #11, Ministry Area Leadership 
Results Chair #3 Chair #4 Chair #8 Chair #10 Chair #13 Mean Mode 
Pretest 5  5    4  5    4   4.6 5 
Posttest 5  4    5  4    5   4.6 5 
Difference 0 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 0 n/a 
 
 
One board member did not change the assessment of “five: effective.” Two board 
members judged an increase of one level, both from “four: mildly effective” to “five 
effective,” and two board members recorded a decrease of one level, from “five: 
effective” to “four: mildly effective.” All changes offset one another and the mean 
change was zero for this group. 
 The final question of the MACQα, question twelve, asked each board member to 
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evaluate their own board participation. All five respondents in Experimental Group 
Number Two provided both pretest and posttest answers to MACQα question eleven, as 
can be seen in Table 4.32. 
 
Table 4.32. MACQα Pretest-Posttest: Question #12, Board Participation 
Results Chair #3 Chair #4 Chair #8 Chair #10 Chair #13 Mean Mode 
Pretest 5 5 4  5    4    4.6 5 
Posttest 5 5 4  4    6    4.8 4 & 5 
Difference 0 0 0 - 1 + 2 + 0.2 n/a 
 
 
Three committee chairs gave no change posttest to their pretest evaluation of 
“five: effective.” One board member recorded a decrease of one level, from “five: 
effective” to “four: mildly effective.” The remaining participant ranked the posttest 
evaluation two levels higher than the pretest, from “four: mildly effective” to “six: highly 
effective.” Pooling this group’s pretest-posttest changes produced a mean change of plus 
0.2, with a mode and median of zero. 
 The BSAQ was completed by all five respondents for both the pretest and 
posttest. Table 4.33 allows a view of the net differences of a pretest-posttest comparison. 
 
Table 4.33. BSAQ Scores, Pre- and Posttest for Experimental Group #2 
BSAQ Dimensions Pretest % Posttest % Net Difference % 
Contextual 52 54 + 2 
Educational 51 48  - 5 
Interpersonal 59 56  - 3 
Analytical 58 53  - 5 
Political 60 58  - 2 
Strategic 47 50 + 3 
Mean (n = 5) 55 53  - 2 
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Four out of six dimensions experienced decreases in their assessments. The 
educational and analytical dimensions each suffered a 5 percent decrease, the largest loss 
for dimensions in this subject category. The interpersonal and political dimensions 
revealed a decrease of 3 and 2 percent respectively. The remaining two dimensions 
produced modest increases. The assessment of the strategic dimension rose by 3 percent 
and the score of the contextual dimension lifted by 2 percent. The average score for each 
dimension logged by Experimental Group #2 witnessed a decrease of 2 percent. 
Control group #1. The sole participant in this subject category rose one point on 
the scale on all four of the questions posed by the MACQα questionnaire. When rating the 
ministry area committee’s overall effectiveness, the ministry area’s efficacy, and the 
ministry area leader’s own participation as a church board member, chair #2 increased 
from pretest rankings of “four: mildly effective” to posttest ratings of “five: effective.” 
The pretest evaluation of committee morale rose from “five: effective” to the posttest 
ranking of “six: highly effective.”  
 BSAQ scoring protocols call for scores of entire boards. Focus upon a 
subcategory’s scores, let alone an individual’s assessment, is not seen in the literature. In 
order to throw light upon the research hypothesis of this study, though, and because this 
subject category contains only one person, an individual’s scores are revealed here. Table 
4.34 illustrates the pretest-posttest comparison of the lone participant in Control Group 
#1. 
 
. 
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Table 4.34. BSAQ Scores, Pre- and Posttest for Control Group #1 
BSAQ Dimensions Pretest % Posttest % Net Difference % 
Contextual 75 67    - 8 
Educational 58 64   + 6 
Interpersonal 61 76 + 15 
Analytical 70 70      0 
Political 67 67      0 
Strategic 47 56  + 9 
Mean (n = 1) 63 67  + 4 
 
 
Three dimensions experienced increases, two dimensions logged no differences, 
and one dimension revealed a decrease. The largest increase in this category, as well as 
the second largest increase in any of the subject categories, arose in the interpersonal 
dimension, showing a 15 percent jump. The strategic dimension rose by 9 percent and the 
educational dimension increased by 6 percent. The assessments of both the analytical and 
political dimensions revealed neither an increase nor a decrease. The lone loss logged on 
this assessment emerged from the contextual dimension, with a decrease of 8 percent. 
The average difference for each dimension showed a 4 percent increase. 
Control group #2. For both the pretest and the posttest of the MACQα 
questionnaire, board member #1 left the questions about committee effectiveness and 
morale blank. Pretest and posttest MACQα ratings concerning ministry area leadership 
and board participation were all identical. On both topics in both instrument 
administrations, the answer was “four: mildly effective.” 
 BSAQ scores are customarily tallied for entire boards. Yet, as in the case of 
Control Group #1, it is necessary to provide a single participant’s score in order to 
analyze the research hypothesis of this study. Table 4.35 illustrates the pretest-posttest 
comparison of the lone participant in Control Group #2. 
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Table 4.35. BSAQ Scores, Pre- and Posttest for Control Group #2 
BSAQ Dimensions Pretest % Posttest % Net Difference % 
Contextual 61 56    - 5 
Educational 33 45 + 12 
Interpersonal 61 67   + 6 
Analytical 47 60 + 13 
Political 46 63 + 17 
Strategic 25 42 + 17 
Mean (n = 1) 46 56 + 10 
 
 
Five of the six dimensions revealed pretest-posttest increases. The largest 
increases of BSAQ dimension comparisons of any of the four subject categories were 
found in the assessments of Control Group #2. The evaluations of both the political and 
strategic dimensions each increased by 17 percent. Two more double-digit increases were 
recorded for the analytical and the educational dimensions, 13 percent and 12 percent 
respectively. The interpersonal dimension rose by 6 percent. The remaining dimension, 
the contextual, experienced a decrease of 5 percent. The average difference for each 
dimension showed a 10 percent increase. 
 Subject category comparisons. Nine board members produced usable pretest 
and posttest questionnaires for gathering data from the answers to MACQα questions nine 
through twelve. The mean averages for differences pre- and posttest of all four questions 
when viewed by subject category are illustrated by Table 4.36. 
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Table 4.36. MACQα Questions #9 through #12: Mean Differences 
Subjects Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
Usable MACQα 
respondents    2 5    1 1 
Net of ratings 
per respondent + 1      + 0.175 + 1 0 
SD    0     0.5 n/a n/a 
 
 
The two subject groups with previous ChristCare experience, Experimental Group 
#1 and Control Group #1, both exhibited positive increases in board member evaluations 
of respective topics by one level. The two sets of subjects without previous ChristCare 
small-group leadership training and supervision experience, namely Experimental Group 
#2 and Control Group #2, exhibited net ratings differences approximating or equaling 
zero.   
 Ten board members produced usable pretest and posttest questionnaires for 
gathering data from the answers to the BSAQ. The mean averages for differences pre- 
and posttest of all six dimensions when viewed by subject category are illustrated by 
Table 4.37. 
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Table 4.37. BSAQ Pretest-Posttest Net Differences by Subject Category 
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
BSAQ respondents n = 3 n = 5 n = 1 n = 1 
Contextual + 7% + 2%    - 8%    - 5% 
Educational + 4%  - 5%   + 6% + 12% 
Interpersonal + 7%  - 3% + 15%   + 6% 
Analytical  - 3%  - 5%   0 + 13% 
Political + 4%  - 2%   0 + 17% 
Strategic + 7% + 3%   + 9% + 17% 
Mean + 5%  - 2%   + 4% + 10% 
SD 10 8  23 22 
 
 
Three out of the four participant categories exhibited a posttest increase in their 
assessment of the competencies of the Rolling Hills administrative board as measured by 
the BSAQ. Experimental Group #1 experienced a 5 percent rise, Control Group #1 
produced a 4 percent boost, and a 10 percent upsurge emerged from Control Group #2. 
The remaining subject category, Experimental Group #2, reported a 2 percent decrease. 
Qualitative Design 
In order to add to the value and deepen the interpretation of the quantitative data 
gathered by the questionnaires, a qualitative research design employed documentary 
materials, all solicited compositions by nature. For a review of the timing of the 
production of all documentary materials within the project, see Table 1.1 (p. 20). 
Documentary Sources 
The four basic sources of solicited compositions are shown in Table 4.38.  
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Table 4.38. Documentary Material Sources 
Occasion Solicitation Format 
ChristCare training’s final session “Final Feedback Form and Questionnaire” 
ChristCare SEA group’s monthly sessions “Group Leader Check-In Report” 
ChristCare SEA group’s monthly sessions “Group Leader In-Depth Report” 
Congregational publication Researcher’s e-mailed request 
 
 
At the final session of the four-month training phase, the first source of 
documentary material, an evaluation form developed by the curriculum creator 
(ChristCare), was distributed and administered during the session to all nine experimental 
subjects. Seven participants turned in questionnaires following completion. The last six 
questions on the evaluation were open-ended, encouraging short essay answers from the 
respondents (see Appendix N).  
 The second phase of the intervention, the proscribed follow-up format known as 
SEA Group, required all participants leading small groups to fill out two accountability 
report forms. The “Group Leader Check-In Report” was to be handed in at each SEA 
Group meeting by all participants leading a group or making concrete plans to lead a 
group. Of the nine intervention participants who graduated the training, one subject 
moved from the area before the first SEA Group meeting. A maximum of eight subjects 
were eligible to submit Check-In Reports for the five SEA Group meetings of the study, 
producing a potential of forty Check-In Reports. Eighteen usable Check-In Reports were 
collected from seven different participants. Meeting absence, trainees without groups, 
and loose collection practice accounted for the difference between potential and amassed 
forms (see Appendix O).  
 The second report required in SEA Group, the “In-Depth Report,” was submitted 
by one or two designated participants per meeting, based upon their having a small group 
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to lead. Six subjects of the eight gave In-Depth Reports. Four In-Depth Reports were 
collected from four different intervention participants through the five monthly follow-up 
SEA Group sessions. The first three respondents utilized the ChristCare option to focus 
their reports on the life of their groups. The fourth respondent utilized the ChristCare 
option for a focus upon the leadership of the group (see Appendix P).  
  A congregational publication reviewing and explaining the project went into 
production during the last month of the SEA Group phase, and each participant was 
invited to submit open-ended input. As the head trainer, I solicited answers to two 
questions: What has your board ChristCare training meant to you, and what do you think 
it will mean to the congregation? Of the eight intervention participants, six subjects 
responded (see Appendix Q).  
Open and Axial Coding 
The four documentary sources were then read and weighed in a process identified  
as open coding (Strauss and Corbin 101). Also known as the editing organizing style 
(Crabtree and Miller 21-23), units of meaning such as words, phrases, sentences, and 
paragraphs are considered in a way that allows repetitions, patterns, and categories to 
emerge from the materials. John Lofland’s suggestion for open coding of actually using 
“a table or other large empty surface upon which to lay out in piles small categories of 
ideas” (126) catalyzed a breakthrough in categorization. Though word processing would 
appear to make this task easy, Lofland’s pre-PC publication’s suggestion fit my pre-PC 
study habit development. Because the publication assignment at the conclusion of the 
project afforded the respondents the most freedom to choose to speak about what really 
might have mattered, I began with this set of written materials produced last 
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chronologically (see Appendix R). Doing sentence-by-sentence analysis, I developed 
three major categories of emergent subject matter, displayed in Table 4.39.  
 
Table 4.39. Coded Categories 
Category Description 
Number One Statements made about the training group 
Number Two Statements made about ministry area committees 
Number Three Statements made about everyday life 
 
 
These categories not only encompassed almost all the material in the first set of 
materials but also provided an apt framework for the remaining source documents. The 
tripartite conceptualization was further bolstered upon recognition that the emergent 
categories paralleled an analytic device used for coding suggested by Strauss and Corbin, 
the Conditional/Consequential Matrix (181). Like the matrix, the three codes chosen 
could be represented by concentric circles expanding from micro to macro in influence 
(191). The emergent categories concerned statements made about life in the training 
group, about life in ministry area committees, and about the participants’ everyday lives.  
In the act of relating “subcategories to form more precise and complete 
explanations about phenomena” (Strauss and Corbin 124), subcategories drew their 
names from quotes of respondent statements. As shown by Table 4.40, the phrases 
“bonding through training period” and “training methods” were pulled from source 
document statements to identify the two subcategories that best characterized all that was 
said about the dissertation training itself.  
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Table 4.40. Subcategories for Category #1 
Subcategory Title Statements 
One A “Bonding thru training period” 
One B “Training methods” 
 
 
Evaluative phrases such as “I have been blessed by deeper friendships,” “training 
techniques provided the tools necessary to get to know one another on a deeper level,” 
and even the use of the precise title used by ChristCare for one of the four spiritual 
disciplines practiced, “community building,” highlighted the emergence of the first 
subcategory. The second subcategory, covering the methods of the training, included 
comments covering compliments for the training pedagogy’s inclusion of the sharing of 
ideas, its interpersonal participation, the “methodical” and “concentrated” nature of the 
material covered, and certain experiences in previous training editions perceived to be 
omitted in this dissertation edition.  
The second category that emerged in open coding was composed of statements 
made about ministry area committee life. Though descriptive in the initial documents of 
the coding process, the publication comments, this concept would be dominated later in 
the coding process by the SEA Group reports simply by the nature of the questions asked 
by such a form. The units of meaning sifted into two subcategories, “working great 
together” and “more confident in leading,” illustrated by Table 4.41.  
 
Table 4.41. Subcategories for Category #2 
Subcategory Title Statements 
Two A “Working great together” 
Two B “More Confident in leading” 
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“Working Great Together” could be separated into at least two further 
subcategories, “getting the job done” and the recurring theme “great relationships.” 
Phrases such as, “we care for each other,” “very warm and supportive,” “we are having 
fellowship in God’s service,” and, again, “community building,” were offered in 
questions not specifically asking for impressions in that classification. Noteworthy were 
the linkages of community building and another of the spiritual disciplines practiced, 
namely prayer, as evidenced in phrases such as, “prayer—caring and sharing,” and, “we 
seem to be doing things prayerfully and with love for one another.”  
The second subcategory, “More Confident in Leading,” emerged through 
statements such as, “energetic, committed,” “I have grown in the understanding of what 
plan [sic] has for me,” “grew in awareness of the need to complete a task,” and, “feel 
more confident in leading Biblical Equipping.” Included in this section was an answer to 
the question, “have you grown as a ChristCare Group Leader?” observing that ministry 
area committee time now offered a “more Christ centered meeting.” Combined with 
comments such as “increased with CC classes” when discussing a leader’s relationship to 
God, and before-and-after observations regarding a more “specific God centered focus” 
for meeting “deliberations and actions,” some ministry area committee chairs expressed 
an elevated sense of decision-making meeting composition akin to the Acts “blest 
practice” model. 
The third and last category that emerged from the documentary evidence 
concerned statements about the participants’ everyday lives. Four proffered phrases 
provided subcategory titles, as displayed by Table 4.42: “growth in Christ,” “to help me 
get through,” “building relationships,” and “a good leader.” 
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Table 4.42. Subcategories for Category #3 
Subcategory Title 
Three A “Growth in Christ” 
Three B “Building relationships” 
Three C “A good leader” 
Three D “To help me get through” 
 
 
The first category testified to spiritual growth sensed by most participants, with 
one repeat trainee expressing the glowing judgment “how better to learn [God’s will for 
us] than Christ Care Training.”  
The “Building Relationships” subcategory reflected a majority of respondents 
who concurred with the testimony that “through this class, I have learned a great deal 
about caring and sharing in this struggle we call daily life.” Remarks about learning “how 
to deal with other [sic] in love” and “to build strong lasting relationships” highlighted this 
coding. 
The subcategory dubbed “A Good Leader” expressed the training’s “practical 
aspects … that can be used in almost any group setting … whether in a family meeting or 
in the business world.” 
The final subcategory, “To Help Me Get Through,” might just as easily been 
blended into “Building Relationships,” as two of the three responses referred God’s use 
of “his people to perform small miracles” like helping a participant through the grief of 
losing a loved one. The specificity of these phrases compelled me to create a separate 
subcategory, but this concept must be recognized as complementary to the standout raves 
for community building across the board.  
The entirety of the documentary evidence is illustrated by Table 4.43. 
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Table 4.43. Complete Categories and Subcategories from Eight Respondents 
Category Description Subcategory Title 
Number One 
n = 7 
Statements made about the 
training group 
One A “Bonding thru training period” 
n = 6  One B “Training methods” 
    
Number Two             
n = 6 
Statements made about ministry 
area committees 
Two A “Working great together” 
n = 7  Two B “More Confident in leading” 
    
Number Three             
n = 3 
Statements made about everyday 
life 
Three A “Growth in Christ” 
n = 4  Three B “Building relationships” 
n = 3  Three C “A good leader” 
n = 2  Three D “To help me get through” 
 
 
Categories One and Two each had a minimum of six out of eight respondents, or 
at least 75 percent of the participants, making comments filed in each subcategory (see 
Appendix R). Only one subcategory in Category Three garnished as high as 50 percent of 
the respondents, with the rest possessing fewer than half the participants. 
Summary of Major Findings 
 Data and documents collected for this project revealed meaningful results 
concerning ministry area committee life:  
1. Two chairs in the pretest reported having no committee members, yet both 
reported having people in the posttest.  
2. Each board member represented their respective experimental groups.  
3. Both experimental groups experienced a rise in group size.  
4. The two control groups displayed results of no change and a total loss of 
committee members respectively.  
5. In pretest-posttest reporting regarding meeting content, all participants 
portrayed increases in the number of spiritual disciplines practiced in their ministry area 
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committees.  
6. All participants reporting pre- and posttest appreciably increased time spent 
engaged in the spiritual practices.  
7. In posttest-only reporting, all three subject categories that initiated spiritual 
practices included board members who had exposure to ChristCare training.  
8. Three board members, exclusively from the experimental subject groups, either 
newly implemented the ChristCare format in existing subgroups of their ministry area or 
created and led new small groups in their ministry area.  
9. Control Group #2 realized the only elimination of spiritual discipline practice 
in a subject category, an outcome that was consistent for a subject with no exposure to 
the intervention.  
10. MACQβ results, provided by committee members, confirmed the reports of 
the committee chairs. 
11. The two subject groups with previous ChristCare experience exhibited 
positive increases in board member self-evaluations, as revealed through the MACQα and 
the BSAQ.  
12. The two sets of subjects without previous experience, namely Experimental 
Group #2 and Control Group #2, exhibited MACQα net rating differences approximating 
or equaling zero.   
13. On the BSAQ, Control Group #2 provided the largest increase of any subject 
category. 
14. Documentary reports authored by the experimental subjects expressed a most 
important influence from the building of close relationships and community.  
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Over four decades ago, pastoral theologian Philip A. Anderson took the 
institutional church to task about its preoccupation with maintenance in the agendas of its 
meetings: 
Transformation is the promise of the gospel and the witness of many, even 
today. The small group meetings of our churches can be—and should be—
an experience of the life of the Christian community…. The fact that there 
are so many church meetings that offer so few of the conditions necessary 
for transformation should convince us of our need to repent and to change 
the way in which we have invested time spent together in small group 
meetings. (89) 
 
Chapter 5 evaluates the data and materials of this project’s act of repentance and seeks to 
judge the efficaciousness of the effort.    
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
“Jesus called us to make disciples,” reflects pastor Doug Hoglund, “yet we spend 
most of our time making motions and minutes” (3). This study attempted a measured 
effort to shift the emphasis back toward a Great Commission priority in the ministry 
meetings of one local church, using an intervention applicable in almost any 
congregation, the ChristCare Series curriculum from Stephen Ministries. The purpose of 
this study was to evaluate the impact of training church governing board members at 
Rolling Hills Community Church to implement small-group spiritual formation 
leadership in their ministry areas.  
Data Interpretation and Evaluation 
The research hypothesis of this study proposed that the more training in the 
ChristCare small-group leader system board members had received, the more likely they 
were to (1) lead a populated ministry area committee, (2) practice the Acts decision-
making spiritual disciplines in their ministry area committee meetings, (3) rate the 
effectiveness of their own ministry higher, and (4) assess the board’s overall performance 
as more competent. The project results were expected to show that the various groups of 
participants would be impacted by the intervention to the degree that they had been 
exposed to ChristCare training and implementation. The group participating in the 
training that had already been trained previously, Experimental Group #1, was expected 
to exhibit the most positive impact. The group that had no previous exposure that was 
now taking the training, Experimental Group #2, was expected to exhibit a healthy 
impact. The group declining the intervention that had previous training, Control Group 
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#1, was expected to exhibit some positive impact. The group with no ChristCare training 
from the project or from previous experience, Control Group #2, was expected to exhibit 
the least impact measured by the data. Despite the inherent drawbacks of the small size of 
this study’s subject population, the data portray a consistent pattern of a profound 
positive impact created by the intervention. 
Research Question #1 and Questionnaire Results 
 What impact did intensive and ongoing leader training have on building multiple-
member ministry area committees? The first two questions on the researcher-designed 
MACQα specifically established whether ministry area committees were populated, how 
many people participated, and whether or not they met. Of the nine respondents with 
usable data from both pretest and posttest administrations, seven chairs reported pretest 
as having people serving on a committee, while eight chairs attested to populated 
committees in the posttest. The details of this modest addition can be seen in Table 5.1.  
 
Table 5.1. Populated Ministry Area Committees (MACs) 
Subject Category Pretest MACs Posttest MACs Difference 
Experimental Group #1 1 2 + 1 
Experimental Group #2 4 5 + 1 
Control Group #1 1 1    0 
Control Group #2 1 0  - 1 
Sums 7 8 + 1 
 
 
The sum of one additional populated ministry area committee was not the simple 
result of just adding one group; rather, the gain was the result of three factors. One 
ministry chair dropped from having some people to having none, and the committee that 
was lost represented the chair with absolutely no ChristCare experience, Control Group 
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#2. Six board members maintained populated groups throughout the project. One of the 
committees was from Experimental Group #1, four were from Experimental Group #2, 
and one was from Control Group #1. All ministry area committees chaired by board 
members who had trained as ChristCare small-group leaders at one time or another 
maintained their existence from pretest to posttest. Two chairs in the pretest reported 
having no committee members, yet both reported adding people on the posttest. Each of 
the two posttest additions represented each of their respective experimental groups. An 
anticipated difference between experimental and control groups was produced as 
increases occurred in the experimental groups and decrease was found in a control group. 
 After the training and during the implementation phase, one board member 
reported implementing ChristCare in a new, populated subgroup of their ministry area. 
Appropriately, this sole example arose from Experimental Group #1. When subgroups 
were considered together with ministry area committees, Experimental Group #1 began 
two groups, Experimental Group #2 began one group, Control Group #1 saw no change, 
and Control Group #2 lost a ministry area committee. The modest positive results 
pertaining to the existence of populated ministry area small groups fit the template of the 
research hypothesis. 
  Question number one on the MACQα also obtained the number of people on the 
committees and the names of the people to give credence to the answer. Despite the data 
limitations posed by the fact that three of the four subject categories contained only one 
committee each to provide usable data, the results of pretest-posttest comparisons 
regarding the populations of ministry area committees matched the predictions of the 
research hypothesis, as is visible in Table 5.2.  
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Table 5.2. Ministry Area Group Size Differences by Subject Category 
Subjects Experimental 
Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and 
Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
Usable MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 5 n = 1 n = 1 
Net people per 
MAC + 5 + 0.8 0 - 6 
SD n/a 8 n/a n/a 
 
 
Both experimental groups experienced a rise in group size: plus five people and 
plus one person respectively. The two control groups displayed results of no change and a 
total loss of committee members respectively. The impact of the ChristCare intervention 
and the considerations of previous ChristCare training both made their appropriate marks 
on the board members involved as evidenced by the comparison of the size of pretest and 
posttest ministry area committee populations. 
  Question number two on the MACQα questionnaire asked how many meetings of 
the ministry area committee had been held in the previous six months. Although the 
differences of pretest and posttest answers did not agree with the expectations of the 
research hypothesis, the comparisons did seem to indicate that exposure to ChristCare 
training at any time was a factor in producing positive results, as seen in Table 5.3.  
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Table 5.3. Meeting Reports by Subject Category 
Subjects Experimental 
Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and 
Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
Usable MACQα 
respondents n = 2 n = 5 n = 1 n = 1 
Net people per 
MAC + 2.5 + 2.2 + 6 - 1 
SD 5 7 n/a n/a 
 
 
Posttest reporting revealed respective rises of 2.5 and 2.2 meetings for the 
reporting periods for Experimental Groups #1 and #2. The largest increase was 
unexpectedly experienced by Control Group #1; however, the one respondent in this 
category had been a graduate of a previous ChristCare small-group leadership training 
course and was, during the duration of the project, a member of the existing SEA group 
follow-up program outside of the intervention. Control Group #2 reported a decrease of 
meetings, a behavior within the realm expected by the research hypothesis.  
 The evidence from the first two questions of the MACQα suggested that the more 
exposure a participant had to ChristCare through the intervention and through previous 
renditions, the more positive an impact was experienced for building ministry area 
committees and subgroups. Those board members with more exposure to the independent 
variable of small-group spiritual formation leadership training and follow-up were more 
likely to begin or maintain a ministry area small group, more likely to increase the size of 
the group, and more likely to increase the amount the group meets. Peter F. Drucker 
observes that “the most important way to develop people [in volunteer positions] is to use 
them as teachers. Nobody learns as much as a good teacher” (151). In a like manner, this 
project made an effort to develop board members into small-group spiritual formation 
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leaders, and the results indicate they were inspired to pass on what they learned through 
gathering their ministry area committees together more often and in growing numbers.  
Research Question #2 and Questionnaire Results 
 What changes in ministry area meeting content took place when the chairs of 
board committees learned a biblical model utilizing the Christian spiritual disciplines of 
prayer and worship, inductive Bible study, and personal faith sharing as practices of 
mission discernment? Questions three through six of the MACQα instrument measured 
amounts of time committee chairs remembered utilizing for the spiritual disciplines 
taught in ChristCare small-group leadership training. Queries one through four of the 
MACQβ measured amounts of time committee members recalled being utilized for the 
same four spiritual disciplines featured in the ChristCare curriculum. Potential meeting 
content changes were gauged through viewing the data in two different ways. The first 
perspective compared the data from respondents and committees that reported on meeting 
content in both pretest and posttest administrations. The second perspective revealed data 
about meeting content available only from either pretest or from posttest administrations.  
 With only three board members providing both pretest and posttest MACQα 
instruments with usable data, results available for evaluation of the intervention’s impact 
on meeting content were extremely limited. Additionally, because all three ministry area 
committee chairs belonged to one subject category, Experimental Group #2, comparisons 
for the purposes of the research hypothesis were not possible. Nonetheless, results 
seemed to indicate the intervention did have a positive effect on this experimental group.  
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In the pretest, for instance, two of the three board members reported practicing 
merely one spiritual discipline in their meetings, that of prayer, and the third chair 
practiced only one more, that of sharing/community building, as seen in Table 5.4. 
 
Table 5.4. Pretest Chair Reports of Spiritual Discipline Usage 
Discipline Chair #4 Chair #10 Chair #13 Group Mean 
Prayer 30 2 4 12 
Worship   0 0 0   0 
Bible study   0 0 0   0 
Sharing  0 5 0      1.7 
Total time 30 7 4    13.7 
 
 
In the posttest, although one chair reported just two disciplines practiced, that 
itself was an increase from the one discipline recorded pretest. More importantly, the 
remaining two board members recorded practicing all four spiritual disciplines in the 
posttest, as seen in Table 5.5. 
 
Table 5.5. Posttest Chair Reports of Spiritual Discipline Usage 
Discipline Chair #4 Chair #10 Chair #13 Group Mean 
Prayer   2   3   4                3 
Worship 10   3   0    4.3 
Bible study   3   5 15    7.7 
Sharing 30 10   0  13.3 
Total time 45 21 19  28.3 
 
  
The intervention appeared to have a fairly profound impact encouraging 
committee chairs to add the practice of the spiritual disciplines to their ministry area 
meeting content. 
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 The positive impact was also revealed in comparisons of time spent practicing the 
disciplines. In the pretest, committee chairs reported total discipline time usage of four, 
seven, and thirty minutes, an average of almost fourteen minutes. Posttest results attested 
to total times of nineteen, twenty-one, and forty-five minutes respectively, with a mean of 
over twenty-eight minutes. Each of the three board members reported increasing time 
spent in the practice of spiritual disciplines by 500 percent, 300 percent, and 50 percent 
respectively. Although the breadth of data was limited, the available results displayed a 
healthy impact upon meeting content regarding spiritual discipline usage that was 
reasonably attributable to the intervention. 
 Three board members who had reported holding no meetings in the MACQα 
pretest did attest to holding meetings in the posttest. Although their data could not be 
used to compare pretest-posttest spiritual discipline usage within meetings, the posttest 
practice of the disciplines in meeting content could reveal intervention impact. Each of 
the three committee chairs belonged to a different subject group category, as visible in 
Table 5.6. 
 
Table 5.6. Posttest-Only MAC Spiritual Discipline Time Usage 
Factors Experimental 
Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and 
Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 1 n = 1 n = 0 
Prayer   5 2 2 n/a 
Worship   0 0 0 n/a 
Bible study 12 0 0 n/a 
Sharing   8 2 2 n/a 
Total practices 25 4 4 n/a 
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All three subject categories that commenced spiritual practices included board 
members who had exposure to ChristCare training. The respondent from Experimental 
Group #1 (present as well as past ChristCare training) logged the most extensive use of 
spiritual disciplines, practicing three of four disciplines in an average span of twenty-five 
minutes. The respondents from both Experimental Group #2 and Control Group #1 (each 
with only one edition of ChristCare training) recorded using two of the four spiritual 
disciplines in a minimal total discipline usage time of four minutes. Despite the lack of 
depth of subject populations, the research hypothesis held its ground. 
 Three board members either implemented the ChristCare format in existing 
subgroups of their ministry area or created and led small groups in a subgroup of their 
ministry area between pretest and posttest administrations, as seen in Table 5.7. 
 
Table 5.7. Posttest-Only Subgroup Spiritual Discipline Time Usage 
Factors Experimental 
Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and 
Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 2 n = 0 n = 0 
Prayer   5      2.5 n/a n/a 
Worship   3   0 n/a n/a 
Bible study   0   2 n/a n/a 
Sharing 15 20 n/a n/a 
Total practices 23    24.5 n/a n/a 
 
 
The fact that these three board members came exclusively from the experimental 
subject groups indicated a difference motivated by the intervention. Averages for each 
experimental group revealed spiritual discipline usage in three of the four ChristCare 
practices that further bolstered the reasonable conclusion that the intervention produced a 
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positive impact on the spiritual formation meeting content utilized by ministry area 
chairs. 
  Data for pretest-posttest comparisons of MACQβ administration to members of 
committees was even more limited, as only one ministry chair had usable data from the 
ministry area committee members. Regardless, pretest-posttest comparisons of total time 
usage as provided by committee members displayed an increase of just over 62 percent. 
These results were comparable with other similar indicators pointing to the efficacy of 
the intervention. 
 Five ministry area committees reported meeting content in the posttest MACQβ 
administration that had no data in the pretest (see Table 5.8).  
 
Table 5.8. Committee Members on Posttest-Only MAC Spiritual Discipline Usage 
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 3 n = 1 n = 1 
Prayer   6   4   3   - 2.7 
Worship   9 13   2   0 
Bible study   8   5   2   0 
Sharing   5   9   5   - 3.3 
Total practices 28 31 12 - 6 
 
 
All five ministry area committees were chaired by board members who had 
exposure to ChristCare training at one point or another. The averages for the three subject 
area groups displayed usage of all four ChristCare spiritual disciplines. Control Group #2, 
possessing no exposure to ChristCare training, actually lost data since they reported 
meeting content in the pretest that had been eliminated by posttest. The impact of 
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ChristCare training revealed by these posttest-only implementation results bore out the 
expectations of the research hypothesis. Further, the time usage data created a fairly 
consistent spread according to the subject categories. The two experimental groups 
reported the close averages of twenty-eight and thirty-one minutes respectively, while 
Control Group #1 attested to a lower average usage of twelve minutes, and Control 
Group #2 revealed elimination of the meetings and thus the content reported in the pretest 
administration. A clear distinction in the posttest-only MACQβ data was evident between 
those ministry area committees that had chairs who participated in the intervention and 
those that did not.  
 Posttest-only data from the MACQβ also included two ministry area subgroups in 
which board members implemented the ChristCare small-group spiritual formation 
format. Their results are seen in Table 5.9.  
 
Table 5.9. Committee Members on Posttest-Only Subgroup Spiritual Disciplines 
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
MACQα 
respondents n = 1 n = 1 n = 0 n = 0 
Prayer   8   4 n/a n/a 
Worship 10   3 n/a n/a 
Bible study   2   3 n/a n/a 
Sharing 30   5 n/a n/a 
Total practices 50 15 n/a n/a 
 
 
Each group reported that all four spiritual disciplines of ChristCare were practiced 
in their subgroup, testifying to the probable influence of the intervention upon the 
committee chair. Each subgroup reported overall spiritual discipline time usage according 
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to its respective experimental group: committee members in Experimental Group #1 
attested to a mean of fifty minutes of total practice. Committee members in Experimental 
Group #2 recorded an average of fifteen minutes of total practice. This posttest-only 
subgroup data reinforced the predictions of the research hypothesis as applied to meeting 
content. 
 Both the MACQα and the MACQβ questionnaires yielded results that indicated 
that exposure to the independent variable of ChristCare training and follow-up had the 
effect of increasing both the number of spiritual disciplines a group practiced and the 
amount of time they were practiced in ministry area meetings. When pondering the 
impact of spiritual formation meeting content upon the chairs of ministry areas, as well as 
upon their committee members, the words of Presbyterian pastor and dissertation 
researcher Eckelmann inspire hope for church ministry decision-making: 
We have little doubt that at the end of three years of service, a new elder 
will know more about the church’s administration. But will that elder 
know more of godliness and of spiritual leadership? ... [S]piritual 
formation is the primary means by which Christians, especially Christian 
leaders, can mature in their callings and their passion. (41, 44)  
 
 The fruit of this intervention appears to affirm that those who serve on ministry area 
committees can effectively practice spiritual disciplines together in order to grow in grace 
as they meet and make decisions concerning the ministry and administration of the 
church. 
Research Question #3 and Questionnaire Results 
How did a small-group spiritual formation model impact the perception of board 
members in relationship to their overall job performance? Two different instruments were 
administered to obtain measures of board member assessment in specific areas of board 
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life. First, questions nine through twelve of the MACQα gave board members the 
opportunity to rate four aspects of administrative board leadership. The MACQα used a 
six-point Likert-type scale with an answer of one equaling “highly ineffective” and an 
answer of six signifying “highly effective.”  
Usable data for pretest-posttest comparison did improve for this section of the 
MACQα with the addition of one participant from Experimental Group #1, yielding nine 
total respondents. Differences in the pretest-posttest comparison of the MACQα questions 
did not comply with the exact expectation of the research hypothesis that frequency of 
exposure to ChristCare training directly impacted self-perceptions of board member 
effectiveness. However, another factor of the independent variable of small-group 
spiritual formation leadership training and follow-up did possibly play a role that 
preserved the intentions of the hypothesis. The two subject categories that had both taken 
previous editions of ChristCare training and follow-up supervision, Experimental Group 
#1 and Control Group #1, both displayed the same net results of improvement that moved 
assessments up one point, from “four: mildly effective” to “five: effective.” The two 
subject categories that had both lacked any previous training or supervision from the 
ChristCare curriculum, Experimental Group #2 and Control Group #2, respectively 
recorded net differences of 0.175 and zero, revealing no changes in the averaged 
assessments of board and ministry area committee life as perceived by board member 
respondents in both these subject categories. The factor not anticipated in the research 
hypothesis that could have played an important role in the confidence and assessments of 
respondents was the impact of the ongoing SEA Group follow-up phase of the ChristCare 
system separate from the intervention’s edition. Subjects in Experimental Group #1 and 
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Control Group #1 had the advantage of a much longer exposure to the support, 
encouragement, and accountability behaviors of this supervision group model, which, in 
turn, may have impacted their judgments about effectiveness concerning ministry area 
and board life.  
While Experimental Group #2 revealed positive impacts of the intervention 
through the previous questions of the MACQα, mixed results reported by individual 
respondents regarding this last section on board member effectiveness canceled one 
another out to produce a mean that displayed a neutral impact. These results are 
reminiscent of the previous research of Osborne that recorded a positive impact in one 
area (group cohesiveness) yet revealed that “neither the presence of a training program, 
nor the perceptions of being trained, had a significant effect upon board members’ job 
satisfaction level” (97). Though different instruments were administered, and different 
language used, the self-assessment of effectiveness in certain aspects of the board 
member’s job as measured by the MACQα is arguably comparable to Osborne’s measures 
of job satisfaction, “defined as a board member’s overall attitude toward his tasks and 
role as a board member” (9). The subjects in this project who participated in a single 
exposure to the independent variable, Experimental Group #2, produced results that 
confirm Osborne’s findings.  
The second instrument administered, the standardized questionnaire known as the 
BSAQ, offered board members a chance to express their judgments about the 
performance of the Rolling Hills administrative board in six competency dimensions. The 
BSAQ used a four-point Likert-type scale with each question, providing a range from 
zero, indicating “Strongly Disagree,” to an answer of three, signifying “Strongly Agree.” 
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When the mean of pretest-posttest differences from all dimensions was viewed by subject 
category, a highly erratic pattern emerged, as evidenced in Table 5.10.  
 
Table 5.10. BSAQ Pretest-Posttest Comparisons by Subject Category 
Factors Experimental Group #1 
Experimental 
Group #2 
Control 
Group #1 
Control 
Group #2 
ChristCare training Yes Now and Yes Before 
Yes Now and 
Not Before 
Not Now and 
Yes Before 
Not Now and 
Not before 
BSAQ respondents n = 3 n = 5 n = 1 n = 1 
Contextual + 7% + 2%    - 8%    - 5% 
Educational + 4%  - 5%   + 6% + 12% 
Interpersonal + 7%  - 3% + 15%   + 6% 
Analytical  - 3%  - 5%   0 + 13% 
Political + 4%  - 2%   0 + 17% 
Strategic + 7% + 3%   + 9% + 17% 
Mean + 5%  - 2%   + 4% + 10% 
SD 10 8 23 22 
 
 
Upon closer reflection, the pattern was found to bear close resemblance to the 
MACQα results used for Research Question #3. Both subject categories that had previous 
exposure to ChristCare training and SEA Group follow-up, namely Experimental Group 
#1 and Control Group #1, produced strikingly similar increases of 5 percent and 4 percent 
respectively. Both matched results that placed the improvements in the specific BSAQ 
dimensions of Educational, Interpersonal, and Strategic, although Experimental Group #1 
predictably found improvement in additional dimensions, namely Contextual and 
Political. Also matching the pattern of MACQα results was the low-grade difference 
exhibited in the BSAQ mean of Experimental Group #2, a decrease of 2 percent. As per 
Osborne’s study, the BSAQ results reiterated that self-assessment of board performance 
effectiveness, or “job satisfaction, unlike cohesiveness, was not significantly related to” 
single-exposure training (96). The impact of previous training and ongoing SEA Group 
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follow-up outside of the intervention could again be proposed as the determining factor in 
the improvement of BSAQ ratings for the two multiple exposure subject categories.  
The BSAQ results for Control Group #2 did not at first appear to fit either the 
expectations of the research hypothesis or the SEA Group variation. The most dramatic 
increase of BSAQ scores emanated from the sole member of the control group who had 
no previous exposure to the ChristCare system. One could postulate that without the 
intensive time commitment of training, follow-up, homework, and implementation, as 
well as through the elimination of leading a ministry area committee, this board member 
had more time and energy to focus on board matters as a whole and thus rated 
improvements in board effectiveness higher. However, pertinent self-assessments graded 
by the MACQα did not yield results to back up that claim. 
An alternative explanation proposed that this board member witnessed substantial 
improvements in board conduct attributable to the ChristCare training, follow-up, and 
implementation, whether from before or within the intervention, and that the increased 
scores reflected the project’s positive impact. Evidence to support this explanation could 
be cited by the fact that three of the five dimensions rated to have improved by Control 
Group #2 matched the same three dimensions agreed upon as improved by Experimental 
Group #1 and Control Group #1, namely the Educational, Interpersonal, and Strategic 
dimensions. Knowledge of the intervention and probable discussions with participants, as 
well as noticeable growth in the sense of community between board members in the 
experimental groups, as revealed by the documentary evidence, increased the BSAQ 
ratings of Control Group #2. This upsurge in rankings, confusing at first to interpret, can 
be seen as a testament to the contribution of the intervention. 
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A combination of both interpretations could explain the BSAQ results for 
Experimental Group #2. Neither explanation may have been operative. A definitive 
answer remained elusive. However, the preponderance of positive evidence from other 
sections of the MACQα, from the MACQβ, and from the qualitative design suggested that 
the control-group outsider provided an objective judgment upon the efficaciousness of 
the independent variable. Nonprofit researchers Barbara E. Taylor, Richard P. Chait, and 
Thomas P. Holland have opined that “boards are often little more than a collection of 
high-powered people engaged in low-level activities,” yet also that “the key to improved 
performance is discovering and doing … work that matters” (36). In this intervention, 
when ministry area chairs conducted inductive Bible study, facilitated prayer and 
worship, and encouraged the telling of real-life stories of faith with their small groups, 
ministry area committees engaged in work that mattered. The apostolic success of the 
Acts church would be an anticipated result: “[W]hen they had prayed, the place in which 
they were gathered together was shaken; and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and 
spoke the word of God with boldness” (Acts 4:31). Control Group #2’s improved BSAQ 
scores were the most intense of any of the subject category’s pretest-posttest differences, 
revealing double-figure rises in four out of six dimensions. Just possibly, the Spirit’s 
shake-up of the Rolling Hills saints was being measured. 
Qualitative Design: Documentary Materials 
In order to add to the value and deepen the interpretation of the quantitative data 
gathered by the questionnaires, a qualitative research design employed documentary 
materials, all solicited compositions by nature. For a review of the timing of the 
production of all documentary materials within the project, see Table 1.1 (p. 20). 
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The four basic sources of solicited compositions were a training evaluation form, two 
administrative report forms, and congregational publication, as shown in Table 4.38 (p. 
116). These documents, written by intervention participants, were assembled and put 
through what Strauss and Corbin call open coding (101), a process of scanning units such 
as words, phrases, or paragraphs, and organizing them by emergent classifications of 
shared meaning. 
The categories that emerged concerned statements made about three areas: life in 
the training group, statements made about life in ministry area committees, and 
statements made about the participants’ everyday lives. The emergent categories 
paralleled an analytic device used for coding suggested by Strauss and Corbin, the 
Conditional/Consequential Matrix (181). Like the matrix, the three codes chosen could be 
represented by concentric circles expanding from micro to macro in influence (191). The 
fact that the first two categories developed, concerning the training and small-group life, 
would logically provide little surprise, considering the nature of the solicited documents. 
The emergence of the third category covering everyday life was much less inevitable. 
The fact that six of eight of the participants, or 75, reported positive lessons learned 
beyond the solicited subject matter, lessons that penetrated to issues in life outside the 
board, outside their ministry area committees, and even outside the church, testified to the 
intensity of the impact of the intervention upon the experimental subjects.  
 By sheer volume and passion in the documentary evidence, the spiritual discipline 
of community building/sharing had the most impact upon the project participants. 
Whether discussing their training experiences, mulling ministry area committee 
leadership and life, or reflecting upon everyday life, none of the other practices, like 
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Bible study, prayer, or worship, came close to evoking the lasting impressions that 
community building created. It was the only spiritual discipline to deserve any 
subcategory titles, let alone the only one to show up as a subcategory matter in all three 
major categories. In Category Number One, subcategory A, evaluative phrases such as “I 
have been blessed by deeper friendships,” “training techniques provided the tools 
necessary to get to know one another on a deeper level,” and even the use of the precise 
title used by ChristCare for the spiritual discipline “community building,” expressed one 
of the strongest patterns of comments from the experimental subjects. Even the second 
subcategory of Number One, covering the methods of the training, also alluded to the 
positive ratings of the first subcategory. Certain sharing experienced in a previous 
training edition, yet perceived to be omitted in this dissertation edition, was lamented. 
The training pedagogy was complimented for its inclusion of the sharing of ideas and its 
interpersonal participation.  
The impact the spiritual discipline of community building made upon the leaders 
in their own training translated into their impressions of ministry area committee life, as 
noted by subcategory two A. Phrases such as, “we care for each other,” “very warm and 
supportive,” “we are having fellowship in God’s service,” and, again, “community 
building,” were placed under this subcategory’s heading of “working great together.” The 
“Building Relationships” subcategory of Category Number Three gave the ChristCare 
spiritual discipline of community building a unique three-for-three showing as a 
subcategory in all the major categories. Echoing what was experienced both in training 
and in ministry area committee practice, most participants concurred with the testimony 
that “through this class, I have learned a great deal about caring and sharing in this 
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struggle we call daily life.” Osborne’s previous research proved instructive once again as 
“group cohesiveness scores were found to have a statistically significant relationship to 
training when the board members believed they had been trained” (109-10). Community 
building left its deep imprint on the subjects of this project as well. 
 Although comments about the training phase did not directly deal with the 
improvement of leadership skills and effectiveness, remarks pertaining to the application 
of the leadership training in both ministry area committees and everyday life were 
plentiful enough to create pertinent subcategories. The second subcategory of Category 
Number Two, “More Confident in Leading,” emerged through statements such as, 
“energetic, committed,” “I have grown in the understanding of what plan [sic] has for 
me,” “grew in awareness of the need to complete a task,” and “feel more confident in 
leading Biblical Equipping.” The third subcategory of Category Number Three, dubbed 
“A Good Leader,” expressed the training’s “practical aspects … that can be used in 
almost any group setting … whether in a family meeting or in the business world.” 
Participants recognized and noted the positive impact upon their leadership abilities and 
behaviors that the spiritual formation leadership training offered through the ChristCare 
curriculum,. 
 Through his experiences as a parish priest and as a consultant on religious 
leadership for the Lilly Endowment and the Episcopal Church Foundation, William L. 
Sachs observes that “when authentic spirituality becomes a criterion of organizational 
life, when interpersonal relations weigh heavily, the result can be life-giving” (56). The 
qualitative design of this project articulately portrayed the life-giving power of the means 
of grace upon the ministry area chairs and committees of one practicing church. 
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Other Unexpected Results 
 One aspect of spiritual formation this study did not take into consideration was 
the variance in the depth of the practice of the spiritual disciplines. What emerged from 
reflection on the time-usage data from the respective questions of both the MACQα and 
MACQβ was a comprehension of the possibility of at least two levels of practice: meeting 
devotional time and group discernment. Even though Research Question #2 desired to 
measure spiritual discipline practice for “mission discernment,” questions posed by the 
researcher-designed questionnaires did not evoke a distinction between implementation at 
the devotional level and integration at the deliberative level. By recording a fairly 
common total practice time of twenty-five to thirty minutes, and reporting the usage of 
anywhere from two to four spiritual disciplines during that time, respondents revealed 
individual discipline times of relatively short duration. Such usage could merely skim the 
surface of the respective discipline. Drawing from my own practical experience, one 
session of inductive Bible study alone requires a minimum of thirty minutes to be capable 
of handling meaningful input from an entire small group, as well as to prove worthy for 
its depth of impact upon participants. When the practice of multiple spiritual disciplines 
is encouraged to be an additional half-hour module of a mission-based group meeting, as 
they are in the ChristCare curriculum (McKay 35) and in others (e.g., Donahue 83; Vogel 
30), the collective spiritual formation element could be experienced as little “more than a 
brief devotional period that feels ornamental” (Warford 19).  
Future training should find options that ensure greater depth for spiritual 
formation practices and stress the integration of the spiritual disciplines with group 
decision making. At minimum, assuming basic meeting time frames do not change, a 
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rotation of spiritual disciplines from meeting to meeting could be encouraged, whereby 
the variety of the disciplines is still practiced over time, while allowing potential depth 
through the spending of more amenable amounts of time for cultivating the means of 
grace together. Other solutions would promote longer meetings or the placing of the 
focus on program planning and decision-making on a rotating basis as well (Ott 173-75). 
A more comprehensive approach could develop a two-session ChristCare-style training 
unit on spiritual discernment, with supplemental pre-class readings like those by Hook 
and Clement, L. Johnson, Kurtz, Morris and Olsen, and Ott, all to be more obvious and 
intentional about the integration of the deliberative aspects of these spiritual formation 
practices. An optimal method might include hands-on coaching by the ChristCare trainers 
through providing opportunities for trainees to lead a group, even their ministry area 
committee, in supervised on-the-job training in discernment and decision making. To 
perceive the full effect and power of biblical spiritual discernment, though, church bodies 
will need to move to the deeper “realism of ongoing daily life that Christian communities 
have to make important decisions … in trust that a genuine seeking for and openness to 
God’s will can be expected to produce decisions which are indeed inspired by the Spirit” 
(Dunn 208). 
 The inclusion of the spiritual disciplines for group devotional purposes is not to 
be disregarded. For instance, in groups that are more action-oriented and that make fewer 
decisions, devotional practice may be wholly appropriate. Additionally, as a transition 
step that moves toward changing the culture of meetings in a very business-like 
congregation, this devotional inclusion may be a vital practice. Most importantly, if 
group devotions truly are acts of devotion, expressions of the wonder and awe of loving 
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God with all one’s heart, soul, mind, and strength, as well as times to experience the 
grace and love of the Almighty, then they fulfill what Mark A. McIntosh describes as the 
first and foundational aspect of spiritual discernment: “discernment as faith … as 
grounded in a loving and trusting relationship with God” (5). By faithfully practicing the 
spiritual disciplines together, opening lives to spiritual formation of the Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit, “this transforming of the knower is the great prerequisite of a discerning life” 
(8): 
The paradox is that by turning too narrowly to the practical and useful, a 
discerning mind is less able to envision the infinitely self-sharing love to 
which all things are called; when that happens, the act of discernment 
shrinks to the merely technical, procedural, or self-interested pursuit of 
knowledge. The other side of the paradox, then, is that the more an 
individual or community holds discernment open toward contemplative 
wonder in God, the more actually useful, insightful, and productive of real 
transformation its discernment will be in the world as it now appears. (22) 
 
Future research should recognize and plan to probe the differing levels of the integration 
of spiritual disciplines and deliberation. 
Practical Applications 
 Although the intervention and the project have concluded, their execution marked 
a mere beginning for implementing small-group spiritual formation and discernment 
practices in the life of the board and ministry area committees of Rolling Hills 
Community Church. Continued participation of the ministry chairs in the SEA Group 
process will need to be encouraged and monitored. Coaching from the pastor and 
ChristCare equippers should probably take a special priority. Brainstorming and 
development of particular support systems for board leadership would be an advisable 
and fruitful next step. The counsel of Holland is that “ongoing board education, 
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application, assessment, reflection, and improvement must be integrated into the group’s 
basic understanding of what it is all about” (“Developing a More Effective Board” 101). 
 Continuing education could be of great benefit when it reviews the skills that have 
been taught. Whether from the human conditions of laziness or the tendency to try to 
accomplish tasks without the help of God, committee life has a propensity to drift away 
from the practice of the spiritual disciplines. Additionally, handicaps such as cultural 
biblical illiteracy cannot be overcome with two training sessions. The Bible characters 
making decisions in the book of Acts did not have the luxury of carrying a copy of the 
Scriptures they brought to bear in their deliberations. Rather, the Acts participants such as 
Peter and James quoted and appropriated pertinent biblical passages from what they knew 
by heart. The lack of a scriptural cultural repository in the societal context of this study 
begs for constant attention to be paid to the rudiments of the leadership and practice of 
group Bible study. 
 The training of future board members will emerge as a next action step. 
Encouragement of newcomers to engage in ChristCare training will need to be considered 
and planned. Prayer, Bible study, and faithful discussion will need to take place regarding 
the provision of future training for board members. One issue to tackle will be whether 
new waves of board members are given separate training or are integrated into the 
general training program. Questions about the participation of current board members in 
new board member training arise: should all board members train together to establish 
community? Would new member training using ChristCare graduates from the board 
build that same or an adequate enough amount of cohesiveness? Another exploration will 
be necessary to decide whether the training will be required for board members either 
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before they take office or after, or even whether training would be a requirement of 
eligibility for all candidates aspiring to board membership. Hestenes declares from 
experience that requiring such small-group spiritual formation leadership training of 
board members “will gradually transform the way in which people expect to work 
together” (24). 
 While the intervention focused upon the committee aspect of board governance, 
future use would not preclude complementary emphases on the trustee aspect. Results of 
the BSAQ, for instance, provide measures of topics concerning trustee practice that 
would produce fruitful exploration for areas and dimensions needing improvement. The 
BSAQ instrument itself provides discussion questions for probing the questionnaire’s 
revelations with the intention of trustees working together to improve the effectiveness of 
the board in the future. Other approaches, such as that laid out by Koppitch’s adaptation 
of values policy governance for church boards, would work extremely well alongside the 
ChristCare system in order to both integrate the values from the latter into the trustee 
aspect, as well as to weave the Acts spiritual formation and discernment values into the 
fabric of the organization and congregation.  
Limitations of the Study 
 The overriding limitation of this study was the very small subject population that 
participated. Even though 100 percent of the Rolling Hills Church board took part in the 
project by taking the pretest and posttest questionnaires, and although over 70 percent of 
the board members participated in the intervention’s training and follow-up, the small 
size of the governing board of this one church, as well as its necessary separation into 
four subject categories for the purpose of data analysis, produced highly idiosyncratic 
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results with no statistical generalizability. Additionally, both the board members and 
committee members who participated did so as intact groups; thus, the processes of 
random selection or assignment were not possible in this part of the project. Any results 
deemed generalizable would need to be established through logical argumentation rather 
than through the scientific rigors of the random sampling of a larger population.  
 Curriculum modifications made to facilitate a better balance between process-
oriented and task-oriented teaching modules proved satisfactory. The allowance made for 
the pedagogy of more hands-on experience, utilizing learned skills such as leadership of 
Bible study and worship, was effective enough to warrant consideration of future 
expansion into other areas such as group spiritual discernment. 
Pretest-posttest questionnaire design with an intact, nonequivalent group raises 
issues that face all longitudinal studies. For instance, the first questionnaire 
administration can create potential bias upon the results of the final questionnaire. The 
pretest can raise awareness of the subject matter, possibly spurring thought and resultant 
action in response to the initial exposure of the questionnaire (Miller 171; Wiersma 163). 
Self-assessment instruments possess inherent bias issues as well. Admission of 
embarrassing performance or discussion of sensitive issues can elicit dishonesty in 
respondents not willing to take the risk of exposure through the assessment process 
(Fowler 89; Wiersma 180). At the cost of keeping up appearances, the quality of 
information a respondent gives can be severely compromised (Ashford 156). 
Additionally, the interrelationship of respondents has a potential effect on questionnaire 
outcomes. In this particular study, for instance, a board member’s attitudes and feelings 
about the pastor/researcher, or the feelings and attitudes of committee members toward 
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the committee chair, could have tainted responses, whether for the negative or the 
positive.  
 Documentary analysis possesses its own biases. All texts are written for a 
purpose, and those purposes and their contexts must be considered in their use for 
extrapolating research conclusions. Texts used in this project were firsthand, solicited, 
and signed; those simple facts distinguished the materials from other types of sources 
(Denzin and Lincoln 704). While the three prefabricated ChristCare forms were intended 
for the internal use of the Rolling Hills program and for the project, the documents 
solicited for congregational publication would be considered intended “for external 
consumption” (Bogdan and Biklen 100). Both sets of written materials were subject to 
image management, each to varying contexts and degrees. Bogdan and Biklen’s astute 
observations about qualitative research can be aptly applied to both research designs: 
“one can never eliminate all of one’s own effects on subjects …. One can, however, 
understand one’s effects on the subjects … and use this understanding to generate 
additional insights” (43).  
Relationship of Results to the Existing Body of Knowledge 
 The literature covering the training of nonprofit and church governing boards 
testifies to the efficacy of training interventions. Whether through the perceptions of 
CEOs as canvassed by Brudney and Murray or via the pretest-posttest BSAQ 
comparisons for the interventions of Holland and Blackmon or Holland and Jackson, 
nonprofit governing board training has been shown to produce notable improvements. 
Similarly, studies chronicling the training of church governing boards have a track record 
for displaying at least some positive results while producing no reported negative 
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outcomes. Ten of the thirteen studies done by the pastor/author of the boards trained 
reported a fully positive impact made by the church governing board intervention as 
measured by their predetermined research criteria (Eason, “Team Ministry”; Eckelmann; 
Goens; Hurt; Richard Johnson; Koppitch; Maitland; Mamanua; Morgan; Taylor). The 
other three congregational studies produced mixed results, showing at least some positive 
impact (Harvard; Parke; Ramsey). Overall, church governing boards proved to be open 
and responsive to structured training events looking to improve their service to the Lord. 
This project confirmed the previous findings produced in these two board training 
research contexts by revealing a positive impact upon the unique focus of this governing 
board study, spiritual formation in committee life.  
 This project transcended the seminal church board work of Osborne in two 
meaningful ways. First, the improved group cohesiveness shown in the documentary 
materials of this study could have been explained by the Hawthorne effect: “When board 
members know they are being trained,” concluded Osborne, “they will experience a 
higher degree of unity, regardless of the training content” (119). However, the Hawthorne 
Effect cannot adequately explain the results gleaned by both the MACQα and MACQβ 
that measured increased or additional usage of specific spiritual discipline practices. The 
subjects involved with most of the Hawthorne experiments were not trained to do 
anything differently. Rather, they were observed to behave differently at the same job-
defined tasks under external conditions that were perceived to be different as manipulated 
by the researchers. No amount of perceived attention getting could alone explain ministry 
area committee chairs increasing or adding the practice of Bible study, prayer, or 
worship. Measured behavior unmistakably matched training content and exposure. 
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Further, the fact that one of the spiritual disciplines covered in ChristCare training and 
measured in the questionnaires was community building/sharing changes the analytic 
dynamic. Without the ability to distinguish improvements due to the skill practice or to 
the Hawthorne Effect, the latter must share the explanatory spotlight. 
 Osborne also attempted to measure “a board member’s overall attitude toward his 
tasks and role as a board member” (9). The results Osborne garnered from the eight 
churches, eight pastors, and sixty-six board members caused Osborne to conclude that job 
“satisfaction cannot be positively affected by training” (119). This project’s results from 
the BSAQ and the last four questions of the MACQα confirmed Osborne’s conclusion 
pertaining to single-exposure board training similar to that which Osborne’s 
questionnaire queried. However, the positive impact upon the job satisfaction of 
Experimental Group #1 and Control Group #1 attributable to SEA Group introduced an 
additional factor not anticipated by Osborne’s study: the continued exposure to a 
particular curriculum’s ongoing supervision and accountability sessions that are separate 
from regular board meetings. Holland makes the appeal that “board development must be 
acknowledged as an extensive, long-term process, not a quick fix” (“Developing a More 
Effective Board” 90). The SEA Group phase of the ChristCare system provided a long-
term, structured exposure not provided by any other study in the literature, that was found 
by this project to make a difference in board members’ assessments of their effectiveness 
regarding certain tasks and roles. 
 This study enters new territory by being the first known to use the BSAQ in a 
church governance setting. As Holland and Hester lament, “religious organizations are 
mentioned only in passing by the authors of most volumes on management, leadership, 
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and teamwork in nonprofit organizations despite the fact that religious organizations 
constitute by far the majority of all nonprofits” (xv). The findings of this project will 
hopefully contribute to the future inclusion of church governance in nonprofit studies, as 
well as see churches take advantage of the contributions of nonprofit governance 
literature and tools. 
 Upon surveying the landscape of church-related boards half a decade ago, Sachs 
surmised that “there is no clear model for a truly spiritual means of addressing such 
governance duties [as] … financial and property management, personnel and planning” 
(55). Sachs went on to request that “the next phase of board life should make the 
practices [of a spiritual approach] of board life and leadership more explicit” (56). The 
positive results of this study lay the groundwork to fulfill that appeal.  
Possibilities for Further Study 
 A well-needed next study would broaden the base of church boards engaged in 
the independent variable of small-group leadership training in order to produce more 
representative and more generalizable data. Because they already have bought into the 
ChristCare system, one place to start would be with the participant churches already 
equipped with trainers. With the possible assistance of Stephen Ministry, the future 
researcher could set a goal of enlisting several ChristCare congregations across 
denominational and polity lines. A variation would seek congregations having no 
previous experience with small-group leadership systems. Another variation could 
simultaneously use additional, differing spiritual formation small-group systems, such as 
those provided in Bill Donahue and Russ Robinson, Brett Eastman, and/or Dale 
Galloway and Kathi Mills, in order to evaluate their comparative effectiveness with 
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church governing boards. Any wider, multiple congregational study would do well to 
include a control group of comparable churches that have no exposure to any such 
training. An exploration of Osborne’s findings about the Hawthorne effect could add a 
category of other churches undergoing a different kind of intervention. For instance, a 
heightened environment could be provided through a dedicated room on the church 
campus given over to a library of relevant materials, in electronic and hard-copy format, 
covering issues such as small-group spiritual formation, trusteeship, discernment, and 
volunteer recruitment.   
 Future studies covering singular congregations could utilize the basic content and 
design of this project, yet branch out in other directions. For example, one could 
implement the spiritual formation small-group concept with the board’s meetings 
themselves. Work with another church board could attempt a more comprehensive effect 
by combining the intervention of this project upon ministry area committee life with the 
intervention of Koppitch regarding the trustee aspect of governance in order to seek 
sanctification of all of board life. A more eclectic approach to curriculum in a future 
study might add readings and learning exercises from other sources: in spiritual 
discernment from texts such as Hook and Clement, L. Johnson, Kurtz, Morris and Olsen; 
covering structure and recruiting of small groups, such as Wayne Cordeiro’s fractal 
patterns or Ott’s ministry teams; and providing Scripture specific to committee concerns 
and the practice of discernment. Yet another variation upon this project could measure 
“not simply improved board performance but improved organizational performance” 
(Brudney and Murray 343). Taking cues from nonprofit studies such as Jackson and 
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Holland’s and church interventions by Hurt or Mamanua, attention could be paid to 
indicators such as congregational income, worship attendance, and church membership.  
 A further avenue of prospective research could monitor what happens to the 
congregational involvement of board members once their terms of office are over. Are 
they lost to burnout? Do they shy away from commitment? How many quit church 
altogether? What transition issues should pastors and leaders consider for follow-up 
action? How can involvement with church board governance supply nurture for 
participants so that their “period of leadership service can become the foundation for 
lifelong service in the church?” (B. Johnson 5). Nonprofit board consultant Max De Pree 
looks at board members “like lifetime free agents” for whom “the organization and its 
leaders [must] develop programs for the care and feeding of these vital volunteers” (18). 
This project’s effort to train board members in small group spiritual formation leadership 
was a contribution in the direction of providing both potential spiritual growth for the 
chair and future meaningful skills and opportunities for service for the eventual former 
board member. Research to track such training interventions should pursue the long-term 
impact of nurturing leaders in their life after church governing board ministry. 
Ezra Earl Jones reminds all present and future researchers in church governance 
of their ultimate goal and their penultimate desire: 
The issue is not how to do church [original emphasis]; it is how to love 
God [original emphasis]. It is not even how to have vital, exciting church 
life. It is how to keep church life focused on the One who loves us 
unfailingly and never lets us go. Oh God, I want to do that! Oh God, help 
me do that! Help me help others do that. (ix-x) 
  
Such a focus would return congregational governance to the Great Commandment and 
Great Commission purposes to, in love, make disciples even of church board members. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
MODIFIED CHRISTCARE SMALL-GROUP LEADERSHIP 
TRAINING CALENDAR 
 
 
WEEK SESSION SUBJECT 
   
1 1 How to Get Your ChristCare Group Off to a Great Start  
2 13 The Nuts and Bolts of Leading a ChristCare Group  
3 12 ChristCare Group Facilitation Skills  
4 7a Prayer and Worship in ChristCare Groups, Part 1  
5 7b Prayer and Worship in ChristCare Groups, Part 2  
6 2 Building Community in Your ChristCare Groups  
7 3 Caring in and through Your ChristCare Groups  
8 9 How to Use the Bible as an Equipping Tool, Part 1 
9 10 How to Use the Bible as an Equipping Tool, Part 2 
10 18 Assertiveness Skills for Group Leaders, Part 1  
11 19 Assertiveness Skills for Group Leaders, Part 2  
12 8 Missional Service by ChristCare Groups  
13 5 Confidentiality in ChristCare Groups  
14 14 How to Build Membership in Your ChristCare Group  
15 15 How to Participate Effectively in SEA Group  
16 assorted Make-Up Session of Sessions  
17 16 Circles of Care with Christ at the Center  
   
MONTH   
1 11 Being a Process-Oriented Leader 
2 17 How to Identify, Nurture, & Work with Apprentice Leaders 
3 20 Birthing New ChristCare Groups 
4 23 Dealing with Strong Feelings in ChristCare Groups 
5 24 Being a Servant Leader 
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APPENDIX B 
 
MINISTRY AREA CHAIR QUESTIONNAIRE (MACQα) 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
(A) Questions 1 & 2 are about the people in your Ministry Area Committee. 
(B) Questions 3 through 8 are about the content of your Ministry Area Committee 
meetings. 
(C) Questions 9 through 12 ask you to rate certain aspects of your Ministry Area 
Committee and your leadership as an Administrative Board member. 
 
Please read through the questionnaire at least once before you begin writing your answers 
to the questions.  
 
Name: ______________________________________________ 
 
Ministry Area Committee: ______________________________ 
 
Date: _________________ 
 
 
Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
For Questions 1 through 8 please fill in the blanks in the right hand column,  
and as otherwise requested. 
 
(A) Questions 1 & 2 are about the people in your Ministry Area Committee. 
 
1. How many people beside your self  
are on your ministry area committee?    _______ people 
 
If your answer is “zero,” then go directly to Question 11. 
 
 
Please list their names: 
 
 
 
 
If you cannot think of all the names now,  
place a check after “Contact Me,” 
so the names can be collected later.       Contact Me _______ 
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2. How many meetings did your ministry area committee  
hold in the last 6 months?      _______ meetings 
 
 
(B) Questions 3 through 8 are about the content of your Ministry Area Committee 
meetings. 
 
 
3. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend praying?  _______ minutes 
 
 
4. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend worshiping?  _______ minutes 
 
 
5. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend studying the Bible? _______ minutes 
 
 
6. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend  
sharing about your personal lives and/or spiritual lives?  _______ minutes 
 
 
7. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend  
working on the mission, 
the ministry area concerns of your group?    _______ minutes 
 
 
8. Outside of your ministry area committee meetings     [check one] 
how many minutes, on average, do you spend      per day  
working on the mission,         per week 
on the ministry area concerns of your group?                     _______ minutes  per month 
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 (C) Questions 9 through 12 ask you to rate certain aspects of your Ministry Area 
Committee and your leadership as an Administrative Board member. 
 
For Questions 9 through 12 circle the number that best represents your answer, 
6 being the highest, 1 being the lowest. 
 
9. How would you rate your ministry area committee’s overall effectiveness within the 
last 6 months? 
 
 
highly 
ineffective ineffective 
mildly 
ineffective 
mildly 
effective effective 
highly 
effective 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
10. How would you rate the morale of the members of your ministry area committee? 
 
 
highly 
ineffective ineffective 
mildly 
ineffective 
mildly 
effective effective 
highly 
effective 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
11. How would you rate your effectiveness as a ministry area leader? 
 
 
highly 
ineffective ineffective 
mildly 
ineffective 
mildly 
effective effective 
highly 
effective 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
12. How would you rate your participation as a member of the RHCC Administrative 
Board? 
 
 
highly 
ineffective ineffective 
mildly 
ineffective 
mildly 
effective effective 
highly 
effective 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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APPENDIX C 
 
MINISTRY AREA COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE (MACQβ) 
 
Name: ______________________________________________ 
 
Ministry Area Committee: ______________________________ 
 
Date: _________________ 
 
 
Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
 
1. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend praying?  _______ minutes 
 
 
2. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend worshiping?  _______ minutes 
 
 
3. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend studying the Bible? _______ minutes 
 
 
4. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend  
sharing about your personal lives and/or spiritual lives?  _______ minutes 
 
 
5. When your ministry area committee meets,  
how many minutes, on average, do you spend  
working on the mission, 
the ministry area concerns of your group?    _______ minutes 
 
 
6. Outside of your ministry area committee meetings     [check one] 
how many minutes, on average, do you spend      per day  
working on the mission,         per week 
on the ministry area concerns of your group?                     _______ minutes  per month 
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APPENDIX D 
 
RESEARCH CONSENT FORM: 
 
BOARD MEMBERS 
 
October 7, 2005 
 
Dear _________, 
 
As a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, 
Kentucky, I am conducting a research project on the impact of Christian small-group 
leadership training on church governing board members and their ministry area 
committees. Participants will engage in a seventeen-session, weekly curriculum for 
small-group spiritual formation leadership developed by Stephen Ministries, St. Louis, 
known as the ChristCare Series. Five monthly meetings of support, accountability, and 
continuing education will follow. Both before and after this training and follow-up, two 
questionnaires will be administered for comparison purposes.   
Because of your position on the Administrative Board of Rolling Hills 
Community Church, Lago Vista, Texas, the church I serve as Lead Pastor, you are a 
candidate to participate in this study. My hope is that some of the estimated 350,000 
church boards and three million church governing board members in the United States 
will be aided and inspired because of your decision to take the time and energy to involve 
yourself in this research. 
Since board matters, spiritual formation, and small-group life all include sensitive 
information and issues, I want to assure you that your responses and identities will be 
kept confidential during the project phase and anonymous for publication purposes. Once 
the dissertation process is complete in May 2007 I will destroy the individual 
questionnaires, as well as any other resultant data that could identify you. 
Any participation is entirely voluntary, and I appreciate your willingness to 
consider being a part of this study. Please know that you can refuse to respond to any or 
all questions on the questionnaires, and can refuse to participate in any or all of the 
activities of training and follow-up. If you choose not to participate in the training and 
follow-up, you can still be involved in the questionnaires. 
For more information and to ask any questions, feel free to contact me, either by 
phone at 267-4283, or via e-mail at Gary_Olsen@asburyseminary.edu.  
If you are willing to be involved in this research project, please indicate your 
voluntary participation by signing and dating this letter in the spaces provided below. 
 
Thanks, and God’s Grace, 
 
Rev. Gary Olsen 
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I volunteer to participate in the study described above, including those parts of the study 
checked below 
 
 The pretest and posttest questionnaires 
 
 The ChristCare training and implementation 
 
and so indicate my participation by my signature below: 
 
 
Print name: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Sign Name: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Date: ________________________ 
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APPENDIX E 
 
RESEARCH CONSENT FORM: 
 
MINISTRY AREA COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
 
October 7, 2005 
 
Dear _________, 
 
As a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, 
Kentucky, I am conducting a research project on the impact of Christian small-group 
leadership training on church governing board members and their ministry area 
committees. Administrative Board members will have the option to engage in a 
seventeen-session, weekly curriculum for small-group spiritual formation leadership 
developed by Stephen Ministries, St. Louis, known as the ChristCare Series. Five 
monthly meetings of support, accountability, and continuing education will follow. Both 
before and after this training and follow-up, a questionnaire will be administered to 
ministry area committee members for comparison purposes.   
Because of your participation on a ministry area committee of Rolling Hills 
Community Church, Lago Vista, Texas, the church I serve as Lead Pastor, you are a 
candidate to contribute to this study. My hope is that churches in the United States will be 
aided and inspired because of your decision to take the time and energy to involve 
yourself in this research. 
Since committee matters, spiritual formation, and small-group life can include 
sensitive information and issues, I want to assure you that your responses and identities 
will be kept confidential during the project phase and anonymous for publication 
purposes. Once the dissertation process is complete in May 2007 I will destroy the 
individual questionnaires, as well as any other resultant data that could identify you. 
Any participation is entirely voluntary, and I appreciate your willingness to 
consider being a part of this study. Please know that you can refuse to respond to any or 
all questions on the questionnaire. If your ministry chair chose not to participate in the 
training and follow-up, you can still be involved in the questionnaire. 
For more information and to ask any questions, feel free to contact me, either by 
phone at 267-4283, or via e-mail at Gary_Olsen@asburyseminary.edu.  
If you are willing to be involved in this research project, please indicate your 
voluntary participation by signing and dating this letter in the spaces provided below. 
 
 
 
Thanks, and God’s Grace, 
 
 
 
Rev. Gary Olsen 
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I volunteer to participate in the study described above and so indicate by my signature 
below: 
 
 
Print name: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Sign Name: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Date: ________________________ 
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APPENDIX F 
 
MODIFIED CHRISTCARE TRAINING: 
INDIVIDUAL SESSION SCHEDULES 
Week 1: How to Get Your ChristCare Group Off to a Great Start 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER  
 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce   
 
 
6:45 10 min  #1 Welcome    Gary   
          
 
6:55 15 min  #2 Community Building:  Nancy   
   Getting to Know One Another 
 
7:10 30 min  #4 Biblical Equipping:  Ray    
   Jesus Forms His Small Group       
   Luke 5:1-11  
 
7:40 15 min  BREAK 
 
 
7:55 45 min  #5 Creating a Covenant   Stacey    
          
 
8:40 10 min  Next Assignments:     Gary   
   a) Long-term course outline 
b) Session 13 “Nuts & Bolts” 
McKay, Nuts and Bolts 
 
8:50 10 min  #6 Prayer & Worship:   Darren   
   “Do not be afraid, I am with you.”     
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Week 2: The Nuts & Bolts of Leading a ChristCare Group 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY     EQUIPPER  
 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship   Joyce   
 
 
 
6:45 10 min  #1 Nuts & Bolts in Our Congregation Gary   
          
 
 
6:55 25 min  #2 Working with People, Personalities, Stacey   
   and Problems 
 
 
7:20 45 min  #3 Biblical Equipping:   Darren    
   Being a Transformational Leader     
   2 Timothy 3:10-4:8 
 
 
8:05 15 min  BREAK 
 
 
 
8:20 25 min  #4 Facilitating Transformation   Ray    
   and Missional Service in Your Group    
   
 
 
8:45 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments   Gary   
   Session 12: Facilitation Skills      
   Vol. 1: 243-50 
 
 
8:50 10 min  #6 Prayer and Worship   Ray   
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Week 3: ChristCare Group Facilitation Skills 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER  
 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce   
   SEA and train together 
 
 
6:45 15 min  #1 Discuss Facilitation Skills  Gary   
          
 
 
7:00 60 min  #2 Practice Facilitation Skills  Nancy   
    
 
 
8:00 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
 
8:10 35 min  #3 Biblical Equipping:   Gary    
  Taking Risks and Being Transformed    
  Luke 19:1-10 
 
 
8:45 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments  Gary   
Session 7: Prayer and Worship     
 Vol. 1: 145-64 
 
 
8:50 10 min  #5 Prayer and Worship  Nancy 
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Week 4: Prayer & Worship in ChristCare Groups, Part 1 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce   
   with S.E.A. group 
 
6:45 10 min  #1 Intro to Prayer and Worship Stacey   
          
 
6:55 35 min  #4 Biblical Equipping: Worship  Darren   
   at the Temple (2 Chronicles 3-5 select)  
 
7:30 10 min  TRAVEL TIME  
    SEA to SEA   Ray, Darren, Stacey, Joyce 
    Train to train   Gary 
 
7:40 20 min  Discussion: Worship   Ray   
   Participation, Past and Present 
 
8:00 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
8:10 20 min  Review Pre-Class Reading  Gary   
 
 
8:30 25 min  Prayer Posture    Gary 
   Gary’s Scripture handout 
 
8:55 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments  Gary  
   Bring a favorite prayer or worship resource 
 
9:00 5 min  #5 Closing Prayer,   Stacey  
    including Psalm 100     
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Week 5: Prayer & Worship in ChristCare Groups, Part 2 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER  
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce   
 
6:45 15 min  Worship    Ray  
 
7:00 20 min  #2 Check-In and Prayer  Darren  
 
7:20 25 min  Biblical Equipping:   Gary  
   House Church Worship  
   1 Corinthians 11-16 (select verses) 
   (Scripture handout) 
 
7:45 15 min  BREAK 
 
8:00 20 min  II.F. “Prayer and Worship”    Stacey  
   Lecture Format 
   “VI. Resources for Prayer and Worship”  
pages 12-13 
 
8:20 25 min  II.F. “Prayer and Worship”   Nancy  
   Lecture Format 
   “VI. Planning for Prayer and Worship”  
pages 13-15  
 
8:45 10 min  II.F. “Prayer and Worship”   Ray 
Lecture Format 
“VI. The Challenges of Prayer and Worship” 
page 16  
 
8:55 5 min  Next Week’s Assignment  Gary   
Session 2: Building Community    
   vol 1: 11-28; Paap, Biblical Equipping i-28 
   plus Worship Leading sign-ups 
 
9:00 5 min  Closing Prayer   Nancy   
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Week 6: Building Community in Your ChristCare Group 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce  
 
 
6:45 10 min  #1 Worship:    [sign-up]    
   Finding a Home 
 
6:55 50 min  #2 Community Building:  Stacey   
   Establishing Bonds of Trust 
 
 
7:45 15 min  BREAK 
 
 
8:00 35 min  #3 Biblical Equipping:   Ray  
   What Does Christian Community Look Like? 
   Colossians 3:11-17 
 
8:35 15 min  #4 Stages and Styles,   Darren 
   and Building Trust 
 
 
8:50 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments  Gary   
   Session 3: “Caring …”  
   Vol. 1: 40-51;  
also Paap, Biblical Equipping, pages 29-79  
 
8:55 10 min  #5 Prayer: Share Prayer  Gary 
   Concerns and Pray in a Circle 
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Week 7: Caring in & through ChristCare Groups 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY     EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship   Joyce  
   SEA and train together 
 
 
6:45 15 min  #1 Worship: Coming into God’s Presence [sign-up]  
       
 
7:00 35 min  #2 Biblical Equipping:   Stacey  
   Love One Another  
   1 John 4:7-21 
 
7:35 10 min  TRAVEL TIME  
    SEA to SEA    Darren, Stacey,  
Joyce, and Ray 
    Train to train    Gary  
 
7:45 20 min  #3 The Nature of Care   Gary  
   in ChristCare Groups       
   
 
8:05   15 min  #4 Kinds of Needs and Types of Care  Gary 
          
 
8:20 25 min  #5 Community Building and Care  Gary  
             
 
8:45 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments   Gary 
   Session 9: Biblical Equipping, Part 1 
   Vol. 1: 188-222;  
Paap, Biblical Equipping, pages 81-109 
 
8:50 10 min  #6 Prayer & Worship:    Gary 
   Praying for One Another      
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Week 8: How to Use the Bible as an Equipping Tool, Part 1 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce  
 
 
6:45 15 min  #1 Prayer and Worship  [sign-up]  
          
 
7:00 25 min  #2 Biblical Equipping   Nancy  
   The Crop God Grows … 
   Matthew13:1-9, 18-23 
 
7:25 15 min  #3 Biblical Equipping Apart  Darren  
             
 
7:40 15 min  BREAK 
  
 
7:55 10 min  #4 Using Published Materials  Gary 
          
 
8:05 15 min  #5 How to Prepare a   Stacey  
   Biblical Equipping Session      
  
 
 
8:20 30 min  #6 Preparing Your Own  Ray 
   Biblical Equipping Session 
 
 
8:50 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments  Gary 
   Session 10:  
“The Bible as an Equipping Tool” Part 2 
   Vol. 1: 219-22, plus  
Biblical Equipping to lead; 
also, Ruth N. Koch & Kenneth C. Haugk,  
Speaking the Truth in Love, pages 7-87 
 
8:55 5 min  #9 Closing Prayer   Joyce     
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Week 9: How to Use the Bible as an Equipping Tool, Part 2 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce 
    
 
 
6:45 10 min  #3 Prayer and Worship  [sign-up] 
 
 
 
6:55 5 min  #1 How Did Your Prep Go?  Stacey   
 
 
 
7:00 60 min  #2 Group Members Lead   Gary  
   Biblical Equipping 
 
 
8:00 5 min  BREAK 
 
 
 
8:05 60 min  #2 Group Members Lead   Nancy 
   Biblical Equipping   
   
 
 
9:05 2 min  Next Week’s Assignments  Gary  
   Session 18: Assertiveness Skills for  
   ChristCare Group Leaders 
   Koch & Haugk, Speaking the Truth in Love, pages 89-190  
(and bring Vol. 2) 
 
9:07 3 min  #3 Closing Prayer   Ray   
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Week 10: Assertiveness Skills for ChristCare Group Leaders, Part 1 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY     EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship   Joyce  
 
 
6:45 15 min  Prayer and Worship    [sign-up]  
          
 
7:00 12 min  II. Q. “Assertiveness …,” Part 1  Ray  
   Lecture Format 
   “I. Introduction and L.I.F.E.,” pages 5-7   
 
7:12 18 min  II. Q. “Assertiveness …,” Part 1  Stacey  
   Lecture Format 
   “II. Assertiveness Overview,” pages 7-11 
 
7:30 25 min  II. Q. “Assertiveness …,” Part 1  Darren 
   Lecture Format 
   “III. Speaking the Truth in Love, Part One” 
 
7:55 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
8:05 25 min  II. Q. “Assertiveness…”, Part 1  Nancy 
   Lecture Format     
   “IV. Speaking the Truth in Love, Part  Two” 
 
8:30 20 min  Biblical Equipping:    [sign-up]  
   Ephesians 4:1-16       
   
 
8:50 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments   Gary  
   Session 19: “Assertiveness …,” Part 2 
 (bring Speaking the Truth in Love and Vol. 2) 
 
8:55 5 min  Closing Prayer    Stacey   
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Week 11: Assertiveness Skills for ChristCare Group Leaders, Part 2 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY     EQUIPPER 
 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship   Joyce  
 
 
 
6:45 25 min  Biblical Equipping    [sign-up] 
   2 Timothy 1:1-14 
 
 
7:10 20 min  II.Q. “Assertiveness …” Part 2  Darren & Stacey 
   Lecture format 
   “I. Introduction and L.I.F.E.”, pages 31-32 
 
7:30 30 min  II.Q. “Assertiveness …” Part 2  Nancy  
   Lecture format 
   “III. Assertiveness Challenge, Part One” 
   pages 36-39 
 
8:00 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
8:10 30 min  II.Q. “Assertiveness …” Part 2  Ray 
   Lecture format  
   “IV. Assertiveness Challenge, Part Two” 
   pages 39-41 
 
8:40 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments   Gary  
   Session 8: “Missional Service” 
Vol. 1: 169-83     
 
8:45 15 min  Prayer and Worship    [sign-up] 
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Week 12: Missional Service by ChristCare Groups 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce  
   SEA and train together 
 
 
6:45 15 min  #1 Prayer and Worship  [sign-up]  
        
 
7:00 30 min  #2 Biblical Equipping:  [sign-up]  
   Least-of-These Care 
   Matthew 25:31-40 
 
7:30 10 min  TRAVEL TIME  
    SEA to SEA   Ray, Darren, Stacey, Joyce 
    Train to train   Gary 
 
7:40 20 min  #3 Share Your Missional  Gary  
    Service Experiences       
 
 
8:00 20 min  #4 Missional Service   Gary    
    Opportunities  
 
 
8:20 20 min  #5 What Will Our Class do  Gary   
    for Missional Service       
 
 
8:40 5 min  #7 Next Week’s Assignments Gary 
   Session 5: “Confidentiality …”    
   Vol. 1: 83-94 
 
8:45 15 min  #6 Prayer as Missional Service Gary    
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Week 13: Confidentiality in ChristCare Groups 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce  
 
 
6:45 15 min  #1 Prayer and Worship:  [sign-up]  
   Confession and Forgiveness       
 
7:00 15 min  #2 Public vs. Private Info  Ray  
    
 
7:15 15 min  #3 Questions & Answers  Gary  
           
 
7:30 10 min  #6 Missional Service:   Darren & Stacey 
   Planning Update  
 
 
7:40 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
7:50 45 min  #4 Preserving Confidentiality  Nancy 
         
 
8:35 30 min  #5 Biblical Equipping:  [sign-up]    
   Why Pray?        
   Psalm 86:1-17 
 
8:55 1 min  Next Week’s Assignments  Gary 
   Session 14: “Build Membership” 
   Vol. 1: 269-84 
   Also, missional service update 
 
8:56 5 min  #7 Closing Prayer   Ray    
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Week 14: How to Build Membership in Your ChristCare Group 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce  
 
 
6:45 10 min  #1 Modeling Welcoming  Ray  
          
 
6:55 45 min  #2 Biblical Equipping:  [sign-up]  
   Inviting as Jesus Did 
   John 1:35-51 
 
7:40 20 min  #3 Role-Play Inviting   Stacey 
 
 
8:00 10 min  BREAK  
          
 
8:10 15 min  #5 Prayer and Worship  [sign-up] 
       
 
8:25 25 min  #4 Building Groups in  Joyce  
   Our Congregation 
 
 
8:50 5 min  #8 Next Week’s Assignments Gary 
   Session 15: “SEA Group” 
   Vol. 1: 290-326 
   missional service update 
 
8:55 5 min  #9 Closing Prayer   Gary    
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Week 15: How to Participate Effectively in S.E.A. Group 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY   EQUIPPER 
 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship Joyce  
   SEA and train together 
 
 
6:45 10 min  Biblical Equipping:  Gary  
   1 Thessalonians 5:12-24       
 
 
6:55 45 min  #1 Video: SEA Group Live Darren & Stacey  
    
 
 
7:40 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
 
7:50 15 min  #2 SEA Group:  All Equippers  
   the Beginning   Leading Real SEA Groups  
   
 
 
8:05 40 min  #3 SEA Group:  All Equippers  
   the Middle   Leading Real SEA Groups  
             
 
8:45 10 min  #4 SEA Group:  All Equippers  
   the End   Leading Real SEA Groups  
 
 
8:55 5 min  Next Week’s Assignment Gary 
   Make-Up Session of Sessions     
   (individual reading assignments) 
   missional service update 
 
9:00 5 min  Closing Prayer  Nancy     
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Week 16: Make-up Session of Sessions 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce  
 
 
6:45 10 min  Prayer and Worship   [sign-up]  
          
 
6:55 25 min  Make-up session on …  Gary  
    
 
7:20 25 min  Make-up session on …  Ray  
             
 
7:45 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
7:55 15 min  Biblical Equipping:   [sign-up] 
   Acts 22:1-16 
 
 
8:10 25 min  Make-up session on …  Darren 
       
 
8:35 25 min  Make-up session on …  Stacey    
             
 
9:00 5 min  Next Week’s Assignments  Gary 
   Session 16: “Christ at the Center”  
   Vol. 1: 331-36 
   missional service update 
 
9:05 5 min  Closing Prayer   Stacey    
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Week 17: Circles of Care with Christ at the Center 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 45 min  Dinner and Fellowship  Joyce  
 
 
6:45 15 min  #1 Prayer and Worship  [sign-up]  
          
 
7:00 30 min  #2 Community Building:  Stacey & Darren  
   Feelings at a Time of Change 
 
7:30 25 min  #3a Biblical Equipping,  Nancy 
   “Share, Hear, Explore” 
   Jesus Sends His Small Group Out to Make Disciples 
   Matthew 28:16-20 
 
7:55 10 min  BREAK…IN SILENCE 
 
 
8:05 25 min  #3b Biblical Equipping:  Nancy 
   “Connect, Prepare”       
 
8:30 15 min  #4 Group Leader Assignments  Gary  
             
 
8:45 5 min  Next Month’s Assignments  Gary 
   Session 11: “Process-Oriented …” 
   Vol. 1: 230-36      
   Commissioning Date= 
   missional service update 
 
8:50 20 min  #5 Go Forth to Lead   Ray    
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APPENDIX G 
 
MODIFIED CHRISTCARE SEA GROUP: INDIVIDUAL SESSION SCHEDULES 
 
Month 1: Being A Process-Oriented Leader 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 30 min  Finger Food Fellowship  Joyce  
    
 
6:30 15 min  Prayer and Worship   Darren & Stacey 
 
 
6:45 60 min  SEA: Check Ins & In-Depths  Equippers 
 
 
7:45 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
7:55 30 min  1. Process vs. Results Role Play Nancy 
 
 
8:25 10 min  2. Process or Results   Gary 
 
 
 
8:35 20 min  Biblical Equipping:   Ray 
   A Process-Oriented Approach to 
   Growing Disciples 
   Matthew 6:19-34 
 
8:55 5 min  Next Month’s Assignment:   Gary 
   Session 17 “Apprentice Leaders” 
   Vol. 2: 341-60 
 
9:00 5 min  Closing Prayer   Darren & Stacey  
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Month 2: How to Identify, Nurture, and Work with Apprentice Leaders 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 30 min  Finger Food Fellowship  Joyce  
    
 
6:30 10 min  Prayer and Worship   Gary 
 
 
6:40 20 min  Biblical Equipping:   Darren & Stacey 
   Rom. 16:1-7,21-27 
 
 
7:00 60 min  SEA: Check Ins & In-Depths  Equippers 
 
 
8:00 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
8:10 10 min  II.P. “Apprentice Leaders”  Ray 
   “III. Finding Apprentices: What to Look For” 
   pages 9-10 
 
8:20 15 min  II.P. “Apprentice Leaders”  Darren 
   “IV. Begin Finding An Apprentice” 
   pages 10-12 
 
8:35 20 min  II.P. “Apprentice Leaders”  Stacey 
   “VI. Working with Apprentices” 
   pages 18-21 
 
8:55 5 min  Next Month’s Assignment:  Gary 
   Session 20 “Birthing New … Groups” 
   Vol. 2: 381-93 
 
9:00 5 min  Closing Prayer   Gary     
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Month 3: Birthing New ChristCare Groups 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 30 min  Finger Food Fellowship  Joyce  
    
 
6:30 10 min  Prayer and Worship   Gary 
 
 
6:40 20 min  Biblical Equipping:   Ray 
   Acts 13:1-4 
 
 
7:00 60 min  SEA: Check Ins & In-Depths  Equippers 
 
 
8:00 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
8:10 10 min  II.R. “Birthing New … Groups” Gary 
   “II. Barriers to Birthing” 
   pages 4-7 
 
8:20 35 min  II. R. “Birthing New … Groups” Ray 
   “V. Birthing Assessment & Planning” 
   pages 11-13 
 
8:55 5 min  Next Month’s Assignment:  Gary 
   Session 23 “Strong Feelings …” 
   Vol. 2: 435-48 
 
9:00 5 min  Closing Prayer   Gary     
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Month 4: Dealing with Strong Feelings in ChristCare Groups 
 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 30 min  Finger Food Fellowship  Joyce  
    
 
6:30 5 min  Prayer and Worship   Nancy 
 
 
6:35 10 min  Biblical Equipping:   Gary 
   John 11:30-36 
 
 
6:45 60 min  SEA: Check Ins & In-Depths  Equippers 
 
 
7:45 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
7:55 10 min  Session II.U., “Strong Feelings  ... ”  Stacey 
   “II. Expressing Feelings” 
   page 4 
 
8:05 10 min  Session II.U., “Strong Feelings  ... ” Darren  
   “III. Identifying Feelings” 
   pages 5-7 pick 5 of the 10 to do 
 
8:15 40 min  Session II.U., “Strong Feelings  ... ” Nancy 
   “V. Role-Playing” pages 10-13 
   Role-Play Situations 1 & 2 
 
8:55 5 min  Next Month’s Assignment:  Gary 
   Session 24 “Being a Servant Leader” 
   Vol. 2: 455-65 
 
9:00 5 min  Closing Prayer   Nancy     
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Month 5: Being a Servant Leader 
 
TIME LENGTH ACTIVITY    EQUIPPER 
 
6:00 30 min  Finger Foods and Fellowship  Joyce  
    
 
6:30 5 min  Worship: Session II.V.,  Ray 
   “Being a Servant Leader” 
   pages 2-3, “Modeling Servant Leadership” 
 
6:35 10 min  Biblical Equipping:   Nancy  
   Mark 10:42-45       
 
 
6:45 60 min  SEA: Check Ins & In-Depths  Equippers  
    
 
7:45 10 min  BREAK 
 
 
7:55 50 min  Continuing Ed:    Darren & Stacey 
   Session II.V., “Servant Leader”  
   “III. Identifying Needs for Servant Leadership,” 
   Lecture-Based Training, pages 6-10 
    
 
8:45 5 min  Next Time: Closing Questionnaires Gary 
   [date to be announced] 
 
8:50 10 min  Session II.V., “Servant Leader” Gary 
   “V. Pray for One Another”    
 
9:00 5 min  Session II.V., “Servant Leader” Gary 
   “VI. Closing” 
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